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I.

Assessment of the Current Status of School Crime (see Appendix B)
Crime Statistics in the 90059 Zip Code September 2016-March 2017

Crime
Violent Crimes
Property Crimes
Property Crimes Per 10,000 people
Most Prevalent: Aggravated Assault

Incident Rate
186
334
151
94
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II.

Appropriate Programs and Strategies that Provide School Safety
A. Child Abuse Reporting Procedures
Background
Section 11166 of the Penal Code requires any child care custodian, health practitioner, non-medical practitioner, or
employee of a child protective agency who has knowledge of or observes a child in his/her professional capacity or within
the scope of his/her employment whom he/she knows or reasonably suspects has been the victim of child abuse, to report
the known or suspected instance of child abuse to a child protective agency immediately or as soon as practically possible
by telephone and to prepare and send a written report thereof within 36 hours of receiving the information concerning the
incident.
“Child care custodian” includes teachers; an instructional aide, a teacher’s aide, or a teacher’s assistant employed by any
public or private school, who has been trained in the duties imposed by this article, if the school has so warranted to the
State Department of Education; a classified employee of any public school who has been trained in the duties imposed by
this article, if the school has so warranted to the State Department of Education; administrators of a public or private day
camp; licensees, administrators, employees of licensed community care or child day care facilities; head-start teachers;
licensing workers or licensing evaluators; public assistance workers; employees of a child care institution including, but not
limited to, foster parents, group home personnel, and personnel of residential care facilities; social workers or probation
officers; or any person who is an administrator or presenter of, or a counselor in, a child abuse prevention program in any
public or private school.
“Health practitioners” includes physicians and surgeons, psychiatrists, psychologists, dentists, residents, interns, podiatrists,
chiropractors, licensed nurses, dental hygienists, optometrists, or any other person who is licensed under Division 2
(commencing with Section 500) of the Business and Professions Code; marriage, family and child counselor trainees as
defined in subdivision (c) of Section 4980.03 of the Business and Professions Code; unlicensed marriage, family and child
counselor interns registered under Section 4980.44 of the Business and Professions Code; State or county public health
employees who treat minors for venereal disease or any other condition; coroners; paramedics; and religious practitioners
who diagnose, examine, or treat children.
Reporting Procedure
All cases of suspected child abuse and neglect must be reported immediately. The person making the initial determination
of a possible child abuse is ultimately responsible for reporting or insuring that a report is made. However, a specific
person such as the Nurse, Psychologist, Administrator, Coordinator and/or SB 65 Consultant may be assigned to be the
"point" person who makes the report and/or assists others in the reporting. Obtaining this assistance is voluntary.
The following is the procedure which one needs to follow:
A. Must be reported immediately by the person discovering or person being informed of the alleged child
abuse/neglect and/or any other designated person or persons.
B. Call Law Enforcement for physical and sexual abuse and all types of abuse perpetrated by an out-of-home person:
213-485-4700 if the act occurred in the City of Los Angeles.
C. Call Department of Children and Family Services for neglect and emotional abuse:
1. 1-800-540-4000
D. When calling, be sure to have with you:
1. Child's emergency card (address, D.O.B., parents' names, etc.)
2. The child's story or any allegations of abuse received (what happened)
3. Your observation and/or information concerning the incident
E. Upon contacting the proper official, tell him/her about the incident. He/she will give you further direction in the
case such as:
• "Detain the child, we'll send a car."
• "Handle it administratively."
• "We'll send a social worker to speak to the parents."
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• "We'll send a police officer to the home to speak with the parents."
BEFORE HANGING UP:
• Be sure to get the name and badge number of the officer or agency representative.
• Write this information on the report
• Get a report or case number. Write this number on the upper right-hand corner of the report.
• Record the agency's response at the bottom of the report.
F. Follow the advice and/or directions given by the officer or social worker.
If you have any questions about this advice, call the Alliance Office, 213-943-4930.
G. Complete the official reporting form, SS8572. For reporting purposes, you must use the official four-page NCR
form. You may not use copies of the form. This report MUST BE COMPLETED WITHIN 36 HOURS FROM
THE TIME THE ALLEGATION IS RECEIVED.
1. Make one copy of the front white page.
2. Remove the yellow copy from the report form and retain this copy at home in your personal files.
This is your confidential receipt that you, in fact, made the report.
3. Mail the original set to the reporting agency, usually LAPD:
Abused Child Unit
150 N Los Angeles St, Rm 140
Los Angeles, CA 90012

OR

Dept of Children and Family Services (DCFS)
3075 Wilshire Blvd, 5th Fl
Los Angeles, CA 90010

H. Record information on School/Site Log.
I. Notify Principal that a report has been made.
J. Contact Alliance Office, 213-943-4930, when the report involves a school employee or a student perpetrator.
Documentation
Upon hiring, all Alliance and school employees receive a copy of the Suspected Child Abuse Reporting Procedures and are
required to sign acknowledging their role as mandated reporters. This signed acknowledgement is maintained in the
employee’s file in the Alliance Human Resources Department.
Training
All employees, both Home Office and all schools, must complete free annual online training modules.
A. All Employees: General Training Module
• English: http://mandatedreporterca.com/training/generaltraining.htm
• Spanish: http://goo.gl/XZtUi
B. Administrators and interested parties: Educators’ Training Module
• English: http://mandatedreporterca.com/training/educators.htm
• Employees should complete training before first day of instruction each year to ensure everyone is
current.
• School administrators must review reporting procedures with school staff each year before first day of
instruction.
Accountability
A. Upon completion of training, employee submits certificate of completion to supervisor.
B. Principals must certify the compliance of all staff members on annual Administrator Certification Form.
C. Director of HR will monitor compliance of home office employees.
D. Director of Operations will provide training support and guidance.
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B. Suspension and Expulsion Policies
The Student Suspension and Expulsion Policy has been established in order to promote learning and protect
the safety and well-being of all students at Alliance schools. The policy, procedures and grounds for
suspension/expulsion are based on Education Code 48900 et seq. As required by the Modified Consent
Decree, Alliance schools also follow the District’s Discipline Foundation Policy, including the school-wide
positive behavior support plan and alternatives to suspension.
Each Alliance school will develop, maintain, and implement a comprehensive student discipline policy. The
discipline policy will not be biased or discriminatory, and will follow the principles of due process. In the case of a
student who has an IEP, or a student who has a 504 Plan, the school will ensure that it follows the correct
disciplinary procedures to comply with the mandates of state and federal laws, including the IDEA and Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Plan of 1973
The discipline policy will be reviewed with students and parents upon admission to the school. By signing the
Parent/Student/Staff Compact, students and parents acknowledge their understanding of and their responsibility
to the standards set forth in the discipline policy. The discipline policy will define student responsibilities,
unacceptable behavior, and the consequences for noncompliance.
Code of Conduct
Student responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
• Following all rules of behavior and conduct set by the classroom teacher and contained within this
policy.
• Respecting fellow students and school personnel.
• Attending classes regularly and on time.
• Completing all assigned work (to the best of the student’s ability).
• Being prepared for class (bringing materials such as books, homework, etc.).
• Participating in all assessment measures (e.g., tests).
• Respecting the property of the school and others.
• Keeping the campus clean.
• Wearing the school uniform. One school uniform shall be provided to each student at no cost.
Unacceptable student behavior includes, but is not limited to:
• Excessive talking unrelated to instruction.
• Classroom disturbance.
• Eating in class, bringing outside food on campus.
• Fighting, horseplay, pushing, running and yelling.
• Using unapproved electronics (e.g., cell phones, video games) during school hours.
• Inappropriate use of technology and telecommunications (e.g., cell phones, video games) during school
hours
• Use, possession or sale of alcohol, tobacco or a controlled substance.
Alliance believes in a student discipline philosophy that is progressive in nature, and at all times, tries to provide
students with supports and opportunities to improve. Positive behavior supports will be provided as part of this
progressive discipline policy. These include, but are not limited to: positive recognition, increased family and
community collaboration, acknowledgement and reinforcement of appropriate behavior, clear definition of
expectations, team-based implementation, and data-based decision making.
Students who violate the school rules are subject to, but not limited to the following progressive actions:
• Verbal warning
• Loss of privileges (e.g. attending afterschool activities, interscholastic sports, special non-instructional
activities held during the school day)
• Detention
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•
•
•
•

•

Written notice to parents/guardian
Conference with student and parent/guardian
Suspension
Opportunities for voluntary transfers to other Alliance schools– only considered if the school can clearly
demonstrate and document that comprehensive intervention strategies have been fully utilized without
success
Expulsion - for Category I offenses or Category II offenses (only if additional findings are substantiated)

Suspended students shall be excluded from participating in all school and school-related activities unless
otherwise agreed by the principal and the parent/guardians during the period of suspension. Expelled students
shall be excluded from participating in all school and school-related activities.
Grounds for Suspension and Expulsion
A student may be suspended or expelled for prohibited misconduct, as outlined in the section below, if the act is
related to a school activity or school attendance occurring at the Alliance school in which the student attends, a
school-sponsored event, within a school under the jurisdiction of the superintendent of the school district, or at a
school within any other school district. The act may occur at any time, including, but not limited to:
1) While on school grounds,
2) While going to or coming from school,
3) During the lunch period whether on or off the school campus,
4) During, or while going to or coming from, a school-sponsored activity.
Student Offenses
Students may be suspended or expelled for any of the following acts, consistent with the requirements for
Category I, Category II and Category III offenses as defined below, when it is determined that the pupil has:
(a) (1) Caused, attempted to cause, or threatened to cause physical injury to another person.
(2) Willfully used force or violence upon the person of another, except in self-defense.
(b) Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, knife, explosive, or other dangerous object unless, in the
case of possession of any object of this type, the pupil had obtained written permission to possess the item
from a certificated school employee, which is concurred in by the principal or the designee of the principal.
(c) Unlawfully possessed, used, sold, or otherwise furnished, or been under the influence of, any controlled
substance listed in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 11053) of Division 10 of the Health and Safety Code,
an alcoholic beverage, or an intoxicant of any kind.
(d) Unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell any controlled substance listed in Chapter 2 (commencing
with Section 11053) of Division 10 of the Health and Safety Code, an alcoholic beverage, or an intoxicant of any
kind, and then either sold, delivered, or otherwise furnished to any person another liquid, substance, or material
and represented the liquid, substance, or material as a controlled substance, alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant.
(e) Committed or attempted to commit robbery or extortion.
(f) Caused or attempted to cause damage to school property or private property.
(g) Stole or attempted to steal school property or private property.
(h) Possessed or used tobacco, or products containing tobacco or nicotine products, including, but not limited to,
cigarettes, cigars, miniature cigars, clove cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, snuff, chew packets, and betel.
However, this section does not prohibit use or possession by a pupil of his/her own prescription products.
(i) Committed an obscene act or engaged in habitual profanity or vulgarity.
(j) Unlawfully possessed or unlawfully offered, arranged, or negotiated to sell drug paraphernalia, as defined in
Section 11014.5 of the Health and Safety Code.
(l) Knowingly received stolen school property or private property.
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(m) Possessed an imitation firearm. As used in this section, "imitation firearm" means a replica of a firearm that is
so substantially similar in physical properties to an existing firearm as to lead a reasonable person to conclude
that the replica is a firearm.
(n) Committed or attempted to commit a sexual assault or committed a sexual battery.
(o) Harassed, threatened, or intimidated a pupil who is a complaining witness or a witness in a school disciplinary
proceeding for the purpose of either preventing that pupil from being a witness or retaliating against that pupil
for being a witness, or both.
(p) Unlawfully offered, arranged to sell, negotiated to sell, or sold the prescription drug Soma.
(q) Engaged in, or attempted to engage in, hazing.
(r) Engaged in an act of bullying, including, but not limited to, bullying committed by means of an electronic act
directed specifically toward a pupil or school personnel.
(t) Aided or abetted the infliction or attempted infliction of physical injury to another person (suspension only).
48900.2 Committed sexual harassment.
48900.3 Caused, attempted to cause, threatened to cause, or participated in an act of hate violence.
48900.4 Intentionally engaged in harassment, threats, or intimidation, directed against school district personnel or
pupils.
48900.7 Made terroristic threats against school officials or school property, or both.
Alliance’s policy prohibits suspension and expulsion be utilized as corrective measures in response to student
misconduct of willful defiance as described in Education Code section 48900(k).
It is the intent of the Legislature that alternatives to suspension or expulsion be imposed against any pupil who is
truant, tardy, or otherwise absent from school activities. (48900(w))
As used in this section, "school property" includes, but is not limited to, electronic files and databases.
A superintendent of the school district or the principal may use his or her discretion to provide alternatives to
suspension or expulsion, including, but not limited to, counseling and an anger management program, for a pupil
subject to discipline under this section.
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Matrix for Student Suspension and Expulsion Recommendations

Source: Los Angeles Unified School District Student Discipline & Expulsion Support Unit (August 14, 2014)

Process for Suspension
Suspension is preceded by a conference conducted by the principal or designee with the student and the
student’s parent/guardian. The conference may be omitted if the administrative staff determines that an
emergency situation exists. An “emergency situation” involves a clear and present danger to the lives, safety or
health of students or school personnel. If the student is suspended without a conference, the parent/guardian is
notified of the suspension, a request for a conference is to be made as soon as possible, and the conference is
to be held as soon as possible.
Notice to Parents/Guardians
At the time of suspension, the principal makes a reasonable effort to contact the parent/guardian by telephone
or in person. Whenever a student is suspended, the parent/guardian shall be notified in writing of the
suspension and the date of return following suspension. This notice shall state the specific offense committed by
the student. In addition, the notice shall also state the date and time the student may return to school. If school
administrators wish to ask the parent/guardian to confer regarding matters pertinent to the suspension, the
notice may request that the parents/guardians are strongly encouraged to respond without delay and that
student violations of school rules may result in student expulsion from the school.
Length of Suspension
Suspensions, when not including a recommendation for expulsion, shall not exceed five (5) consecutive school
days per suspension. Upon a recommendation of expulsion by the principal or principal’s designee, the pupil
and the pupil’s guardian or representative will be invited to a conference to determine if the suspension for the
pupil should be extended pending an expulsion hearing. This determination will be made by the principal or
designee upon either of the following: 1) the pupil’s presence will be disruptive to the education process; or 2)
the pupil poses a threat or danger to others. Upon either determination, the pupil’s suspension will be extended
pending the results of an expulsion hearing. Students who receive an extended suspension will be offered an
interim placement at another Alliance school campus when possible, or independent study from the attending
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school. Students shall not be suspended for more than a total of twenty (20) school days in a school year,
unless a suspension has been extended pending an expulsion hearing.
Suspension Appeals
The suspension of a student is at the discretion of the school principal or designee. Parents/guardians shall be
notified in advance of the enactment of the suspension and can appeal a student’s suspension. A suspension
appeal shall be submitted to the Chief Schools Officer and shall be heard if requested within five (5) days of the
notification of suspension by the principal or designee. Upon consideration, the Chief Schools Officer’s decision
shall be final. The student shall be considered suspended until a meeting is convened to hear the appeal. The
decision to rule on the appeal will be made within one (1) business day of the appeal hearing.
Parents/guardians will be notified of the decision in writing within three (3) days. For students who are
recommended for expulsion, any appeal of the suspension will be considered concurrently with the expulsion
process.
Authority to Expel
A student may be expelled by a three (3) member panel, known as the Expulsion Panel that is designated by
the School Board of Directors. The Expulsion Panel shall be selected by the Board President and will consist of
Alliance staff. The members of the Expulsion Panel shall meet the following criteria:
1) The members shall have no knowledge or previous familiarity of the student or situation, and
2) The members are not school employees.
Process for Expulsion
Upon a recommendation of expulsion by the principal or principal’s designee, the pupil and the pupil’s
parent/guardian or representative will be invited, by letter or by phone, to a pre-expulsion conference. During
the conference, they will have the right to respond to the allegation. If necessary, they will be given three (3)
additional calendar days after the conference to respond. This conference will also provide an opportunity to
determine if the suspension for the pupil should be extended pending an expulsion hearing. This determination
will be made by the principal or designee.
Expulsion Hearing
A hearing to determine whether the student should be expelled is required for recommendation for expulsion.
The hearing shall be held within 30 school days after the principal makes his/her expulsion recommendation.
The hearing shall be presided over by the Expulsion Panel described above.
The principal or designee provides written notice of the hearing to the student and the student’s parent/guardian
within ten (10) calendar days before the date of the hearing.
Presentation of Evidence
While technical rules of evidence do not apply to expulsion hearings, evidence may be admitted and used as
proof only if it is the kind of evidence on which reasonable persons can rely in the conduct of serious affairs. A
determination by the panel to expel must be supported by substantial evidence that the student committed an
expellable offense.
Findings of fact shall be based solely on the evidence at the hearing. While hearsay evidence is admissible, no
decision to expel shall be based solely on hearsay. Sworn declarations may be admitted as testimony from
witnesses of whom the Expulsion Panel determines that disclosure of their identity or testimony at the hearing
may subject them to an unreasonable risk of physical or psychological harm.
The decision of the Expulsion Panel shall be in the form of written findings of fact. The final decision by the
panel shall be made within three (3) school days following the conclusion of the hearing.
If the Expulsion Panel decides not to recommend expulsion, the pupil shall immediately be returned to his/her
educational program or be given the opportunity to transfer to another Alliance school with mutual agreement of
the parent and the other Alliance school.
Written Notice to Expel
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Following a decision of the Expulsion Panel to expel, the principal or designee shall send to the student and
parent/guardian written notice of the decision to expel, including the panel’s adopted findings of fact. This notice
to expel a student will be sent by certified U.S. mail.
Appeal of Expulsion
An expulsion decision may be appealed within 30 calendar days of the date of the Expulsion Panel’s written
decision to expel. The parent/guardian must submit the appeal in writing to the Board President. An Expulsion
Appeal Panel shall be convened within 30 school days of receipt of the written appeal, at which time the
student’s parent/guardian must attend to present their appeal either verbally or in writing. The Expulsion Appeal
Panel shall have three (3) members. The panel shall be selected by the Board President and will consist of
Alliance staff. Panel members shall not be school employees, shall have no familiarity of the incident or student,
and shall not be the same individuals that served on the Expulsion Panel. The scope of review of the panel
shall be limited to whether there is relevant and material evidence which, in the exercise of reasonable
diligence, could not have been produced or which was improperly excluded at the expulsion hearing. The
decision of the Expulsion Appeal Panel shall be final. Parents will be notified of the Expulsion Appeal Panel’s
decision, in writing, within two (2) business days of the hearing. In the event that Expulsion Appeal Panel
reverses the expulsion, the student shall be immediately reinstated.
Alternative Placement
In the event of a decision to expel a student, the school will work cooperatively with the county and/or other
schools to find alternative placement for the student. The school shall communicate any incident of violent
and/or serious student behavior to the district/school in which the student matriculates.
Rehabilitation Plans
Pupils who are expelled from an Alliance school shall be given a rehabilitation plan upon expulsion as
developed by the Expulsion Panel at the time of the expulsion order, which may include, but is not limited to,
periodic review as well as assessment at the time of review for readmission. The rehabilitation plan should
include a date not later than one (1) year from the date of expulsion when the pupil may reapply to Alliance for
readmission.
Readmission
The school’s governing board shall adopt rules establishing a procedure for the filing and processing of requests
for readmission and the process for the required review of all expelled pupils for readmission. Upon completion
of the readmission process, school’s governing board shall readmit the pupil, unless school’s governing board
makes a finding that the pupil has not met the conditions of the rehabilitation plan or continues to pose a danger
to campus safety. A description of the procedure shall be made available to the pupil and the pupil’s parent or
guardian at the time the expulsion order is entered and the decision of the governing board, including any
related findings, must be provided to the pupil and the pupil’s parent/guardian within a reasonable time.

REV: 09/15
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C. Notifying Teachers about Dangerous Pupils
California Education Code Section 49079 requires that information the District receives about its pupils from a law
enforcement agency must be shared with his/her teachers. Students who have or who are reasonably suspected of having
violated Section 48900 [except (h)], 48900.2, 48900.3, 48900.4, or 48900.7 fall into this category. Teachers receive copies
of all school suspensions and have access to student records for events at other sites.
Staff Training
All new personnel receive training on the Suspension and Expulsion Policies as a routine part of their new-teacher
orientation held in July of each School Year and also receive a handbook with an outline of the procedure. In addition The
Principal or designee shall ensure that employees are informed, in accordance with law, of crimes and offenses committed
by students who may post a danger in the classroom. Principal or designee is encouraged to do this in person with all
necessary parties.
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D. Sexual Harassment Policy
Policy Statement
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL is committed to providing and continuing to
provide a cooperative and comfortable work environment free of sexual harassment of any kind. This policy is intended to
be consistent with, and intended to be, enforced in conformance with the California Fair Employment and Housing Act as
well as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which proscribes harassment in the workplace.
The policy of ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL prohibits discrimination against
any employee, applicant for employment, or student, on the basis of sex. The school will not tolerate sexual harassment
activity by any of its employees. This policy similarly applies to non-employee volunteers or any other persons who work
subject to the control of school authorities.
A. Definitions
1.

Conduct of a Sexual Nature - Conduct of a sexual nature may include, but is not limited to, verbal, visual
or physical sexual advances, including subtle pressure for sexual activity; touching, staring, looking up
and down, pinching, patting, or brushing against; comments regarding physical or personality
characteristics of a sexual nature; sexually-oriented "kidding," "teasing," double-entendres, explicit or
suggestive messages, cartoons, pictures and jokes, and any harassing conduct to which an employee
would not be subjected for such employee's sex.

2.

Unwelcome Conduct of a Sexual Nature.
(a) Verbal, visual or physical conduct of a sexual nature may constitute sexual harassment when the
allegedly harassed employee has indicated, by his or her conduct, that it is unwelcome.
(b) An employee who has initially welcomed such conduct by active participation must give specific
notice to the alleged harasser that such conduct is no longer welcome in order for any such
subsequent conduct to be deemed unwelcome.
(c) Alliance for College-Ready Publics prohibits any conduct of a sexual nature directed toward
students by teachers or others to whom this policy applies, and shall presume that any such
conduct is unwelcome.

B. Sexual Harassment Prohibited
1.

For the purposes of this policy, unwelcome sexual advances or requests for sexual favors, and other
unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature constitute prohibited sexual harassment if:
(a) submission to the conduct is made either an explicit or implicit condition of employment (as an
illustration, and not as a limitation, where a person’s continued employment is conditioned upon
or impacted by prohibited sexual-based factors);
(b) submission to or rejection of the conduct is used as a basis for an employment decision affecting
the harassed employee; and the conduct substantially interferes with an employee's student's
performance, or creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work or school environment,
regardless of whether the employee’s continued employment or compensation is affected).

2.

Specific Prohibitions.
(a) Administrators and Supervisors. It is sexual harassment for a manager or supervisor to use his or
her authority to solicit sexual favors or attention from subordinates when the subordinate's
failure to submit will result in adverse treatment, or when the subordinate's acquiescence will
result in preferential treatment. Administrators and supervisors who either engage in sexual
harassment or tolerate such conduct by other employees shall be subject to sanctions, as
described below.
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(b) Non-managerial and Non-supervisory Employees - It is sexual harassment for a nonadministrative and non-supervisory employee to subject another such employee to any
unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature. Employees who engage in such conduct shall be subject
to sanctions as described below.
(c) Employees and Students - It is sexual harassment for an employee to subject a student to any
conduct of a sexual nature. Employees who engage in such conduct shall be subject to sanctions.
C. Reporting, Investigation, and Sanctions
1.

It is the express policy of ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL to
encourage victims of sexual harassment to report such claims. The School understands that victims of
harassment are often embarrassed and reluctant to report acts of harassment for fear of being blamed,
concern about being retaliated against, or because it is difficult to discuss sexual matters openly with
others. However, no employee of the School should have to endure harassing conduct, and therefore the
School encourages everyone to promptly report any incidents of harassment so that corrective action can
be taken. This may be done through the employee grievance resolution procedure or by reporting such
matters to the onsite Administrator/Director/Principal.
(a) Employees who feel that their superiors are conditioning promotions, increases in wages,
continuation of employment, or other terms or conditions of employment upon agreement to
unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature, are encouraged to report these conditions to the
appropriate administrator. If the employee's direct administrator or supervisor is the offending
person, the report shall be made to the next higher level of authority.
(b) Employees are also urged to report any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature by superiors or
fellow employees if such conduct interferes with the individual's work performance, or creates a
hostile or offensive working environment.
(c) Every reported complaint of harassment will be investigated promptly and thoroughly by
designated school staff. Typically the investigation will include interviewing the complainant,
anyone who may have knowledge of the alleged harassment, and the alleged harasser. Once the
investigation is completed, the School will notify the complainant of the results of the
investigation. ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL will
make every effort to handle the investigation in as Confidential a manner as possible consistent
with a thorough, fair and proper investigation. It should be understood that the School will not
tolerate reprisals or retaliation against anyone as a result of the good-faith reporting of charges of
sexual harassment. If you feel you have been subject to retaliation in any form, you should report
it to your supervisor or the appropriate school administrator.
(d) Students are urged to report any conduct of a sexual nature by school employees or others to
whom this policy applies to a school counselor or administrator.

2.

In determining whether alleged conduct constitutes sexual harassment the totality of the circumstances,
the nature of the conduct, and the context in which the alleged conduct occurred have to be investigated.
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL has a responsibility to
investigate and resolve complaints of sexual harassment.

3.

Any employee found to have engaged in sexual harassment shall be subject to sanctions, including, but
not limited to, warning or reprimand, suspension, or termination, subject to applicable procedural
requirements. Conduct of a sexual nature directed toward students shall be reported as child abuse for
investigation by appropriate authorities.

Filing Complaints with State and Federal Agencies
In addition to notifying the School of harassment or retaliation, aggrieved parties may wish to file complaints with other
appropriate state and federal agencies including the Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH), which has
authority to conduct investigations of facts. The deadline for filing complaints with the DFEH is two years from the date of
the alleged unlawful conduct. If the DFEH believes that a complaint is valid and settlement efforts fail, the DFEH may seek
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an administrative hearing before the California Fair Employment and Housing Commission or file a lawsuit in court. Both
the California Fair Employment and Housing Commission (FEHC) and the courts have the authority to award monetary
and non-monetary relief in meritorious cases. Employees can contact the nearest DFEH office or the FEHC at the locations
listed in the School’s DFEH poster or by checking the state government listings in the local telephone directory.
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E. School–wide Dress Code Prohibiting Gang-Related Apparel (see Appendix C)
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F. Procedures for Safe Ingress and Egress from School
(SEE SECTION III. DISASTER RESPONSE PROCEDURES, I. EMERGENCY MAPS)
Campus Safety and Security
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL and its staff members maintain policies, practices
and procedures so that the campus is physically secure and safe.
Entrances and Exits
The school Principal and office manager have develop procedures so that students, staff, parents and community members
can enter and exit the building in a safe and orderly way, and that the building is secure from unauthorized entry during
non-school hours, as follows:
• Designating individuals to lock the school building and/or grounds when not in use, i.e., LACC Sherriff S/O,
office manager, plant manager
• School staff members maintain the security of the building when working during non-regular working hours (e.g.
not propping doors open, re-securing the building after leaving)
• Practice of locking doors that are not being regularly used, even during school hours
• Signs posted requesting that visitors sign in at the main office
• Adults without a visitor or staff badge and any children not enrolled at the school are escorted immediately to the
main office
• Periodically testing the security system according the manufacturer or vendor instructions, to ensure it is
functioning
• Created and implemented a dismissal plan and student pick-up traffic plan to avoid congestion of the parking lot
and local streets to prevent students from crossing traffic unnecessarily
Traffic and Pedestrian Safety
Safe Passage To and From School
Youngsters must be prepared for safe travel to and from school. As a significant number of pedestrian fatalities are schoolage children, it is critical that children understand the dangers of street travel and how to avoid needless tragedies.
School personnel have discussed the following safety issues with students and parents, distribute and post materials, as
appropriate:
_____ Traffic and pedestrian safety
_____ Bicycle Helmet Law
_____ Bus Safety
_____ Safe Routes to School
_____ Drop-off, pick-up, and parking procedures
_____ Exiting and entering a car
_____ Seat belt law use
Responsibility of Administrators
• Assess traffic, warning signs, school bus and parent loading zones, crossing guards, crosswalks, traffic signals,
stop signs, etc.
• Confer with local Department of Transportation in establishing safe pedestrian routes to and from school and
appropriate student pick-up and drop-off points.
• Review, distribute and post “Back-to-School Safety Tips.”
• At elementary schools, encourage parents to walk their children to school.
• Schedule Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety assemblies. The Principal should also ensure that teachers incorporate
pedestrian and bicycle safety into classroom curricula.
• Recruit volunteers to participate in Volunteer Crossing Guard program.
• Inform students, staff and parents of designated “Safe Routes,” student drop-off and pick-up points, and safety
procedures to be observed whenever there are moving vehicles in or around the school. This information should
include bike helmet usage and should be distributed in a brochure to students and parents at the start of the school
year.
• Report continuing traffic non-compliance problems to local enforcement agency.
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Traffic Patterns and Drop-Off/Pick-Up Points
The school has developed appropriate protocols to minimize traffic congestion and enhance pedestrian safety around the
school site.
Responsibility of Administrator
• Administrator ensures through daily monitoring by designated staff that loading and unloading areas are
“curbside” and designated to minimize student proximity to moving vehicles and that these areas are readily
accessible to students.
• School personnel ensure that appropriate traffic and pedestrian signs are posted in the vicinity of the school.
• School personnel have developed and implemented a student drop off and pick up plan and distribute plan to
parents.
• All designated drop-off/pick-up points are safe and at “curbside”.
• Local Sheriff S/O on sight for assistance relating to traffic enforcement during drop-off and pick-up times as
necessary to ensure student safety and minimize traffic congestion.
• Proper supervision is provided at any bus loading and unloading areas.
Releasing Students
School employees are responsible for releasing students to parents, legal guardians or other persons designated by parents
or legal guardians, unless formally modified by a court order served to the school.
In the event that employees are uncertain of the propriety of releasing a student, they locate or contact the school principal,
principal’s designee or school counsel before releasing the student.
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G. Procedures to Ensure a Safe and Orderly Environment (See Appendix D)
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Alliance Visitor Policy
The safety and security of staff and students at every Alliance school is of utmost importance. A critical part of creating a
safe campus environment is for the administration, as well as those individuals or classrooms receiving visitors, to have
advance knowledge of all visitors. School administration must know at all times who is on campus and reserves the right to
refuse entry to any visitor. The following procedures for visiting an Alliance school will be strictly followed.
Closed Campus
Each Alliance school is a closed campus. All students are required to remain on school grounds during the regularly
scheduled school day, including the lunch period. It is unlawful for anyone to take a student away from school during the
regular school day without first obtaining proper permission from a designated school official.
Visitor Policy, Sign-in, and Verification
Principals are responsible for managing involvement of volunteers and visitors, and for ensuring that the activities of
visitors and volunteers do not result in undue disruption of the instructional program. It is also important that the presence
of visitors and volunteers does not contribute to safety or security issues for students and staff members or for the visitors
themselves.
All Campus Visitors Must:
• Request an appointment for a visitation date and time from the office staff after entering the school office. As
much advance notice as possible should be given, but no visitor can be guaranteed entry to the campus on a
specific date and time.
• Sign into the visitor’s log immediately upon entrance, providing all requested information (e.g., visitor’s name,
date, time, name, purpose of visit, other additional information the School may require). This is for the safety of
students, staff, as well as the individual in case of emergency. Failure to provide information will be grounds for
denial of access.
• Show identification. Failure to provide information will be grounds for denial of access.
• Complete a visitor’s badge and obtain the principal/designee’s approval before proceeding. The visitor’s badge
may include the following information: visitor name, date, time, destination and office approval. You may be
required to wait depending on the principal’s/designee’s availability.
• Wear a visitor’s badge at all times during your stay at the school.
• Keep observation of classroom activity to a particular purpose and reasonable frequency, as determined by the
School.
• Follow the established procedures for scheduling an appointment with the teacher(s).
• Return the visitor’s badge to the school office before leaving the campus and sign out. You must indicate on the
visitor’s log the time you are leaving the school.
Some Important Rules for All Visitors:
• The staff person/student you are visiting must be on campus that day and aware of the visit.
• Visitors must be escorted by designated school personnel at all times on campus.
• Do not interfere with any school activity during the visitation. Visiting the School is a privilege, not a right.
• Enter and leave the classroom as quietly as possible when class is in session.
• While class is in session, do not converse with students, teachers, and/or instructional aides during the visitation
unless explicitly permitted.
Failure to follow any of these basic procedures may result in a visitor not receiving authorization to enter the building
and/or being barred from future visits.
REV: 08/15
Registered Sex Offender Policy
For the protection of pupils while they are traveling to and from school, attending school, or at a school-related activity, the
principal and her/his designees should respond appropriately when apprised of information that a registered sex offender
resides or works within two (2) miles of the school, or otherwise may be likely to attempt to be within the area of the school
for any reason whatsoever.
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In accordance with “Megan’s Law”, the principal or designee shall notify parents/guardians annually of the availability of
the CD-ROM from local law enforcement regarding registered sex offenders, and recommend that they utilize the
information contained on the disk, and that information about registered sex offenders may be obtained from the California
Attorney General’s Megan’s Law website, found at http://meganslaw.ca.gov, (Penal Code 290.4 and Parra Act), subject to
the disclaimer found on said website.
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL and its employees shall be immune from liability
for the good faith dissemination of sex offender information so long as the dissemination is in the manner and to the extent
authorized by law (Penal Code 290).
When a school has received information about a registered sex offender from any source, the principal or designee may, on
a case-by-case basis, notify staff, including but not limited to, campus supervisors, bus drivers, staff who may be involved
in visitor/outsider registration, and teachers. If the principal or designee informs any staff member of the information about
a registered sex offender, the principal or designee shall also inform the staff member of the following:
a) Alliance schools will share public registered sex offender information with staff members of a particular school to
assist in identifying a danger;
b) Any person who uses registered sex offender information to commit a felony will be subject to criminal penalties;
and
c) Staff is not permitted to notify any parents or any other members of the community of any information received
pursuant to this policy without the written permission of the principal or designee.
If a suspected registered sex offender is seen on or nearby school grounds, and is not a parent or guardian of a pupil at the
school, staff members shall immediately inform the principal or designee. When the principal or designee receives
information that a suspected registered sex offender may be on or nearby school grounds or around any pupil, he or she will
determine whether the suspected registered sex offender has received written permission for the entry onto school grounds,
is a parent or guardian of a pupil at the school, and if possible, is actually a registered sex offender. Any such registered
sex offender who does not have written permission for the entry onto school grounds or is not a parent or guardian of a
pupil attending the school will be promptly directed to leave by the principal, who will notify law enforcement
immediately. Law enforcement will determine if the registered sex offender is in violation of parole or probation
conditions.
If a school learns or is notified that a registered sex offender is a parent/guardian of one or more pupils who attend the
school, the principal or designee should attempt to schedule a meeting with the parent/guardian for the following purposes:
a)
To establish a positive, cooperative working relationship to the extent possible;
b)
To discuss the incident(s) leading to the registration requirement, (the school recognizes that the
parent/guardian is not required to discuss any criminal or personal history with representatives of the school);
c)
To explain the limitations placed upon the parent’s/guardian’s participation in school programs, activities or
visits, as specified in this policy;
d)
To advise the parent/guardian that the regulations limiting his/her access to children at school will be strictly
enforced with the assistance of law enforcement personnel, if required;
e)
To develop joint strategies with the parent/guardian for “normalizing” the educational experience of his/her
children to the fullest extent possible; and
f)
To be advised of any judicial restraining orders or conditions of probation or parole that may limit the
parent’s/guardian’s ability to participate in school activities.
This meeting shall be held on school grounds unless there is a concern for the safety or welfare of pupils or staff, and in that
event, it may be held at a location within the principal’s or designee’s discretion. If this meeting with the parent is not held,
the principal or designee shall notify the parent/guardian in writing of the information contained in this policy. The school
recognizes the following rights of the parent/guardian to participate in his/her child’s education:
a)
To transport his/her child to and from school;
b)
To attend regularly scheduled parent conferences with the teacher, principal or other school official; and
c)
To attend a regularly scheduled school program or activity in which their child is a participant.
The parent/guardian may not extend their presence at school beyond what is reasonable to exercise the aforesaid parental
rights, and to that end, a registered sex offender shall not:
a)
Serve as a school or class volunteer;
b)
Act as a chaperone on a school field trip;
c)
Be in the presence of children for any reason other than for the parent rights stated herein; and
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d)

Make individual contact with any student other than his/her own while at school or during a school activity.

Staff shall provide observation and/or supervision of a parent/guardian registered sex offender who is visiting a school or
participating in a school activity defined herein.
When a parent/guardian is a registered sex offender, the school will make an effort to preserve the confidentiality of
information obtained pursuant to the Megan’s Law notification process to the fullest degree possible. School officials may
share relevant information with employees as needed but will not share the information with unauthorized employees, other
parents or with the community at large. In order to avoid a breach of confidentiality, copies of forms, materials or
information distributed or used in connection with the implementation of this policy should be collected and/or destroyed.
Under no circumstances is it appropriate to post notices, photographs, or the identity of a parent/guardian registered sex
offender on school bulletin boards.
All schools shall inform parents annually about the existence of this policy regarding registered sex offenders. All schools
shall cooperate to the fullest extent possible with local law enforcement for receiving, communicating and disseminating
information concerning registered sex offenders.
NOTE: Pursuant to Penal Code 290(q), any person who uses registered sex offender information to commit a felony will
receive a five-year state prison term; any person who uses registered sex offender information to commit a misdemeanor
will be fined at least $500 and not more than $1,000.
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H. Rules and Procedures on School Discipline
NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL is committed to providing a working and learning
environment that is free from unlawful discrimination and harassment. The school prohibits discrimination and harassment
based on an individual's actual or perceived sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical condition), sexual
orientation, gender (including gender identity), ethnic group identification, race, ancestry, national origin, religion
(including religious accommodation), color, mental or physical disability, age, marital status, or on the basis of a person’s
association with a person or group with one or more of these actual or perceived characteristics, or any other basis protected
by federal, state, local law, ordinance, or regulation. Harassment based on any of the above-protected categories is a form
of unlawful discrimination and will not be tolerated by any ACRPS. Harassment is intimidation or abusive behavior toward
a student or employee that creates a hostile environment and can result in disciplinary action against the offending student
or employee. Harassing conduct may take many forms, including verbal remarks and name-calling, graphic and written
statements, or conduct that is physically threatening or humiliating. This nondiscrimination policy covers admission or
access to, or treatment or employment in, all school programs and activities, including vocational education. The lack of
English language skills will not be a barrier to admission to or participation in school programs or activities.
DISCIPLINE POLICY
Each Alliance campus will develop, maintain, and implement a comprehensive student discipline policy. The discipline
policy will not be discriminatory, arbitrary, or capricious, and will follow the general principles of due process. The policy
will be adapted as needed in regard to the discipline of a student with special needs as determined by the provisions of the
IDEA. The school will follow Alliance policy and the law regarding the discipline of special education students and will
notify the appropriate Alliance office responsible for student discipline proceedings if it expels any student whose home
school is an Alliance school.
The discipline policy will be reviewed with students and parents upon admission to the school and signing of the
parent/student/staff compact. By signing the Parent/Student/Staff School Compact, students and parents acknowledge their
understanding of and their responsibility to the standards set forth in the discipline policy. The discipline policy will define
student responsibilities, unacceptable behavior, and the consequences for noncompliance.
CODE OF CONDUCT
Student responsibilities will include, but not be limited to:
• Following all rules of behavior and conduct
• Respecting fellow students and school personnel
• Attending classes regularly and on time
• Completing all assigned work (to the best of the student’s ability)
• Being prepared for class (bring materials e.g. books, homework)
• Participating in all assessment measures (e.g. tests)
• Respecting the property of the school and others
• Keeping the campus clean
• Wearing school uniform
Unacceptable student behavior includes, but is not limited to:
• Excessive talking unrelated to instruction
• Classroom disturbance
• Eating in class, bringing outside food on campus
• Horseplay/pushing/throwing/running/yelling
• Bringing mp3 players, walkmans, cell phones, pagers, radio beepers, video games, etc.
• Cheating
• Inappropriate use of technology and telecommunications
• Use, possession or sale of alcohol, tobacco or a controlled substance.
• Fighting
• Possession of a knife, gun, explosive or other dangerous objects.
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•
•
•
•

Destruction of school property
Theft
Public display of affection (PDA)
Failure to follow school-determined and/or lawful directions of staff members.

Students who violate the school rules are subject, but not limited to:
• Verbal warning
• Loss of privileges (e.g., detention)
• Confiscation of items
• A notice to parents
• Conference with student/parent
• Suspension
Any student who engages in repeated violations of behavior will be required to attend a meeting with the school’s staff and
the student’s parent. The school will prepare a specific, written remediation / behavior agreement outlining future student
conduct expectations, timelines, and consequences for failure to meet the expectations.
REFERRAL PROCEDURES
Teachers enforce discipline based upon their established classroom rules, which are drawn from the school and Alliance
policies. Students will only receive an office referral after having three (3) minor behavior infractions reported by the same
teacher or one major infraction. Minor behavior referrals are written on a progressive form that informs the administration
of the teacher’s steps of intervention before referring the student to the administration. Students with referrals resulting
from a major behavior infraction are escorted to the office with a completed summary form for immediate disciplinary
action and parent conference.
STUDENT DISCIPLINE
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL believes that one of the major functions of
education is the preparation of youth for responsible citizenship. ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY
HIGH SCHOOL shall foster a learning environment that reinforces self-discipline and the acceptance of personal
responsibility. In addition, ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL shall work with
students and families to provide a safe school environment that provides students with the opportunity to have a quality
education.
The following policies and procedures are designed to guide ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH
SCHOOL and personnel in dealing with student discipline issues, while providing students and parents with a clear set of
expectations regarding student behavior and an understanding of the consequences of misconduct.
As provided in ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL charter petitions, the policies and
procedures for suspension and expulsion of ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL
students set forth in this document comply with the policies and procedures identified in the California Education Code.
These policies and procedures will be periodically reviewed and the lists of offenses for which students are subject to
suspension or expulsion will be modified as necessary.
These policies and procedures will be enforced fairly, uniformly, and consistently without regard to sex, ethnic group,
religion, sexual orientation, color, race, national origin and physical or mental disability
Discipline in General
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL has a process for handling, and if necessary
escalating, individual cases of student misbehavior. Strategies may include but are not limited to:
• Relocating the student’s desk to a different part of the classroom;
• Assigning different or additional work appropriate to the infraction;
• Utilizing a peer mediation or student conflict resolution program;
• Individual conversation with the classroom teacher about behavior and consequences;
• Utilizing a written referral framework;
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•
•
•
•

Designating selected classrooms and teachers (typically, lead teachers or advisors) as places for “time out”;
Referring students to the principal or a designee;
Contacting parents/guardians; and/or
Requiring the student to attend before/after school detention or Saturday detention;

ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL school employees will report unmanageable or
unusual behavior of students to the school principal or designee as soon as possible. The school principal or designee shall
investigate the report and exercise his or her discretion for purposes of notification of parents, legal guardians, law
enforcement, or local child protection services.
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I. Hate Crime Policies and Procedures
Background
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL is committed to providing a safe learning and
working environment that is free from discrimination and harassment. Hate-motivated incidents and crimes jeopardize both
the safety and well-being of all students and staff. Current law requires school districts to document and report any and all
hate-motivated incidents and crimes to permit the development of effective programs and techniques to combat crime on
school campuses.
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL will not tolerate hate-motivated incidents/crimes
based on race, color, national origin, religion, disability, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or retaliation in any form
for reporting such incidents/crimes.
Definitions
A “hate-motivated incident” means an act or attempted act which constitutes an expression of hostility against a person,
property, or institution because of the target’s real or perceived race, color, national origin, religion, disability, sex, sexual
orientation, or gender-identity. This may include using bigoted insults, taunts, or slurs, distributing or posting hate group
literature or posters, defacing, removing, or destroying posted materials or announcements, posting or circulating
demeaning jokes or leaflets, or sending insulting or threatening messages by phone, e-mail, Web sites, or any other
electronic or written communication.
A “hate-motivated crime” means a “hate-motivated incident” that has been investigated by law enforcement and determined
to be criminal in nature and a violation of the law. This includes any criminal action that manifests evidence of hostility
toward the target because of his or her actual or perceived race, color, national origin, religion, disability, sex, sexual
orientation or gender identity. Such action includes, but is not limited to, threatening telephone calls, hate mail, physical
assault, vandalism, cross burning, destruction of religious symbols, or fire bombings. This also includes threats or hate mail
sent by electronic communication.
Indicators in Identifying Hate-Motivated Incidents/Crimes
The following questions may assist in determining whether an act or action is a hate-motivated incident/crime:
1. Was an actual crime or attempted crime, such as vandalism, assault or battery, committed? Both verbal and written
threats may be included in this consideration.
2. Was the incident/crime directed at a particular person or group of persons because of the actual or perceived race,
color, national origin, religion, disability, nationality, sex, sexual orientation, or gender identity of the person or
group of persons (protected categories)?
3. Did the perpetrator intentionally select the target because of his or her belonging to a protected category (listed in
#2 above)? There must be some indication that the perpetrator’s actions were motivated by bias/prejudice against
the deliberately selected target (a person who is actually, or perceived to be a member of or affiliated with one of
the above-referenced “protected” categories.)
4. Was a substantial motivation for the perpetrator’s action because the target was a member or perceived member of
one of the “protected” classes referenced above?
5. Did the perpetrator perceive that the target fell within one of the protected categories (listed in #2 above)? If
answers to the above-listed indicators have been determined to be true, then the incident may be hate-motivated or
rise to the level of a hate-motivated crime. However, conduct that does not rise to the level of a “hate-motivated
crime” may still be considered to be a hate-motivated incident, unlawful discrimination, and/or inappropriate
behavior, and may require follow-up, some type of corrective or administrative action, and/or discipline, as
appropriate.
Administrative Responsibilities
1. Preventative Measures
(a) Each school principal should, as part of the school’s Safe School Plan, identify the administrator(s)
responsible to serve as complaint manager(s) and establish a systematic process to respond to and report
hate-motivated incidents/crimes. This process should include directions for response and assistance to the
target, consultation with and/or reporting to School Police, use of disciplinary action, and school
reporting procedures.
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(b) A non-school site administrator or supervisor is responsible to identify the administrator(s) or
supervisor(s) responsible to respond to and report hate-motivated incidents/crimes.
(c) Communicate and ensure that staff, students, and parents are informed of school policy requiring the
promotion of mutual respect and acceptance, and school policy regarding hate-motivated behavior.
(d) Inform students, parents, and employees of this policy and the reporting procedures for targets of or
witnesses to hate-motivated behaviors.
(e) Provide in-service training to certificated and classified staff to ensure that staff is clearly familiar with
and able to identify the indicators of hate-motivated behavior and understand their individual
responsibilities to respond, intervene, and report such behavior.
(f) Certify on the “Administrator Certification Form” that the school/work location has complied with the
mandates of the LAUSD Policy Bulletin BUL-2047.0 Responding to and Reporting Hate-Motivated
Incidents and Crimes.
(g) Review on a quarterly basis all documented hate-motivated incidents/crimes in accordance with the Safe
School Plan – Volume I, and alert school personnel of any developing trends or areas of concern that
might merit further attention/response.
2.

Immediate Responses to Hate-Motivated Incidents/Crimes
(a) Intervene immediately to witnessed events, respond quickly to reported incidents, and take action to stop
the hate-motivated behavior.
(b) Ensure the safety of the target by offering any assistance that may be appropriate and by advising the
target to contact the complaint manager who can stop the behavior and help if the situation continues,
escalates, or arises again.
(c) Assure all parties involved in hate-motivated behavior that the school takes hate-motivated behavior
seriously, has a strong policy against hate-motivated behavior, and will not tolerate such behavior.
(d) Investigate to gain an understanding of the situation. Obtain specific information relevant to the situation,
where and when the incident occurred, and whether this was an isolated incident, related to previous
incidents, or suggestive of a broader pattern requiring further administrative action. Obtain names and
statements from the target and from witnesses, as appropriate. Additionally, provide all parties involved
with assurances regarding school policies on confidentiality and non-retaliation in the complaint
investigation process.
(e) Under the Penal Code, notification to local law enforcement should be made under the following
circumstances:
• Assault with a deadly weapon
• Possession or sale of narcotics or a controlled substance
• Possession of a firearm at a public school
• Possession of a dirk, dagger, ice pick, knife having a fixed blade longer than 2 1/2 inches,
folding knife with a blade that locks into place, razor with an unguarded blade, taser or stun gun,
BB or pellet or other type of air gun, or spot marker upon the grounds of any school within a K12 school district.
(f) Reasonable efforts should be made to document and/or preserve evidence relating to the incident. Consult
with School Police on the reporting of hate-motivated incidents/crimes, as well as procedures for securing
the location or the gathering of evidence.
(g) For additional assistance, consult with the Director of Operations.
(h) For incidents involving employees as the suspected or alleged perpetrator of a hate-motivated
incident/crime, consult with your supervisor and your Staff Relations Coordinator.

3.

Responding After the Incident
(a) Move forward with appropriate disciplinary action that is consistent with the school’s student discipline
policy and procedures.
(b) The “Incident Report Form – Complaint/Investigation Record” (Attachment A) must be used to document
any incidents suspected of being or alleged to be hate-motivated, regardless of whether the incident meets
the criteria of a crime, is deemed to be an act of unlawful discrimination, or is merely inappropriate
behavior.
(c) Determine whether additional follow-up activities are necessary, for example, a staff development or
student educational activity.
(d) After monitoring to ensure that the action is not continuing, forward a copy of the completed “Incident
Report Form – Complaint/Investigation Record” (Attachment A) to the Director of Operations. Keep the
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originals of these forms for the quarterly review of the Safe School Plan by the Safe School Planning
Committee.

Staff Responsibilities
1. Employees shall:
(a) Support the District’s efforts to prevent hate-motivated incidents/ crimes by learning to recognize the
indicators of such actions and effectively taking steps to intervene immediately when such actions occur.
(b) Understand their individual responsibility to report such situations/incidents to the site administrator and
or administrator designated Complaint Manager.
(c) Share responsibility for creating an environment where students and staff know that hate-motivated
incidents/crimes will not be tolerated.
(d) Encourage anyone alleging that he or she is a target of, or a witness to, a hate-motivated incident/crime to
report such an incident.
(e) Cooperate in any investigation of a hate-motivated incident/crime.
(f) Guard against any actions that could be considered retaliatory against anyone who has made a report or is
participating in an investigation of a hate-motivated incident/crime.
Student Responsibilities
1. Students shall be informed that:
(a) They share a responsibility for creating a safe school environment and that they can do that by treating
others with mutual respect and acceptance, and by being sensitive as to how others might perceive their
actions and/or words.
(b) They are not to engage in or contribute to hate-motivated behaviors, actions or words.
(c) In cases where they may be a witness to or a target of a hate-motivated incident/crime, they have the
responsibility to report such an incident to the site administrator or administrator designated Complaint
Manager.
(d) They are never to engage in retaliatory behavior or ask of, encourage, or consent to anyone’s taking
retaliatory actions on their behalf.
Local District Responsibilities
1. The Director of Operations shall:
(a) Review all copies of the “Incident Report Form – Complaint/ Investigation Record” (Attachment A) for
completeness and determine whether additional information might be needed and whether appropriate
District policy procedures were followed. For example, did the reported incident also require the
reporting of child abuse or sexual harassment, school police or local law enforcement contact, or any
other type of action, according to District policy procedures?
(b) Determine whether additional resources or assistance might be required or suggested to the school. As
appropriate, provide copies of the “Incident Report Form – Complaint/Investigation Record” to:
• School Services Director
• Educational Equity Compliance Office, if student sexual harassment and/or any unlawful
discrimination is suspected
(c) On a quarterly basis, provide a summary of the incident reports to the Office of the Chief Operating
Officer.
Authority
This is a policy of the Superintendent of Schools. The following legal standards are applied in this policy:
Article 1, Section 28(c) of the California State Constitution
California Education Code §200—(Educational Equity)
Title 5, California Code of Regulations, §4900(a) and §4910(k)
Related Resources
Board Resolution, “To Enforce the Respectful Treatment of All Persons,” passed October 10, 1988
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Board Resolution, “Data Collection of Hate Crimes and Intergroup Conflicts,” passed August 15, 1994
Board Resolution, “Development of Bullying Policy,” passed November 27, 2001
Policy Bulletin No. BUL-1038.1, “Antibullying Policy (In Schools, at SchoolRelated Events, and Traveling to and from
School), issued August 16, 2004, by the Office of the Chief Operating Officer
Policy Bulletin No. BUL-1041, “Sexual Harassment Policy (Student-to Student, Adult-to-Student, and Student-to-Adult),”
issued June 10, 2004, by the Office of the General Counsel
Policy Bulletin No. S-26, “Sexual Harassment Policy—Employees,” issued December 3, 2001, by Human Resources
Policy Bulletin No. BUL-1347, “Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Requirements,” issued November 15, 2004, by the
Office of the General Counsel
Policy Bulletin No. L-4, “Title IX Policy/Grievance Procedure,” issuedAugust 15, 2001, by the Office of the General
Counsel
Policy Bulletin No. BUL-754, “Section 504 and Students with Disabilities,” issued January 26, 2004, by the Office of the
General Counsel
Policy Bulletin No. Z-14, “Guidelines for Student Suspension,” issued March 15, 1999, by Student Health and Human
Services
Policy Bulletin No. Z-58, “Opportunity Transfers,” issued April 30, 1999, by Student Health and Human Services
Policy Bulletin No. 61, “Guidelines for Student Expulsion,” issued April 11, 1994, by Office of the Deputy Superintendent
Policy Bulletin No. S-11 (Rev.), “Act of Violence,” issued September 8, 2005, by Risk Management and Insurance
Services
Policy Bulletin No. N-10 (Rev.), “Student and Employee Security,” issued September 7, 2001, by Educational Services
Policy Bulletin No. N-24, “Communication with other Schools, Offices, Districts Regarding Incidents of Violence,
Emergencies, Etc.,” issued June 29, 1998, by School Operations
Policy Bulletin No. BUL-1119, “Organizing for Assessing and Managing Threats,” dated July 12, 2004
Reference Guide, REF-1242, “2004-2005 Update of Safe School Plans Volume 1 (Prevention Programs) and Volume 2
(Emergency Procedures). This most current reference guide replaces REF-729, “Safe School Plan, Volume 1 – Prevention
Programs,” dated December 22, 2003 and BUL-451 “Safe School Plan, Volume 2 – School Emergency Plans,” dated
August 21, 2003
“Required Nondiscrimination Notices,” memorandum issued annually by the Office of the General Counsel
“Uniform Complaint Procedures,” memorandum issued annually by the Specially Funded & Parent/Community Programs
Division
“Parent-Student Handbook,” issued annually by the Los Angeles Unified School District
Websites
Related information regarding nondiscrimination policies and procedures may be accessed through the following:
• http://www/lausd.k12.ca.us/lausd/office/eec (available to the general public and District students/employees)
• http://notebook.lausd.net (available to District employees)
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J. Bullying Prevention Policies and Procedures
Background
Education Code 234.1, as amended by AB 9 (Ch. 723, Statutes of 2011), requires the Governing Board to adopt policy
prohibiting discrimination, harassment, intimidation, and bullying based on specified characteristics. In addition, AB 1156
(Ch. 732, Statutes of 2011) amended Education Code 32282 to encourage comprehensive safety plans to include policies
and procedures aimed at the prevention of bullying.
The Governing Board recognizes the harmful effects of bullying on student learning and school attendance and desires to
provide safe school environments that protect students from physical and emotional harm. School employees shall establish
student safety as a high priority and shall not tolerate bullying of any student.
No student or group of students shall, through physical, written, verbal, or other means, harass, sexually harass, threaten,
intimidate, cyberbully, cause bodily injury to, or commit hate violence against any other student or school personnel.
Note: Pursuant to Education Code 32261 and 48900.2-48900.4, the definition of "bullying" for purposes of establishing
grounds for suspension or expulsion includes bullying via an electronic act. AB 746 (Ch. 72, Statutes of 2011) amended
Education Code 32261 to expand the definition of bullying committed by means of an electronic act to include posting of
messages on social media networks.
In addition, Penal Code 653.2 makes it a crime for a person to distribute personal identity information electronically with
the intent to cause harassment by a third party and to threaten a person's safety or that of his/her family (e.g., placing a
person's picture or address online so that he/she receives harassing messages). Penal Code 288.2 makes it a crime to send a
message to a minor if the message contains matter that is sexual in nature with the intent of seducing the minor (i.e.,
sexting).
Cyberbullying includes the transmission of harassing communications, direct threats, or other harmful texts, sounds, or
images on the Internet, social media, or other technologies using a telephone, computer, or any wireless communication
device. Cyberbullying also includes breaking into another person's electronic account and assuming that person's identity in
order to damage that person's reputation.
Strategies for bullying prevention and intervention shall be developed with involvement of key stakeholders in accordance
with law, Board policy, and administrative regulation governing the development of comprehensive safety plans and shall
be incorporated into such plans.
Bullying Prevention
To the extent possible, school strategies shall focus on prevention of bullying by establishing clear rules for student conduct
and strategies to establish a positive, collaborative school climate. Students shall be informed, through student handbooks
and other appropriate means, of school rules related to bullying, mechanisms available for reporting incidents or threats,
and the consequences for perpetrators of bullying.
Note: California content standards related to student education about bullying and violence prevention (e.g., recognizing the
characteristics of bullying, examining the effects of bullying on others, demonstrating what to say and do when witnessing
bullying) are addressed within the health education content standards adopted by the State Board of Education.
47 USC 254 requires schools that receive e-rate discounts to adopt a policy which addresses educating students about
appropriate online behavior, including the interaction with other individuals on social networking web sites and in chat
rooms, as well as providing information about cyberbullying awareness and response.
The school may provide students with instruction, in the classroom or other educational settings, that promotes effective
communication and conflict resolution skills, social skills, character/values education, respect for cultural and individual
differences, self-esteem development, assertiveness skills, and appropriate online behavior.
School staff shall receive related professional development, including information about early warning signs of
harassing/intimidating behaviors and effective prevention and intervention strategies. Based on an assessment of bullying
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incidents at school, the Principal or designee may increase supervision and security in areas where bullying most often
occurs, such as classrooms, playgrounds, hallways, restrooms, cafeterias.

Intervention
Students are encouraged to notify school staff when they are being bullied or suspect that another student is being
victimized. In addition, the Superintendent or designee shall develop means for students to report threats or incidents
confidentially and anonymously.
Note: Education Code 234.1, as amended by AB 9 (Ch. 723, Statutes of 2011), requires the school to adopt a process
requiring school personnel who witness acts of discrimination, harassment, intimidation, or bullying to take immediate
steps to intervene when safe to do so.
School staff who witness bullying shall immediately intervene to stop the incident when it is safe to do so. (Education Code
234.1)
As appropriate, the Principal or designee shall notify the parents/guardians of victims and perpetrators. He/she also may
involve school counselors, mental health counselors, and/or law enforcement.
Complaints and Investigation
Note: Education Code 234.1, as amended by AB 9 (Ch. 723, Statutes of 2011), requires schools to adopt a process for
receiving and investigating complaints of discrimination, harassment, intimidation, and bullying which includes timelines
applicable to all school schools, an appeal process, and translation of complaint forms pursuant to Education Code 48985.
Students may submit to a teacher or administrator a verbal or written complaint of conduct they consider to be bullying.
Complaints of bullying shall be investigated and resolved in accordance with site-level grievance procedures specified in
the charter.
Note: Schools have the authority to monitor students' use of the school's Internet system and to conduct individual searches
of students' accounts if there is reasonable suspicion that a user has violated school policy or the law; see BP/AR 5145.12 Search and Seizure and BP/AR 6163.4 - Student Use of Technology.
As noted in the section "Discipline" below, the courts have generally upheld a school's authority to discipline a student for
off-campus conduct when such conduct causes, or is foreseeably likely to cause, a substantial disruption of school
activities. Thus, in complaints regarding off-campus conduct, schools should document, with specific examples, how the
speech significantly disrupted or was likely to significantly disrupt school activities and the targeted student's educational
performance.
When a student is reported to be engaging in bullying off campus, the Principal or designee shall investigate and document
the activity and shall identify specific facts or circumstances that explain the impact or potential impact on school activity,
school attendance, or the targeted student's educational performance.
When the circumstances involve cyberbullying, individuals with information about the activity shall be encouraged to save
and print any electronic or digital messages sent to them that they feel constitute cyberbullying and to notify a teacher, the
principal, or other employee so that the matter may be investigated.
If the student is using a social networking site or service that has terms of use that prohibit posting of harmful material, the
Principal or designee also may file a complaint with the Internet site or service to have the material removed.
Discipline
As noted in the section "Complaints and Investigation" above, the courts have generally upheld discipline for off-campus
conduct that posed a threat to the safety of other students, staff, or school property or presented a risk of substantial
disruption of school activities, provided that the school was able to document the impact or disruption that the conduct had,
or could be expected to have, on school activities (e.g., Lavine v. Blaine School District). In addition, courts have analyzed
the reasonableness of the school's policy and whether the disciplinary action taken by the school was in proportion to the
student's misbehavior. For example, the court in J.C. v. Beverly Hills Unified School District found that the school would
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be able to discipline a student for a video recorded off campus and posted on YouTube, but that the discipline imposed on
this particular student was not justified since the school did not present evidence of specific facts that led school officials to
predict that the video would cause substantial disruption (e.g., the video was not violent or threatening nor did it lead to any
confrontations between the students). When the conduct does not rise to the level of "substantial disruption," the school
may implement interventions other than suspension or expulsion to address the bullying.
Any student who engages in bullying on school premises, or off campus in a manner that causes or is likely to cause a
substantial disruption of a school activity or school attendance, shall be subject to discipline, which may include suspension
or expulsion, in accordance with school policies and regulations.
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III.

Disaster Response Procedures

A. Introduction
Introduction
The purpose of the School Emergency Response Plan is to provide a concise reference for staff when facing a crisis or an
emergency. Accident and crisis prevention are particularly important whenever children are involved, but even the most
thorough and imaginative forethought cannot prevent all emergencies.
It is our responsibility to be prepared with management plans for foreseeable emergencies and for all staff members to be
apprised of their roles in these plans.
Promulgation
The School Emergency Response Plan addresses the ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH
SCHOOL’s responsibilities in emergencies associated with natural disaster, human-caused emergencies and technological
incidents. It provides a framework for coordination of response and recovery efforts within the School in coordination and
with the county of Los Angeles, California. The Plan establishes an emergency organization to direct and control
operations at the school site during a period of emergency by assigning responsibilities to specific personnel. The School
Emergency Response Plan:
• Conforms to the National Incident Management System (NIMS), the Standardized Emergency Management
System (SEMS) and effectively restructures emergency response at all levels in compliance with the Incident
Command System (ICS).
• Establishes response policies and procedures, providing ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY
HIGH SCHOOL clear guidance for planning purposes.
• Describes and details procedural steps necessary to protect lives and property.
• Outlines coordination requirements.
• Provides a basis for unified training and response exercises to ensure compliance.
Requirements
The Plan meets the requirements of the State of California and the County of Los Angeles policies on Emergency Response
and Planning, the National Incident Management System (NIMS), the Standardized Emergency Management System
(SEMS) and defines the primary and support roles of the individual schools in after-incident damage assessment and
reporting requirements.
Purpose
The purpose of the School Emergency Response Plan is to protect the safety and welfare of the employees, visitors,
volunteers, and students in the ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL, and to ensure the
preservation of public property.
Scope
The Scope encompasses ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL campus. It addresses a
broad range of major emergencies; such events include crimes committed on campus, hazardous materials emergencies,
weather emergencies, and fire. Also included are procedures for emergencies that may or may not require the full or partial
activation of the School Emergency Response Team (SERT).
The objectives of the plan are to:
• Protect the safety and welfare of students, employees and staff.
• Provide for a safe and coordinated response to emergencies.
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Protect the School's facilities and properties.
Enable the School to restore normal conditions with minimal confusion in the shortest time possible.
Provide for interface and coordination between the school and the City and/or County Emergency Operation
Center (EOC) in Los Angeles, California.
Schools are required by both federal statute and state regulation to be available for shelters following a disaster. The
American Red Cross (ARC) has access to schools in damaged areas to set up their mass care facilities, and local
governments have a right to use schools for the same purposes. This requires close cooperation between school officials
and ARC or local government representatives, and should be planned and arranged for in advance.
•
•
•

Responsibility
School administrators have the responsibility to ensure the safety of their students and staff in an emergency. Law requires
developing emergency plans and training staff in all-hazards emergency response procedures.
The principles of NIMS, SEMS and ICS are incorporated in this plan and school personnel must be trained in how the
system works. ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL must also have drills and
exercises in order to practice using the system. Periodic training will be available to help orient new employees and
provide refresher training to current employees on an annual basis.
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B. Emergency Management Approval From District Office (See Appendix E)
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C. Legal Requirements: Authorities and References
The following are brief summaries of emergency crisis related Education Codes and Government Codes you should be
familiar with. Review the entire citation for specific requirements.
California Emergency Services Act
(Chapter 7, Division 1, Title 2, California Government Code)
The Act provides the basic authorities for conducting emergency operations following a proclamation of Local Emergency,
State of Emergency, or State of War Emergency by the Governor and/or appropriate local authorities, consistent with the
provisions of this Act.
California Government Code
(Section 3100, Title 1, Division 4, Chapter 8)
States that public employees are disaster service workers, subject to such disaster service activities as may be assigned to
them by their superiors or by law. The term “public employees” includes all persons employed by the state or any other
county, city, city and county, state agency or public district, excluding aliens legally employed. The law applies to public
school employees in the following cases:
• When a local emergency is proclaimed.
• When a state of emergency is proclaimed.
• When a federal disaster declaration is made.
The law has two ramifications for School District employees:
1. It is likely that public school employees are pressed into service as Disaster Service Workers by their superiors,
and may be asked to do jobs
other than their usual duties for periods exceeding their normal working hours.
2. When pressed into disaster service, employees’ Workers’ Compensation Coverage becomes the responsibility of
state government, Office of Emergency Services, but their overtime pay is paid by the school. These
circumstances apply only when a local or state emergency is declared.
States that (the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services has stated) inadequately trained school staff render school
officials potentially liable for acts committed or omitted by school staff acting within the scope of their training during or
after a disaster. (Sub Sections 835-840.6).
Petris Bill (Section ~ 8607 of the California Government Code)
This law requires that state and local government including special districts (i.e.: schools) be prepared to respond to
emergencies using the Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS). SEMS must also be used in school
planning, training and exercising (California Code of Regulation 2400-2450).
SEMS requires that each organization understands and uses the following:
• The Incident Command System, a method of organizing any emergency response effort into five basic functions:
command, planning/intelligence, operations, logistics, and finance/administration.
• An Emergency Operations Center (or Incident Command Post in the field), the staff of which is organized
according to the same five functions as the Incident Command System.
• Coordination of the school district Emergency Operations Center with the Operational Area (county) Emergency
Operations Center, or with city Emergency Operations Centers and/or county Offices of Education, as needed.
• Incorporation of SEMS into all school plans, training and exercises.
• Documentation of the use of SEMS in planning, training, exercising, and during an actual emergency.

California Civil Code, Chapter 9, Section 1799.102
It provides for “Good Samaritan Liability” for those providing emergency care at the scene of an emergency. (“No person,
who, in good faith and not for compensation, renders emergency care at the scene of an emergency, shall be liable for any
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civil damages resulting from any act or omission. The scene of an emergency shall not include emergency departments and
other places where medical care is usually offered.”)
Katz Act (Sections ~ 35295-35297) of the California Education Code
This law requires applies to the governing boards of public and/or private elementary and high schools that have school
buildings with over 50 students or more than one classroom, and to all county school superintendents. In 1988, the
legislature amended the law to require that training in earthquake preparedness procedures should be for both certified and
classified staff. The law requires that schools do the following:
• Develop a disaster plan to maintain the safety and care of students and staff. The plan should outline emergency
roles, procedures for students and staff, and appropriate, ongoing training for all employees and students.
• Conduct periodic drills in “drop and cover” procedures, the evacuation procedure, and other emergency response
actions (such as search and rescue, communication, and damage assessment) to train students and staff. Simple
drills should be held once a quarter in elementary schools and once a semester in secondary schools; more
complicated drills should be held once or twice a year.
• Provide training programs to ensure that staff and students are aware of, and properly trained to follow, your plan
and the emergency response procedures.
• Be prepared to have your school serve as a possible public shelter for the community during disasters or
emergencies.
• Take mitigation measures now to ensure the safety of students of students and staff, and the viability of the school
facility during and after an earthquake or other emergency.
California Emergency Plan
Promulgated by the Governor, and published in accordance with the California Emergency Services Act, it provides overall
statewide authorities and responsibilities, and describes the functions and operations of government at all levels during
extraordinary emergencies, including wartime. Section 8568 of the Act states, in part, that “….the State Emergency Plan
shall be in effect in each political subdivision of the state, and the governing body of each political subdivision shall take
such action as may be necessary to carry out the provisions thereof.” Therefore, local emergency plans are considered
extensions of the California Emergency Plan.
Comprehensive School Safety Plan Section ~ 32280 of the California Education Code
This law states that each school district and county office of education is responsible for the overall writing and
development of comprehensive school safety plans for its schools operating kindergarten and grades 1-12. Comprehensive
plans include strategies and programs designed to maintain a high level of school safety. Plans should address procedures
for: disaster response; safe ingress and egress to/from school; reporting child abuse; sexual harassment; school discipline;
provision for school-wide dress code; policies related to suspension, expulsion or mandatory expulsion, etc.
No Child Left Behind Act of 2001
This federal law is designed to improve student achievement, facilitate accountability and ensure a safe and orderly school
by implementing programs that protect students and teachers. Under No Child Left Behind, states must report school safety
statistics to the public on a school-by-school basis, and districts must use federal school-safety funding to establish a plan
for keeping schools safe and drug-free. Having a crisis management plan for responding to violent or traumatic incidents
on school grounds is a requirement.
Board Policies
Certain policies governing emergency preparedness and response within the school are established.
The safety of students is paramount. All actions taken shall bear this in mind as well as the safety and well-being of
employees.
If a disaster occurs during school hours, school will not be dismissed without the express approval of the Principal and/or
Charter Board President. Students will remain under the supervision of school authorities until released to parents or their
pre-authorized representative. The following entities shall be notified as soon as a closure decision is made through the
Principal’s Office, as needed:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board of Education
Local area media
Police, fire, and other agencies
State & Federal legislators and other officials
California Office of Emergency Services
California Department of Education
Local hospitals and County Emergency Medical Services

If parents or guardians come to the school and properly identify themselves, students will be released.
Since school personnel are expected to assist in post-disaster care of students, arrangements for the care of their own family
should be prearranged in order to permit discharge of this emergency responsibility. We take these steps to ensure
employees are ready to fulfill their disaster responsibilities:
• The Principal, or designee shall prepare a list of staff to be assigned specific emergency response roles as outlined
in this plan.
• Each Principal or designee shall conduct a survey of certificated and classified personnel to determine each
employee's status in terms of first aid training, disaster preparedness training, and other emergency experience and
training. Records will be kept current as changes of personnel occur. Copies of records will be kept on file in the
Principals office.
• Solicit cooperation of the PTA and other parent groups in organizing disaster response activities and assignments.
In preparation for the possibility of a long stay at schools, the Principal or designee shall prepare a list of students and staff
who have special conditions requiring medications and/or special attention.
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D. School Emergency Response Team
Selecting the Members of the School Emergency Response Team
The principal and his/her leadership team are responsible for assembling the School Emergency Response Team (SERT).
Who Should Be On The Team?
Staff members who are recognized within the school and who respond well to a crisis are good SERT candidates, as are
people who are calm, accepted by staff and students as impartial and fair, good listeners and communicators, skilled
negotiators, and adept at crowd control. One of the SERT members should be a bilingual staff person. Also, including
members who do not have supervisory duties or whose groups can be canceled in an emergency is important, such as:
• Office Manager
• Special Education Coordinator
• Technology Support Manager
• School Resource Officers
• Speech Therapist
• Occupational Therapist/Physical Therapist
• Outreach Consultant
• Program Facilitators
• Reading Coaches
• School Secretary
• Counselors/Social Workers
• Custodians/Security Personnel
• School Nurse
• Psychologist
The names and locations of any staff members trained in CPR and first aid must be laminated and posted in a prominent
place in each classroom and in the school office.
How Many People Should Be On The School Emergency Response Team?
The number of members on the team should be in relationship to the number of students in the school. If any of the
members of the team are classroom teachers, substitutes will need to be chosen and their names should be listed as alternate
SERTs.
NOTE: The NIMS/SEMS ICS structure (School Emergency Response Team) may expand or contract depending on the
scope of the emergency and number of staff available. Staff members may be assigned multiple roles in an emergency.
The Roles of the Members of the School Emergency Response Team
COMMAND TEAM
A. Incident Commander (IC):
Job Description: Responsible for emergency operations to ensure safety of students, staff and others who are on
campus.
Responsibilities:
1. Assess emergency or threat and impact to students, staff, school property and surrounding community
2. Activate emergency plan and Incident Command System
3. Establish a Command Post
4. Develop and communicate a plan of action
5. Provide Board/City Officials Site Specific Status Report Form
6. Authorize any release of public information
7. Begin student release procedures (when it is safe to do so)
8. Make provision for mental health counseling
9. Make provisions for language translations
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10. Release teachers and staff as appropriate
11. Declare end of emergency – initiate recovery when appropriate
12. Remain in charge of your campus until released by fire or law enforcement incident commander.
Note: Incident Commander for Police or Fire will take control of emergency once they have arrived at the
site. IC (school site) will remain in charge of school procedures (accountability of students, etc.), but will
work with First Responders and provide any necessary assistance. Once Police/Fire Incident Commander is
on site all decisions regarding evacuations, relocations, declaring an ‘All Clear’ will be made with the
expressed approval and coordination of First Responders.
Remains in the Command Post and manages the crisis.
B. Safety Officer:
Job Description: Responsible for monitoring the safety and conditions for students and staff.
Responsibilities:
1. Participate in planning sessions, concentrating on issues of safety for both those caught up in the incident
and those responding to it.
2. Monitor operational activities to assess potential danger and unsafe conditions.
3. Correct unsafe acts or conditions through regular lines of authority when possible.
4. Monitor stress levels of personnel involved in the response.
Safety Considerations:
Ø Are people performing out of role or responsibility?
Ø Is there enough manpower available to perform the prescribed tasks?
Ø Are the prescribed tasks being performed properly (such as proper lifting techniques)?
Ø Is appropriate personnel protection equipment (PPE) being used?
C. Public Information Officer (PIO):
Job Description: Conduit for information flow between the school and community; including the media.
Responsibilities:
1. Work closely with the IC (if not performing both roles) and first responders in providing information to
the media and community.
2. Establish a media information center.
3. Provide press briefings and news releases as appropriate.
4. Obtain copies of all media releases and post them in the Command Post for review.
5. Prepare information summary on media coverage for SERT personnel.
6. Arrange for meetings between news media and incident personnel as directed by the IC.
7. Coordinates press conferences.
8. Prepares information for distribution to parents and students.
9. Coordinates with the City/County PIO, if appropriate.
10. Maintain a log of all activities.
D. Liaison
Job Description: Liaison between the school site, unified command, EOCs and all other agencies. Position may be
performed by the PIO and/or IC.
Responsibilities:
1. Identify representatives from and maintain contact with each responding agency, including
communication links and locations of assisting personnel.
2. Handle requests from Command Post for inter-organizational contacts.
3. Monitor operations to identify current/potential inter-organizational problems.
4. Provide information to appropriate governmental agencies.
5. Maintain an activity log.
OPERATIONS TEAM
a.

Operations Section Chief
Job Description: Manages and directs emergency response activities on campus (Note: the IC may also perform
this job).
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Responsibilities:
1. Coordinate Staff Buddy Assignments
2. Coordinate Student Messengers
3. Coordinate Search & Rescue
4. Coordinate Campus Check and Security
5. Coordinate School Emergency Response Team response
6. Coordinate Medical Aid
7. Coordinate Student Care
8. Coordinate Student Release
9. Coordinate mental health counseling
10. Make sure teams have enough supplies
11. Reassign staff as needed
12. Schedule breaks and back-ups for staff
b.

First-Aid Coordinator
Job Description: Provide emergency first aid until medical assistance arrives.
Responsibilities:
1. Provide emergency first aid.
2. Keep site coordinator updated on status of victim(s).
3. Update First Responders, upon arrival at the scene.
4. Keeps log of status of the victim(s) and all aid administered.
Note: In the event of multiple injuries the First Aid Coordinator will manage the First Aid Team. Members of
the First Aid Team may be any adults who have received First Aid/CPR training.
Responsibilities for First Aid Team (to be managed by First Aid Coordinator):
1. Assist the First Aid Coordinator with administering first aid and with his/her other duties and
responsibilities.
2. At the direction of the First Aid Coordinator, organize an Emergency First Aid Station.
3. Obtain first aid supplies and bring them to the Emergency First Aid Station. First Aid supplies will be
maintained in a visible area and will be known to all SERT members.
4. Coordinate efforts with the SERT and First Responders.
5. Provide the IC with periodic updates as to the status of those who are and were treated at the Emergency
First Aid Station.
6. Keep accurate records of the medical attention required by each person and will complete an Emergency
Medical Release Form for each individual treated.
a. If an individual requires hospitalization, the first aid team will contact the paramedics for
transportation to a hospital.
b. Complete the Emergency Medical Release Form for all individuals who received medical
treatment and are returning to the assembly area.
7. If necessary, will set up a Casualty Collection Point and Morgue.

c.

Police/Fire/Medical Coordinator
Job Description: Assist emergency personnel and direct them to the scene.
Responsibilities:
1. Meet emergency personnel and take them to the scene – utilizing the most efficient route
2. Follow emergency personnel instructions (i.e., locking or unlocking doors, turning off water, electricity,
etc.)
3. Keep IC updated on status of police/fire/medical personnel
4. Once released by emergency personnel, return to the Command Post and assist with emergency as
directed by the IC.
Helpful Hint: Meet first responders with site map and master keys

d.

Search Team Coordinator
Job Description: Manage the search efforts.
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Note: members of the Search Team will be comprised of any adults who do not have supervisory responsibilities
at the time the emergency is declared. If additional adults are needed, consider combining classrooms to release
additional staff members to assist in the search activities.
Responsibilities:
1. Assemble adults who do not have supervisory duties, into Search Teams based on available manpower;
minimum 2 persons. Attempt to place one experienced person on each team.
2. Perform visual check of outfitted team(s) leaving Command Post; include radio check. Advice teams of
known injuries.
3. Coordinate the efforts of all Search Teams to ensure all areas of the school campus have been searched
and are secure.
Helpful Hint: Color code the school site map into search areas and distribute maps to Search Team. This
will help to ensure all areas that individual Search Teams are responsible for are covered (i.e., bathrooms,
storage areas, closets, etc.)
4.

Assemble the emergency attendance forms and begin reconciliation of student and staff accountability.
During the reconciliation phase of the student lists, he/she will ensure the Early Release Log and Visitor
Log are included in the process.

Responsibilities for Search Team in the event of a fire:
1. Until the police and Fire Department have arrived, the search team will direct the firefighting efforts.
Responsibilities for Search Team in the event of an earthquake or other emergency requiring evacuation:
1. Conduct a pre-established search pattern of the school buildings and property.
Generally, the team will begin at the center of the building destruction, search the immediate area and
then move to the next building (moving clockwise). If the search team coordinator determines that a
secondary location requires immediate relocation, the team will move to the location and then proceed
clearing buildings using the North search procedures until all buildings have been cleared or until the
arrival of the Police and Fire Departments.
Procedures for Searching a Room:
a. Tape will be placed on the door as the team enters the room to indicate that the room is in the
process of being searched.
b. The team will search the room in a clock-wise direction.
c. When the room has been searched and cleared, the team will place a second piece of tape so that
a large ‘X’ will indicate that the room has been cleared by the team.
2.
3.
4.
e.

Bring the emergency containers to the evacuation site.
Once the Police and Fire Departments have arrived, the search team coordinator will report their findings
and assist first responders as needed.
Keep the IC updated on the status of the team’s effort and assist with the emergency as directed.

Site Facility Check/Security
Job Description: Secure the school campus and all buildings.
Responsibilities:
1. Lock gates and all external doors.
2. Locate/control/extinguish small fires as necessary.
3. Check gas meter and, if gas is leaking, shut down gas supply.
4. Shut down electricity only if building has clear structural damage or advised to do so by IC.
5. Post yellow caution tape around damaged or hazardous areas.
6. Verify that the campus is ‘locked down’ and report to IC.
7. Keep IC updated of all activities and precautions taken.
8. Ensure that the entire campus has been checked for safety hazards and damage.
9. No damage should be repaired prior to full documentation, such as photographs and video evidence,
unless the repairs are essential to immediate life-safety.
10. Route fire, rescue, police, etc. as appropriate.
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f.

Parent Coordinator
Job Description: Liaison with the parents on site.
Responsibilities:
1. Meet with the parents and arrange for their needs (i.e., if approved by First Responders, bring them into a
classroom or portable)
2. Advise parents of the situation, and if their child is or isn’t involved in the emergency
3. Keep IC updated on the status of parents
4. After the ‘All Clear’ has been given, assist those parents who wish to take their children home

g.

Student Supervision Team
Job Description: Remains with and supervises students.
Responsibilities:
1. Remains with and supervises students after the evacuation. Ideally each classroom teacher is supervising
their class, but teachers who are needed on other teams will combine their classroom with another
teacher.
2. Organize and supervise student activities
Note: As other team members are no longer needed for other assignments, they will join the Student
Supervision Team. Supervision Team members will be released for breaks and will be released from
service at the school site when deemed appropriate by the IC. All personnel not assigned to a team will
be assigned to the Student Supervision team.

h.

Student Release Team
Job Description: Release students to authorized adults.
Responsibilities:
1. At the direction of the IC, release students to authorized adults.
2. Maintain a log of all students who have been released and who they were released to.
3. Set up a parent contact area with student emergency cards and appropriate paper work (sign out register,
student call slips).
Procedures for releasing students:
1. Parent of guardian reports to the Student Release Station identifying the student(s) he/she desires to pick
up.
2. Check the emergency cards to verify the adult is authorized, and the student(s), may be released to that
person.
3. Bring student to release point (use runners).
4. Instruct the parent to sign the register, verifying that the student(s) has/have been removed from campus.
5. Document the whereabouts of any student transported from the site by any agency to a hospital, shelter,
or Collection Point.
6. Any student having a triage tag should have one of the serial numbered corners taken off and attached to
release team documentation.
Procedures for teachers when releasing students:
1. Complete Emergency Release Form
2. Identify parent (or other authorized adult) and have form signed. If a positive identification cannot be
made, teacher needs to refer to child’s emergency card for authorized adult release. (if adult cannot be
verified, put a large ‘?” on the Emergency Release Form, so student release team can verify adult).
3. Release student to parent pick up station (or runner) and remove name from class list
Procedures for Adults when picking up student(s):
1. Proceed to student release station at the evacuation site
2. Fill out and sign release form/register as soon as teacher/adult in charge is available
3. Upon receiving copy of release form, parent or authorized adult will meet child at release point to verify
ID and be released.
Note: It is important to create a secure area for student release. If the school grounds do not afford
physical barriers use staff members until police can secure the area. Also consider using yellow caution
tape and/or orange cones.

i.

Office Staff
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Job Description: Assist IC in managing crisis, making necessary notifications and recording all events.
Responsibilities:
1. Upon the direction of the IC, place a telephone call to 911 and advise the dispatcher of the nature of the
emergency.
2. Keep 911 dispatcher informed of any changing conditions until police/fire or medical assistance arrives at
the school.
Note: The individual on the phone with 911 will stay on the phone until released by 911 (usually when
First Responders have arrived at the scene). This individual will not be able to assist with any other tasks
until released by 911. Therefore, it is important to ensure that at least 2 additional adults are in the
Command Post to assist the IC.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Shut off school bell system
Make other required telephone calls (i.e., to board)
Maintain a Chronological Event Log. The following information will be recorded in the Log:
❏ Time IC was advised of the emergency
❏ Time Lock-Down (or other emergency signal) was declared
❏ Time all outgoing calls were made and to whom, their phone numbers, and the information that
was furnished
❏ Time all incoming calls were received, from whom, and nature of the call
❏ Time School Emergency Response Team arrived at the Command Post
Advise the IC of any new information

E. School Emergency Planning Team
A. Planning Section Chief
Job Description: Keep current on situation at all times. Analyze information, prepare necessary reports, and
manage status reports. (Note: the IC may also perform this job).
Responsibilities:
1. Collect all information pertinent to incident (internal and external)
2. Analyze information for potential impacts or changes
3. Prepare and update status reports
LOGISTICS TEAM
A. Logistics Section Chief
Job Description: Secure supplies, personnel and equipment and arrange for transportation and lodging of
resources. (Note: the IC may also perform this job with assistance from members of the Search Team and/or
Police/Fire/Medical Coordinator).
Responsibilities:
1. Open disaster container.
2. Distribute supplies, kits, etc.
3. Set-up various staging areas(s) for sanitation, feeding, etc.
4. Sign-in volunteers and assign to various sections needing assistance.
5. Determine whether additional equipment, supplies, or personnel are needed. Provide this information to
the Liaison.
6. Make arrangements for transport of supplies and lodging of personnel.
FINANCE and ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM
2. Finance and Administrative Section Chief
Job Description: Track all costs and staff time redirected to emergency. (Note: the IC may also perform this job).
Responsibilities:
1. Document all supplies redirected to emergency
2. Document all personnel time redirected to emergency (number of hours with description of activities
performed)
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3.
4.
5.

Check with Section Chiefs to determine whether additional supplies, etc. will need to be purchased.
Purchase needed items, upon approval of IC
Document all activities
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Roles and Responsibilities: Emergency Team (see Appendix F)
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F. Emergency Management
Buddy System
Teachers and staff occupying rooms listed together will check to make sure the other teachers and staff are not injured
before the rooms are evacuated. In the event a teacher is injured, the students will be evacuated by a “buddy” teacher, or if
a “buddy” teacher needs to remain to administer first aid the teacher in the adjoining room will evacuate the students.

Buddy List (See Appendix G)
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Emergency Signals
All schools and facilities will use the following signals in responding to an emergency
Signal
Lock-Down - RESPONSE
Lock-Down - NO RESPONSE

Fire
Duck, Cover & Hold
Shelter-in-Place

All Clear

Description
Crisis that activates the School
Emergency Response Team
Does NOT activate the School
Emergency Response Team (threat
is too dangerous). Is used in one of
the following scenarios:
1. Shots being fired
2. Gunman in the building
3. Hostage situation
Fire
Threat requiring the protection of the
body (i.e.: earthquake)
Threat requiring the school and
community remain indoors. Similar
to lock down, but instead of keeping
individuals out of the school; they
would be invited into the school.
External threats such as airborne
contaminant or wild fire.
Signals that the crisis/emergency has
ended

Signal
Verbal Command
Verbal Command

Verbal Command or Fire Alarm
System (bells will only be used with
a fire)
Verbal Command or movement of
the earth
Verbal Command

Verbal Command
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G. Emergency Maps
Maps of the interior of all buildings, exterior of school grounds and aerial photos are essential to develop an emergency
evacuation plan. In addition to copies of unaltered maps of the facilities, maps indicating the entrances and exits (including
perimeter fencing), fire extinguishers, fire alarm pull boxes, telephones, telephone network hubs, tool storage, camera
locations, fire suppression system in kitchen, evacuation routes (primary and secondary), utility shut offs, access roads,
Command Post locations, and emergency supply storage locations shall be developed and kept with the emergency vital
records to be deployed with the Incident Commander in the event of an emergency.
In addition to maps covering the entire facility, evacuation maps shall be placed in each classroom. These maps will
include the primary and secondary evacuation routes, and interior safe area, and placed near the door at eye level of the
students.
School Floor Plan
School floor plans should be attached to this School Emergency Response Plan. You may need to use several different
floor plans to complete and identify all of the necessary components of the School Emergency Response Plan.
1.

Evacuation Sites and Routes
This floor plan should include the following:
a. Entrances (including perimeter fencing). Be sure to number all entrances and gates.
b. Master evacuation routes
c. Command Posts
d. Fire extinguishers
e. Fire alarm pull boxes
f. Shut-off valves (electric, natural gas, water, etc.)
g. Telephones (if every room has a telephone – include telephone extensions in the plan)
h. Telephone and Network hubs
i. Tool storage
j. Camera locations
k. Fire suppression system in kitchen
l. Dead communication areas
m. First Aid and Emergency Supplies

2.

Identify the Emergency Operations at your evacuation site. This map should include the following:
a. Command Post
b. First Aid Station
i. Triage
ii. Casualty Collection Point/Morgue
c. Emergency supplies
d. Student release point
e. Assembly area

3.

Aerial Maps
These maps will identify additional threats and resources surrounding your facility.
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Emergency Maps (See Appendix H)
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Evacuation Sites & Command Posts (See Appendix I)
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H. Evacuation Procedures
Evacuations will be conducted as follows:
1.

General evacuation
A general evacuation is executed upon hearing the fire alarm or with a verbal command. Standardized
evacuation procedures are followed.
Fire: Evacuate at least 50 feet from the building.
Bomb Threat: Evacuate at least 300 feet from the building.
Multi-hazards: Evacuate at least 300 feet from the building.

2.

Controlled evacuation
A controlled evacuation will be executed by the IC or police/fire authorities. A controlled evacuation is
typically conducted classroom by classroom and staff and students are directed to evacuate away from the
threat. Areas/classrooms closest to the threat are evacuated first.

A. General procedures:
1. Remain calm.
2. Ensure that an evacuation map is posted in every room. This map should include the evacuation route
and site, as well as all fire extinguishers and pull stations. This map should be posted on or near the
evacuation door and should be at the student’s eye level.
B. Evacuation procedures for IC:
1. Responsible for organizing the School Emergency Response Team during an evacuation.
2. Coordinates and manages the overall evacuation of personnel from the building.
3. Members of the School Emergency Response Team or IC designees will report to the evacuation site
before any students arrive. Team members will look for any suspicious objects or behavior (i.e.
abandoned cars or objects in evacuation site) and report findings to IC. In the event of a suspicious
object, team member will redirect teachers and students to alternate evacuation site.
4. Relays evacuation information to first responders.
C. Evacuation procedures for Teachers:
Evacuate the area immediately. Take your Emergency Backpack and ID card. All staff and students are to report
to the evacuation site and display the appropriate ‘alert card’ (Green Card = all students accounted for, Red Card =
missing students and/or need assistance) from the backpack. The office staff must take the emergency cards,
radios, and keys. All staff and students must be accounted for.
Teachers should check their buddy classroom to ensure everyone has evacuated and assist or evacuate the class
yourself if necessary.
Evacuation responsibilities and procedures for Teachers
1. The teacher will review with all student the fire, earthquake, lock-down - RESPONSE, Lock Down - NO
RESPONSE drill procedures during the first week of attendance at the school.
2. The teacher will review with all students the procedures and exit routes at least once each month.
3. Immediately following an emergency drill, the teacher will help students to evaluate their conduct during
a drill.
4. The teacher will give the Drop, Cover and Hold command during an earthquake, a surprise attack or
when deemed necessary.
5. The teacher is responsible to see that all students are safely evacuated
6. The student files, the classroom waters, and sanitation materials (i.e.: bucket, kitty litter, toilet paper) will
remain in the classroom. If such items are needed the Search Team or IC designee will retrieve the items.
Accordingly, these items should be maintained in a visible area to assist with their collection during an
emergency.
7. If there is a blocked exit, the teacher will know the alternate route and guide or instruct the students to
proceed with a secondary evacuation route.
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8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

The teacher will supervise his/her students and will remain with the students. Those teachers who are
members of the SERT and their presence is required elsewhere, will turn over his/her students to a
teacher on the Student Supervision Team for supervision before reporting to duty at their SERT location.
Procedures for moving to the evacuation area:
• Students are to line up silently and in single file. No talking, running or pushing is allowed.
• The teacher will take the emergency pack.
• The teacher will take the current grade book and any additional vital information.
• The teacher will take the room keys.
• The teacher will turn off the lights.
• The teacher will leave the door opened and unlocked, or in the case of a fire or other appropriate
emergency, will close the door.
• The teacher will check the evacuation route to make sure it is safe. The teacher will direct the
students to move to the evacuation site in accordance with the route or other safe route as
determined by the teacher. DO NOT WALK UNDER COVERED WALKWAYS UNLESS IT
IS NECESSARY.
• The teacher will be the last to leave the room, making sure all students have exited.
• The teacher will check to make sure that other teachers and staff are not injured before
evacuating the building in accordance with the Buddy System Check Assignments.
If there is an injured, immovable student, the teacher will leave the immovable student, lead the
remaining students to the evacuation area and immediately notify the Command Post of the location and
condition of the immovable student in the classroom.
If there is an injured, immovable teacher, the students will evacuate with a Buddy Teacher. The Buddy
Teacher will immediately notify the Command Post of the location and condition of the immovable
teacher.
Upon arrival at the evacuation site:
• All specials (library, art, PE, etc.) teachers will return students to their homeroom teacher.
• The teacher will direct students to form a line and sit on the grass.
• The students are to remain silent and attentive.
• The teacher will take roll call of the students, using the Emergency Attendance Form, to ensure
every member of the class is present or accounted for.
• The teacher will report the results of the Emergency Attendance Form by posting either the
Green (all accounted for) or Red (missing students or need assistance) card. The Emergency
Attendance Forms will be collected by members of the Search Team.
• The teacher will render first aid if necessary or if the school nurse of First Aid Team is not
available.
• Students on the playground should proceed to their previously designated area and assume
regular emergency procedure discipline.
• During a fire drill, the teacher will remain with the class.
The teacher will assist others as directed by the IC.
An All Clear signal will be given to return to your classrooms.
At the conclusion of the emergency, the teacher will walk the students back to the classroom in an orderly
and silent manner.

Evacuation of Disabled Students
A. General Procedures
An individual plan should be formulated for each disabled student or staff member in your school who requires
assistance during an evacuation due to physical, cognitive, or emotional/behavioral needs. This plan should be
reviewed with all staff directly involved with the student, including (but not limited to) the school nurse, classroom
and special education teachers, and all adults assigned to aid disabled students in an emergency requiring
evacuation.
Options include:
1. Overriding discontinuance of elevator (physical disability).
2. Carrying student (physical disability).
3. Adult and student waiting for fire department in prearranged area (physical disability)
4. Staff person assigned to specific student(s) to assist student during an evacuation.
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When developing your individual plans for disabled students, consultation with the fire department is strongly
advised.
B. Identify Disabled Individuals Needing Evacuation Assistance and Post Evacuation Plan
Identify any student or staff member who may need evacuation assistance (e.g., individuals who are in wheel
chairs or unable to use stairs). Develop a specific plan for their evacuation. It is recommended that each student’s
classroom teacher be designated to assist the student in getting to the Evacuation Staging Area. The designated
teacher may need to transfer their class to another teacher to remain with the disabled student until they are
evacuated. The Site Administrator must:
• Identify students or staff needing evacuation assistance
• Develop an evacuation plan for each student or staff member
• Post a list of these individuals and their evacuation plan on the Fire Panel
• Put list of disabled individuals in the secretary’s copy of the student emergency contact information
roster. See sample form.
• Inform the classroom teacher of each student or staff member of the evacuation plan
• Inform students and parents of the evacuation plan
C. Evacuation of Wheelchair-Confined Individuals
To accomplish a safe evacuation form the second floor of a building, the following procedures should be followed:
1. Designated staff members should be assigned to assist wheelchair users down the stairs. The number of
staff members required would depend upon the number of people needing assistance. Three staff
members per wheelchair would be the minimum number needed (two staff members to transport the
person and one to bring the wheelchair or to assist in other ways).
2. A designated area by the stairs (out of the evacuation path) should be assigned where wheelchair users
can gather. This will aid in their accountability and speed up their evacuation. Because a hazard is
created when evacuating wheelchair-confined students down stairs, unless necessary, they should not be
transported.
3. It if is determined an actual fire hazard exists and evacuation must be made using stairs, the wheelchairconfined should be the last to be transported down the stairs. Because their movement will be slow, their
evacuation may hinder the evacuation of others if on the stairs at the same time. In addition, the rushing
of others may knock down physically challenged individuals and their transporters.
4. If wheelchair-confined individuals must be transported down stairs, the evacuation should be
accomplished by staff properly training in the following methods:
• Chair carry
• Fore-and-aft carry
• Two-handed and four-handed seats.
• Evacuation chair. This chair is designed to ride on the ends of stair treads so one person can
easily guide it down the stairs. The evacuation chair is lightweight, folds flat, and can be
unobtrusively stored.
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I. Emergency Response Supplies (see Appendix J)
Emergency Response Kit
This kit should be kept in the Primary and Secondary Command Posts, in a location that is known to the members of the
School Emergency Response Team. Contents of the kit should be kept in a heavy duty backpack, or other container that
holds all of the contents. All classrooms have been equipped with backpacks and buckets that contain first aid kits and
emergency response supplies.
Emergency Containers
Containers with emergency response supplies are located under the bottom stairwells at the two ends of the school campus.
Every January and July, the containers will be checked and maintained to ensure that supplies are up to date. The containers
will contain supplemental materials such as water, granola bars, first aid kits, hardhat, safety vest and a lantern.
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J. Emergency Contact Information and Communications (See Appendix L)
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K. Emergency Telephone Numbers (see Appendix L)
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L. Emergency Contact Information of all staff and students (See Appendix M)
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Crisis Communication Guidelines
Communication at the School Site
A crisis that takes place at a school impacts the entire community and is likely to draw media attention. Ineffective handling
of a crisis can endanger the welfare of all involved and negatively impact the school’s public image with parents, teachers,
school boards and communities. Each School Emergency Response Team must be prepared to deal with the media on site
and create press statements for release to the public.
Who Should Communicate?
A member of the School Emergency Response Team will be appointed as the Public Information Officer (PIO). This
person will assist the IC in the preparation of a news statement for release to the public. On site the PIO will meet with the
press and arrange for their needs. If possible, there should be a pre-designated area where the media can work and/or hold
news conferences. The PIO will also be responsible for recording duties, noting when notification of the School
Emergency Response Team took place and what other parties were notified. They will maintain a log of the sequence of
events as they unfold. The PIO will ensure that the person who is answering the phones at the school has a prepared
statement to read as well as a prepared notice for staff and parents.
See roles and responsibilities for Public Information Officer (Section 4).
What Should Be Communicated?
Once verification of the crisis has taken place, a formal statement including minimal details, can be prepared for release to
the entire school, indicating that more information will be forthcoming. The PIO, IC and the entire School Emergency
Response Team should review this statement before it is released. Avoid using inflammatory words and phrases. A copy
of this statement must be provided to staff members handling phone inquiries.
General Guidelines for Dealing with the Media
1. Convey the message that immediate and appropriate actions are being taken to investigate and address the
situation.
2. Information should be as up to date and complete as possible, focusing on the school’s response to the situation
and any changes in the school schedule for the following day.
3. The primary concern is for the safety and welfare of the students and staff.
4. The police or local authorities should address questions about the specifics of any crime.
5. Do not release the names of any students.
6. Do not be defensive or argumentative.
7. Do not confirm or deny statements from the media.
8. Do not give more information than is necessary.
9. Do not delay in responding to the media.
When Should Communication Happen?
Communication with outside sources should occur once verification of the crisis has taken place and the School Emergency
Management Team has been assembled and briefed.
Communications Equipment & Protocol for the school
1. In the event of a crisis, all communications gear must be gathered and then redistributed to teams and/or personnel
who will need to use it during an emergency.
2. Phone or radio communication, especially during the initial hours of a disaster must be kept to essential message
traffic only. During a wide-area emergency expect the land lines to be inoperable or overloaded. Cellular phone
sites will probably be down or overloaded. It is probable that our own radios will be subject to heavy message
traffic, jamming, and inaccurate or false messages.
3. Allowable message traffic will be at the discretion of the IC. Message traffic type and priority shall be as follows:
Type 1: Emergency medical or life or death situations
Type 2: Request for emergency services (not a life threatening situation)
Type 3: General medical or transportation needs.
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Type 4: General message traffic
Communication mode priorities:
1. Land lines
2. Cellular Phones
3. Amateur radio (if available)
While using any communication device, following these guidelines will make emergency communication more effective.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do not use any mode of communication unnecessarily
Keep messages short and to the point
Speak slowly and clearly. Keep your voice even – NEVER YELL!
Remain calm
Do not use ‘CB’ type jargon
Before using a radio during a time of heavy traffic, say “is this frequency in use?”, before transmitting a full
message. If the frequency is in use, you will be told to “stand by”. If the frequency is not being used, you will be
told “go ahead with your traffic”.
Never transmit with a radio that has a broken or damaged antenna, you will destroy the radio.

When using any communications device, your speech can often become difficult to understand. Instead of continuously
repeating something, the proper procedures are to spell is phonetically. Vital information should always be repeated
phonetically.
Emergency Alert System (EAS)
Equipment at several area radio stations as part of its management of the Emergency Alert System, the partnership with
local media in which emergency messages are broadcast over local media outlets.
Communications with Parents
3. The Principal or Designee will make available to parents and discuss with the Site Council copies of the School
Emergency Response Plan.
4.

As part of the emergency preparedness efforts, the Principal will send home an annual letter to parents providing
the telephone numbers of the Police Department, and other emergency contact information, and the two radio
stations where emergency information may be available.

5.

If students are removed to an evacuation site or to the hospital, notify the parents as soon as possible via the
Student Release Team.

2.

If students are removed from the school site, signs will be posted outside the school by the School Emergency
Response Team giving a phone number to call for information.

3.

The IC will direct the communications between the Student Release Team and First Aid Team when it is
appropriate to begin parent notification of the evacuation of students.
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M. Incident Response Procedures
Please Note: The five ICS functions are required at all NIMS/SEMS levels.
They are: command, planning/intelligence, operations, logistics, and finance/administration. These are the tasks involved
in any emergency response anywhere. They may be performed by a few people or many, depending on the size of the
emergency and the human resources at hand. The five components should constitute the school’s basic structure for any
emergency response. Please see Section 2 for additional information regarding using the NIMS/SEMS/ICS model. The
following information outlines procedures in responding to specific emergencies; the NIMS/SEMS/ICS protocols must be
activated when responding to any emergency.

Airborne Contaminants
Background
The U.S. EPA’s National Homeland Security Research Center (NHSRC) has conducted a comprehensive study that
confirms the potential effectiveness of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security guidelines for safe havens to protect
against a hazardous airborne release in the event of a terrorist attack or accident.
They include:
• Locking doors, and closing windows and air vents
• Turning off fans, air conditioning and forced air heating systems
• Going into an interior room with the fewest windows
• Sealing all windows, doors and air vents with plastic sheeting and duct tape
Sheltering in place can be 500 times safer than staying outside under the following conditions:
• You enter the shelter before the arrival of the contaminant,
• You exit the shelter as soon as the contaminant passes over,
• The contaminant passes over quickly.
It is recommended to allow at least 10 square feet of floor space for each occupant in the sealed room. Occupants should
maintain a low level of activity so breathing rates remain low. If the room is very well sealed following the DHS guidance,
you can safely stay inside for approximately three hours. Persons with existing respiratory problems may have a shorter
time.
Weather conditions or geography may affect how an airborne contaminant moves, and this may affect your decisions (1)
whether to shelter in place or evacuate, (2) when to enter the shelter, and (3) when to exit the shelter.
General Procedures
1.
2.

Notify Main Office/Administration
Turn off all fans, close the windows and doors, shut down the building’s air handling system.

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Immediately direct staff to remove students to shelter in place. Utilize classrooms, offices, and other rooms within
the school with the fewest number of windows (if possible).
Instruct staff to lock all doors, close windows and air vents.
Direct School Emergency Response Team members (search & rescue, police/fire/medical coordinator) to turn off
fans, air conditioning and forced heating systems.
Take emergency supplies kits unless you have reason to believe it has been contaminated.
Instruct all staff members to seal all windows, doors and air vents with plastic sheeting and duct tape. Consider
measuring and cutting the sheeting in advance to save time.
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Be prepared to improvise and use what you have on hand to seal gaps so that you create a barrier between yourself
and any contamination.
Local authorities may not immediately be able to provide information on what is happening and what you should
do. However, you should watch TV, listen to
the radio or check the Internet often for official news and
instructions as they
become available.
Call 911.
Contact the Charter Board

Animal Disturbance
This procedure should be implemented when the presence of a dog, coyote, mountain lion or any other wild animal
threatens the safety of students and staff.
General Procedures
1.
2.

Notify office and administration.
Keep students away from the animal (return to classroom, secure all entrances to classroom, etc.)

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.

Call 911 and/or Animal Control
Attempt to isolate the animal from students, if it is safe to do so. If the animal is outside, students will be kept
inside. If the animal is inside, students will remain outside in an area away from the animal.

Rabies
Rabies is a serious disease that is caused by a virus. Each year, it kills more than 50,000 people and millions of animals
around the world. Rabies is a big problem in Asia, Africa, and Central and South America. In the United States, rabies has
been reported in every state except Hawaii. Any mammal can get rabies. Raccoons, skunks, foxes, bats, dogs, and cats can
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get rabies. Cattle and humans can also get rabies. Rabies is caused by a virus. An animal gets rabies from saliva, usually
from a bite of an animal that has the disease. You cannot get rabies from blood.
Rabies in Animals
Animals with rabies may act differently than healthy animals. Wild animals ay move slowly or act tame. Also, some wild
animals, like foxes, raccoons, and skunks, that normally avoid porcupines, may receive a face full of quills if they become
rabid and try to bite these prickly rodents. A pet that is usually friendly may snap at you and try to bite.
There are two common types of rabies. One type if “furious” rabies. Animals with this type are hostile, may bite at
objects, and have an increase in saliva. In the movies and books, rabid animals foam at the mouth. In real life, rabid
animals look like they have foam in their mouth because they have more saliva.
The second and more common form is known as paralytic or “dumb” rabies. An animal with “dumb” rabies is timid and
shy. If often rejects food and has paralysis of the lower jaw and muscles.
Signs of rabies include:
• Changes in an animal’s behavior
• General sickness
• Problems swallowing
• An increase in drool or saliva
• Wild animals that appear abnormally tame or sick
• Animals that may bits at everything if excited
• Difficulty in moving or paralysis
• Death
Animals in the early stage of rabies may not have any signs, although they can still infect you if they bite you. The
incubation period is the time from the animal bite to when signs appear. In rabies, it is usually 1-3 months. But it can last
as long as several years. Once the virus reaches the brain or spinal cord, signs of the disease appear.
Rabies in Humans
In humans, signs and symptoms usually occur 30-90 days after the bite. Once people develop symptoms, they almost
always die. This is why it is very important for children to tell an adult and go to the doctor right away if they have been
bitten by an animal that might be rabid.
Early symptoms of rabies include fever, headache, sore throat, and feeling tired. As the virus gets to the brain, the person
may act nervous, confused, and upset.
Other symptoms of rabies in humans include:
• Pain or tingling at the site of the bite
• Hallucinations
• Hydrophobia (“fear of water” due to spasms in the throat)
• Paralysis
As the disease advances, the person enters into a coma and dies.
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Armed Intruder/Hostage Situation/Shots Fired/Active Shooter
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Assess the situation and remain calm.
Move away from the threat.
Notify the Incident Commander (IC) of the situation
Call 911
Provide:
- School Site name and location
- Suspect description, direction of travel
- How many shots have been fired
- Location on campus
- Hostage situation: victims, etc.
Obey the Police.
Everyone may be treated as a suspect.
Obtain accurate information:
• Where in the building is the event occurring?
• How many are involved (both perpetrators and hostages)?
• What demands, if any, have been made?
Render appropriate assistance.

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Direct 911 to be called.
Declare a Lock-Down – NO RESPONSE.
Isolate the area.
• If possible, begin a controlled evacuation – move all non-essential adults and students away from the
affected area. Begin with areas closest to the affected area.
Direct that all appropriate notifications be made.
Await the arrival of the police, and provide needed assistance.
Secure main office area and entrance to the school (if safe to do so)
If the decision is made to evacuate the unaffected portion of the school, accountability for all evacuated students
and staff becomes a critical issue.
Remember that the job of resolving the incident belongs to the police. The IC’s job is to facilitate their efforts.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

If directly involved, follow the instructions of the intruder.
Attempt to summon help if it can be accomplished without placing yourself or others in further danger.
Await the arrival of the police.
Remember, time is on your side. Don’t threaten or attempt to intimidate or disarm the intruder.
If students are involved as victims, attempt to keep them calm and minimize their involvement with the intruder.
If not directly involved, follow instructions quickly and without comment.
When notified of the Lock-Down – NO RESPONSE, follow established procedures.
a. Lock Doors
b. Door is not to be opened for anyone. All doors will remain locked until the “all clear” code or until law
enforcement or school officials gain access to classrooms and other areas using master keys.
c. Direct students to Duck, Cover and Hold in the safest place possible.
Be able to account for all students under your control.
Be prepared to evacuate if directed to do so by Police or IC. Follow evacuation procedures – be prepared for a
controlled evacuation.
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Assault
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ensure the safety of students and staff first.
Notify office and administration.
Call police if necessary.
Notify First Aid Coordinator and provide medical assistance, when necessary.
Seal off area where assault took place.
Defuse situation, if possible.
IC notifies police is weapon was used, victim has physical injury causing substantial pain or impairment of
physical condition, or assault involved sexual contact.
8. IC notifies parents of students involved in assault.
9. Document all activities. Ask victim(s)/witness(es) for their account of incident.
10. Assess counseling needs of victim(s) and/or witness(es).
Assault on Staff Member by Student
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Provide medical attention for staff member.
Notify office and administration.
Determine if the victim wishes to make a police report of the incident. If a weapon was involved or the injury
required more than minor first aid, the police must be called.
Complete intentional assault (where the student has attacked the staff member with intent to cause physical injury)
or reckless assault (where the student has inadvertently struck a faculty member without personal regard) forms as
appropriate.
Take statements and interview witnesses to consider depositions if the situation warrants.
Inform the student’s parents or guardian.
Assess the need for disciplinary action.
Prepare for media coverage.

Biochemical or Chemical Release
A biological or chemical release is an incident involving the discharge of a biological or chemical substance in a solid,
liquid or gaseous state. Such incidents may also include the release of radioactive materials. Common chemical threats
within or adjacent to schools include the discharge of acid in a school laboratory, an overturned truck of hazardous
materials in proximity of the school, or an explosion at a nearby oil refinery or other chemical plant.
The following indicators may suggest the release of a biological or chemical substance:
Multiple victims suffering from:
• Watery eyes
• Twitching
• Chocking or loss of coordination
• Trouble breathing
Other indicators may include the presence of distressed animals or dead birds.
This procedure deals with three possible scenarios involving the release of biochemical substances:
Scenario 1: Substance released inside a room or a building
Scenario 2: Substance released outdoors and localized; and
Scenario 3: Substance released in the surrounding community.
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It is necessary to first determine which scenario applies and then implement the appropriate response procedures listed
below:
Scenario 1: Substance Released Inside a Room or Building
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.

Evacuate the building.
Notify Main Office/Administration
Turn off all fans in the area of the release; close the windows and doors, shut down the building’s air handling
system.

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Signal for the building to be evacuated.
Call 911.
Contact the Charter Board
Direct School Emergency Response Team members (search & rescue team) to isolate and restrict access to
potentially contaminated areas.
Direct School Emergency Response Team members (search & rescue team) to turn off local fans in the area of
the release, close the windows and doors, and shut down the building’s air handling system.
Ensure persons who have come in direct contact with the hazardous substances are washed and cleaned. See First
Aid Team responsibilities.
Complete the Biological and Chemical Release Response Checklist.
The School, or affected areas, will not reopen until the County HazMat or appropriate agency provides clearance
to do so.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.

Evacuate classroom in a calm and orderly fashion. Follow general evacuation procedures.
At the evacuation site, prepare a list of all individuals in the affected room or contaminated area; specify those
who may have had actual contact with the substance. Provide this information to the IC.

First Aid Team
1.
2.
3.
4.

Direct or assist individuals who have come into direct contact with hazardous substances, to wash with soap and
water. Do not use bleach or other disinfectants on potentially exposed skin.
Remove and contain all contaminated clothes.
Segregate individuals that have been contaminated “topically” by a liquid from unaffected individuals (isolation
does not apply to widespread airborne releases).
Provide additional medical attention as needed.

Scenario 2: Substance Released Outdoors and Localized
General Procedures
1.
2.

Notify Main Office/Administration
Turn off all fans in the area of the release; close the windows and doors, shut down the building’s air handling
system.

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.

Immediately direct staff to remove students from the affected areas to an area upwind from the release. If
necessary, evacuate the building.
Call 911.
Contact the Charter Board
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Direct School Emergency Response Team members (search & rescue team) to establish a safe perimeter around
the affected area and ensure personnel do not reenter the area.
Direct School Emergency Response Team members (search & rescue team) to turn off local fans in the area of the
release, close the windows and doors, and shut down the building’s air handling system.
Ensure persons who have come in direct contact with the hazardous substances are washed and cleaned. See First
Aid Team responsibilities.
The School, or affected areas, will not reopen until the County HazMat or appropriate agency provides clearance
to do so.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.

Evacuate students away from the affected area, as directed by the IC.
At the evacuation site, prepare a list of all individuals in the affected room or contaminated area; specify those
who may have had actual contact with the substance. Provide this information to the IC.

First Aid Team
1.
2.
3.
4.

Direct or assist individuals who have come into direct contact with hazardous substances, to wash with soap and
water. Do not use bleach or other disinfectants on potentially exposed skin.
Remove and contain all contaminated clothes.
Segregate individuals that have been contaminated “topically” by a liquid from unaffected individuals (isolation
does not apply to widespread airborne releases).
Provide additional medical attention as needed.

Scenario 3: Substance Released in Surrounding Community
IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Once local authorities determine a potentially toxic substance has been released to the atmosphere, initiate a LockDown Response.
Direct all students and staff who are outside when the Lock Down – Response is declared to return to their
classrooms or other designated space.
Call 911 and advise them of the school’s response to the event.
Contact the Charter Board
Direct staff to turn off local fans, close and lock doors and windows. Consider directing staff to seal gaps under
doors and windows with wet towels or duct tape. If gaps are sealed; monitor the air space in each classroom.
Direct School Emergency Response Team (search & rescue team) to seal vents with aluminum foil or plastic
wrap and turn off sources of ignition, such as pilot lights, and shut down all buildings’ air handling systems.
Turn on a radio or television station to monitor information concerning the incident.
Do not declare an All Clear until the County HazMat or appropriate agency provides clearance to do so.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.

When directed to do so, turn off local fans, close and lock doors and windows, seal gaps under doors and windows
with wet towels or duct tape. If gaps are sealed; monitor the air space.
Report any medical conditions or other concerns to the IC.

Background Information
Bioterrorism (BT) is the use of biologic agents such as bacteria, viruses, parasites or biological toxins to intentionally
produce disease or intoxication in a susceptible population to meet terrorist aims. Chemical terrorism (CT) employs certain
classes of chemical compounds as weapons of mass destruction.
An act of biological (BT) or chemical terrorism (CT) might range from dissemination of aerosolized anthrax spores to food
product contamination, and predicting when and how such an attack might occur is not possible. Although paramedics, ER
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physicians, primary health care providers and the local health department will probably be the first to observe and report
unusual illnesses or injuries, school physicians and nurses may occasionally encounter such cases in a school setting.
Early detection of and response to biological or chemical terrorism are crucial and preparedness for terrorist-caused
outbreaks and injuries is an essential component of the US public health surveillance and response system. Terrorists might
use combination of agents. CDC has developed a list of critical BT and CT agents.
Environment Where Exposure May Have Occurred
Law enforcement and public health officials work together to investigate the environment including envelopes and
packages suspected of containing anthrax or other biological agents. Powder and other specimens collected from these
sources usually are analyzed through the Public Health Laboratory Network. As a part of the investigation, environmental
sample (where the exposure may have occurred) may be necessary. Testing of the environment is useful for detecting trace
amounts of anthrax spores. Specimens obtained may include samples of air and/or swabs of material on various surfaces.
The law enforcement and public health agencies will arrange for processing these samples.
Clean-Up of Contaminated Areas
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency with help from other federal agencies and departments, including the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is responsible for environmental and clean-up issues. Federal agencies, in
conjunction with local and state agencies will determine the best approach to the cleanup.
Biological Agents
BT agents are more likely to be covert because of the delay between exposure and onset of illness, known as the incubation
period. Thus they present different challenges, as there is no immediate impact: persons are unknowingly exposed and an
outbreak is suspected only upon recognition of unusual disease clusters or symptoms. BT may also occur as announced
events in which persons are warned that an exposure has occurred. BT agents include bacteria, viruses and toxins among
others. Anthrax, Small Pox, Botulinum Toxin are some of the examples of BT agents.
The following are some examples of the indicators of a BT attack:
• Large numbers of ill persons with similar diseases or syndromes
• Unexplained disease, syndrome or death
• Unusual illness in a population
• Single case of disease caused by an uncommon agent
• Multiple unexplained diseases in the same patient
• Diseases transmitted through aerosol, food or water suggestive of sabotage
Detection of BT-related Outbreaks
BT may occur as covert events, in which persons are unknowingly exposed and an outbreak is suspected only upon
recognition of unusual disease clusters or symptoms. BT may also occur as announced events, in which persons are warned
that an exposure has occurred. The possibility of a BT event should be rules out with the assistance of the FBI and state
and local health officials.
Rapid response to a BT-related outbreak requires prompt identification of its onset. The most critical step in response is
early recognition that something unusual is occurring. Response to a BT event will require a concerted effort of physicians,
the health department, health care facilities, laboratories, and others to identify BT agent used, treat affected individuals,
prevent additional transmissions, and bring the situation under control. Primary care providers and emergency room
physicians will likely be the first medical responders.
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Chemical Agents
Chemical agents, like other substances, may exist as solids, liquids or gases, depending on temperature and pressure. CT
effects are likely to be overt, immediate and obvious because CT agents are absorbed through inhalation or by absorption
through the skin or mucous membranes are usually immediate and obvious. Such attacks elicit immediate response from
police, fire and EMS personnel. CT agents can also be delivered covertly through contaminated food or water. Chemical
agents that might be used by terrorists range from warfare agents to toxic chemicals commonly used in industry.
There are at least six types of chemical agents described which include nerve agent and cyanide among others. Biological
effects such as eye or skin injury, and injury to lungs and other systemic effects can occur following exposure to chemical
agents dispersed as solids, liquids or vapor. Evacuation and triage are integral to the response along with decontamination
and medical management.
CDC does not recommend hoarding antibiotics or buying a facemask. In the event of a biological or chemical emergency,
the state and local public health departments will inform the public about the action(s) they should take.
Radiation Accident
Radioactive materials are among many kinds of hazardous substances emergency responders might have to deal with in a
transportation accident. Radiation is energy that comes from a source and travels through some material or space. Light,
heat, etc. are types of radiation. Unstable atoms produce ionizing radiation. Unstable atoms are said to be radioactive.
Regardless of how radiation accident happens, three types of radiation-induced injury can occur:
1. External radiation: when all or part of the body is exposed to penetrating radiation from an external source;
2. Radiation contamination occurs where material containing radioactive material is deposited on skin, clothing or
other places where it is undesirable. Contamination means that radioactive materials in the form of gases, liquids
or solids are released into the environment and contaminate people externally on skin, internally in lungs, gut or
wound, or both; and
3. Radiation injury is incorporation of radiation material, which refers to the uptake of radioactive materials by body
cells, tissues and organs.
These injuries can occur along with illness or physical injury and in such instances serious medical problems have a priority
over concerns about radiation. Law enforcement and public health and safety agencies are involved in responding to these
emergencies.

Bomb Threats
General Procedures
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Evacuation route should be posted in every classroom.
Use Bomb Threat Checklist to record information about telephone bomb threats. Listen to the message without
interrupting the caller. Write down the message, noting time of call, unusual background noises, and estimated
age of caller, and try to keep the caller talking. Attempt to ascertain from the caller the type of bomb, where
placed, time of detonation, and reason school has been targeted.
After caller has concluded his or her threat, hang up and immediately lift the receiver and press *69 (call trace).
If school has caller ID, note the number from which call was made.
Notify Main Office/Building Administration.
If threat is written, place it in an envelope or plastic bag.
Prepare media statement and flyer to inform parents.

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.

Evaluate the bomb threat and determine if building evacuation is necessary.
If threat is deemed valid:
• Call 911 – advise building is being evacuated because of a bomb threat.
• Activate SERT.
• Turn off school bell system.
• Don’t use PA system.
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•

Turn off all two-way radios.

NOTE: Do not utilize the fire alarm system to evacuate the
building.
3.
4.

Dispatch SERT to notify each classroom of the need to evacuate the school. While completing this task, conduct a
limited search of common areas of the school.
In consultation with police/fire officials, determine when it is safe to reenter the school.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Upon receipt of notification to evacuate the school, conduct a limited search of classrooms to determine if any
strange or unknown objects are in the room.
Proceed to pre-designated evacuation point with class roll book.
Maintain control of students and advise SERT of any missing children.
Do not reenter the building until directed to do so by an SERT member or someone in authority.

Device Found
Upon discovery of a suspicious device, immediately send word to the IC. If the device is found in a classroom with
students, immediately, but in an orderly manner, evacuate the classroom. UNDER NO CONDITION ATTEMPT TO
TOUCH OR MOVE THE DEVICE.
IC Responsibilities
1.

2.

3.
4.

Upon notification of a device found:
• Call 911 – advise building is being evacuated because a suspected bomb has been discovered. If possible,
give a description of the device.
• Activate the SERT.
• Turn off the school bell system.
• Turn off all two-way radios.
• Do not use the fire alarm system to evacuate the building.
Dispatch SERT to begin the evacuation process. The order of evacuation should be:
• Classroom in which the device is located.
• Classrooms on either side of, across the hall from, that back up to, or are directly above or below the
classroom containing the device. Continue increasing the size of the evacuation until all students and
staff are at a safe distance.
The evacuation must be conducted in an orderly and controlled manner so as not to create an unstable environment
which may exacerbate the situation.
In consultation with police/fire/bomb disposal officials, determine when it is safe to reenter the building.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.

Upon receipt of notification to evacuate the classroom, proceed to pre-designated evacuation location with class
roll book.
Maintain control of students and advise SERT of any missing or unaccounted for students.
Do not enter the school until directed to do so by an SERT or police/fire authority.

Letter/Package Bomb or Mailed Hazardous Substance
Mail handlers should be trained on what could be suspicious. A suspicious letter/package could contain any of the
following:
Foreign mail
Excessive postage
Handwritten messages

Misspelling of common words
Odd noises
Oily stains/discoloration/odor
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Special delivery
Restrictive markings
Incorrect titles
No return address
Excessive securing material (i.e.: tape)
1.
2.
3.

Poorly typed addresses
Lopsided or uneven envelope
Protruding wires or tinfoil
Excessive weight
Powder leaking

If any of the items listed above are identified on a package, do not open the package. Secure the area around the
item and contact the principal.
Persons who touch the letter should wash their hands if powder or liquid is leaking.
The person who identified the suspicious package should not ‘broadcast’ the matter and cause panic, but contact
the principal giving as much detail about the situation as possible.

Bus Accidents
General Procedures
1.

Upon learning of an accident, obtain the bus number, location and time of accident, number of injures sustained,
whether police/fire/ambulance is on the scene or are required, and the location of all injured parties from the
person notifying the administration or other school employee.

2.

Notify the IC.

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dispatch SERT to accident scene with Emergency Response Kit and student information cards, if this is a group
on a field trip the student roster will advise you of which students, parents and staff are on the bus. If this is a
home-to-school bus, you will need to print an entire student roster report.
If there are injuries of students, determine if siblings of bus-riding students are still at school. Assemble these
students and advise them of the accident and make them available for parent pick up.
When advised by SERT on scene of current status, direct appropriate notifications to be made.
If appropriate, respond to the hospital.

Responsibilities of Staff Person Riding on Bus
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Follow the Bus Drivers instructions and if appropriate call 911.
If danger of fire or if vehicle is in a precarious position, evacuate the bus and direct students to a safe location.
Have older students assist younger students.
Notify the school of the accident and the extent of the injuries.
Keep children under control. Have adults in area assist with tasks.
If students are transported to hospitals, determine which student(s) are going to which hospitals.

Responsibilities of SERT Responding to the Scene
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assess the current situation and advise the IC.
Assist in the movement and/or control of non-injured students.
If parents arrive on the scene students are not to be removed from the scene until released by the Police. NOTE:
parents should be directed to either wait at home or report to the school site not the accident scene.
Designated SERT respond to the hospital(s) and provide support to injured students and their parents. Keep the IC
updated on all medical conditions of students and staff.
Designated SERT member handles media inquiries at the accident scene. The hospital spokesperson will handle
any inquiries regarding treatment of injured students.
Provide parent contact information to hospital if needed. Call parents from school in the case of uninjured
students.
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7.

Returning uninjured students should be examined by the school nurse, school counselor or social worker, provided
with breakfast or snack as appropriate, and be given the option of returning home for the day.
8. Secure copy of police report.
9. Prepare for possible media focus.
10. Create informational flyer to inform parents of accident.
• hotline at (800) 540-4000 to make a report.

Child Does Not Arrive Home
(within a reasonable time)
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

If the school learns that a child has not arrived home from school in a reasonable amount of time, contact the
child’s last classroom teacher of the day to find out the child’s normal end-of-day habits (i.e. walker / bus rider or
gets ride from parent).
Contact Transportation for assistance. They will need the following information when called, Childs name, Date of
Birth, Address, Home phone number, Description of the student (hair color, height, ethnicity, what was the student
wearing when last seen). If the parent is at the school, send them home to wait and check their neighborhood.
Notify the police and request that they commence an investigation into the situation if the child has been missing
for an extended period of time.
Organize the child’s teachers, friends, and companions for interview with the police.
Attempt to locate the last person to see the child.
Send a school representative (preferably the student support manager/school counselor) to the child’s family home
to comfort his or her parents and relatives.
Work cooperatively with the authorities to assist in locating the child.
Prepare a media statement.
Compose a flyer informing parents

Civil Disturbance
Civil disturbances such as a public or a student demonstration on school grounds having the potential to injure staff or
students, damage property or disrupt instruction are grounds to put the following procedures in action.
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Contact office and administrators when a civil disturbance is observed.
Call 911 if warranted.
Assess the danger of the disturbance and issue a Lock-Down if necessary.
Prepare a flyer to inform parents of the incident.
Notify the Charter Board.

Critical Condition/Hospital Treatment
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

If a child is in need of immediate hospital treatment at your school, notify the office as to the person’s location and
condition, but stay with the victim.
Call 911.
Secure medical help available in the school (school nurse/health aide and CPR providers).
Evacuate any students who may be present and secure adult support.
When help for the victim is secured, the teacher helping the victim should rejoin her or his class.
The person accompanying the child to the hospital should take the medical emergency form kept in the office.
Review the student’s health file kept in the nurse’s office for pertinent information such as drug allergies, last
tetanus shot, and medications taken. Relay this information to the hospital.
Notify the victim’s family.
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9. Consider composing a flyer to inform parents of the incident.
10. Arrange for counseling sessions with witnesses as necessary.

Death of a Student/Staff Member
General Procedures
If not occurring on school property:
1.
2.
3.

Upon notification of death, arrange for an emergency staff meeting where procedures will be reviewed and current
information be provided.
Arrange for counseling services for students and staff.
Prepare a notice to be sent home to parents with particulars regarding any arrangements that may have been
decided by the family of the deceased.

If occurring during the school day, on school property, follow the Lock-Down procedures and treat the event as a criminal
act.
IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Call a meeting of SERT to formulate the school’s response to the notice.
Activate the telephone tree to school staff if notification is received after school hours or during non-school days.
Contact family/friends of the deceased to offer support and obtain information regarding arrangements.
Arrange for appropriate counseling services.
Update information to staff and parents as it becomes available.
If the student or staff member had personal property in school, secure the property, including locker contents, until
authorized to release same to family or relative.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Keep informed of plans and procedures that may be implemented in response to the death.
Be observant of students’ and fellow staff members’ reaction to news. If required, refer the person(s) to
counseling.
Do not deny your own emotional response to this situation, and seek appropriate help.
Assist in bringing closure to the event.
•
•

Notify the IC
Follow procedures for Bomb Threats/Device Found

Disruptive Student
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

At the beginning of each school year, every teacher is to develop a “Clear the Room” procedure. This procedure
includes step-by-step instructions of what to do should a student begin to throw things or attack other students or
staff.
“Clear the Room” procedures should state to which teacher the students should report.
The receiving teacher will notify the office immediately.
The teacher must stay with the disruptive student until assistance arrives.
Students will not return to their classroom until notified by the sending teacher.

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Respond to the classroom as soon as possible.
Assist the teacher with the student.
Involve other staff as necessary.
Call 911 if situation does not abate.
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5.
6.

Notify the School Counselor/Psychologist or outside agency.
Review each plan and require that the plan be practiced so that students will know what to do.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

In concert with receiving teachers, develop the “Clear the Room” plan.
Develop an alternative plan for when receiving teacher is not in the room.
Instruct students as to their roles if plan is implemented.
Stay with the out-of-control student.

Earthquake
Earthquake Drop Procedure
Tremors and shaking of the earth are the signals of an earthquake. The initial shock is likely to be not more than ninety
seconds duration. Emergency action to be taken when children are inside the building is:
When inside a building, stay inside. Do not run outside because you may be hit by falling debris. DUCK or DROP to the
floor on your knees and make the body as small as possible. COVER yourself under a sturdy desk, table or bench, in a hall,
or stand against an inside wall. You should be facing away from: windows; doors; glass; skylights; brick or rock faced
walls; large moveable objects, such as book cases; or outside doors and walls. With one arm, HOLD on to a desk leg so
that it will protect your head and neck and so that it will not move away from covering you; be prepared to move with it.
Rest your head on one arm and place your other arm over the base of the head and neck. STAY in this position for at least
one minute or, in a real situation, until shaking stops. When it is safe, proceed to the assembly areas in the same manner as
for Evacuation Procedures.
When outdoors, stay outside. Do not run inside because you may be hit by falling debris. Move away from buildings and
overhead structures. Drop to the ground on your knees and make the body as small as possible. Face position away from:
buildings, power poles and lines, trees or other overhead hazards, roads and streets, as cars may go out of control. Cover as
much skin surface as possible, close your eyes, and cover your ears. If you have a book or other similar object, place it
over the base of your head and neck to protect you from flying debris. When it is safe, proceed to the assembly areas in the
same manner as for Evacuation Procedures.
Walking to or from school facilities. if students are walking to or from school when an earthquake occurs, they should stay
away from all buildings, trees, exposed wires, or other hazards that may fall. The safest place is in the open. Students
should assume “drop, cover, and hold” position until the quake is over. After the earthquake, if on the way to school
facilities, continue to school. If on the way home, continue home or return to school.
After an Earthquake
The ABCs of Post-Earthquake Evacuation – A Checklist for School Administrators and Faculty
A. Evacuation should NEVER be automatic.
• There may be more danger outside your building or facility than there is inside.
• There may be no safe assembly area outside. There may be no clear routes to get outside, and alternate routes
may need to be created.
• The lighting inside your building or room will probably be out – it will be dark.
• Before any decision is made to vacate all or part of a school, someone must find out that there is:
1. a safe route out, and
2. a safe place to assemble the students outside
B. BEFORE an earthquake, survey your school with evacuation in mind.
1.

Look for potential post-earthquake hazards INSIDE the building:
• Suspended ceilings
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pendant light fixtures
Large windows – either exterior or interior – not protected against shattering
Tall bookcases or cabinets that may topple because they are not bolted to the wall
Classroom equipment such as computers, TVs, VCRs, stereos, and slide projectors
Stairwells
Science labs, especially chemistry
Storage areas for cleaning, painting, or other hazardous materials
Shop areas
Places where the main gas supply or electric current enters the building
a. Designate evacuation routes that avoid as many of those areas as possible.
b. In addition, decide on alternate routes to your main routes.
c. Consider students with disabilities as you think about your evacuation routes.

2.

Look for potential post-earthquake hazards OUTSIDE the building:
• Power lines
• Trees
• Areas near buildings that may have debris fall on them – parapets, roof tiles, chimneys, glass
• Routes past concrete block walls
• Covered walkways
• Places under which large gas mains run
• Areas near chain link fences (can be electric shock hazard when live wires touch)
• Hazardous materials storage areas
a. Designate open areas outside that are without overhead hazards and removed from
potential dangers spots: choose one, off-campus spot such as park for back-up.
b. Assembly areas should not be so remote from the faculty that students and staff won’t
have easy access to bathrooms, phones, and the student release point.

3.

Everyone should be informed about the plans:
• Once routes and assembly areas have been chosen, make floor plans and maps; give them to
everyone.
• Tell all personnel and students about the plans made and the routes chosen.
• Make it clear that a post-earthquake evacuation route differs from a fire evacuation route, and
that alternate routes may need to be used.
• Hold drills and exercises two or three times a year; practice alternate routes.
• Include all students and staff with disabilities in the drills and exercises.

C. AFTER the earthquake, gather information and make decisions.
IC
•
•
•
•

Assess the situation – inside and outside
Decide how much evacuation is necessary – all or parts of the buildings
Choose the route(s) and the assembly place
Communicate directions to SERT and all staff members.

Teachers
Do NOT automatically rush your class out into the corridor or out an exterior door.
• Wait to hear from an administrator, or the designated SERT member, about what to do.
In circumstances in which a lot of time passes and you do not hear anything, you will have to make decisions
yourself:
• If you are in a dangerous classroom – the ceiling has collapsed, wires are crackling, broken glass or
chemicals are all over the floor, you smell gas or smoke – you will want to leave, BUT you must do some
reconnaissance before you move to safety.
• Get your buddy teacher to cover the students while you find the best way to get out and the safest place to
go. You may not need to go outside, but merely move from one inside room to another.
• Account for all your students before you leave the classroom.
If your classroom is dangerous, you may want to take injured students with you, or move them a short way to a
safe room. If you must leave an injured student, post a large, visible sign indicating the student is in there.
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The lights will probably be out – ALWAYS have a flashlight that works.
• Be alert, as you lead students down stairwells or corridors, to anything (dangling lights, ceiling struts,
broken glass, slippery floors) that could hurt them or you.
In an aftershock, everyone should duck and cover until the shaking stops.
• Once you get to your new safe place, communicate your location to the IC, by sending a runner, using a
walkie-talkie, or returning to your classroom to post a note.
The first 72 hours after an earthquake are critical. Electricity, gas, water, and telephones may not be working. In
addition, public safety services such as police and fire departments will be busy handling serious crises. You
should be prepared to be self-sufficient – able to live without running water, electricity and/or gas, and telephones
– for at least three days following a quake. To do so, keep on hand the following:
• Food.
• Water. Enough so each person has a gallon a day for 72 hours, preferably one week. Store in airtight
containers and replace it every six months. Store disinfectants such as iodine tablets or chlorine bleach,
eight drops per gallon, to purify water if necessary.
• First aid kit
• Fire extinguisher
• Flashlights with extra batteries. DO NOT USE matches or candles after an earthquake unless you are
certain there are no gas leaks.
• Hand Held radios with extra batteries.
• Extra blankets, clothing, shoes and money.
• Alternate cooking sources.
• Medications
• Tools (turning of main shut off valves)
Roles and Responsibilities
Incident Commander (IC)
Will coordinate all personnel and operations, as well as serve as a liaison between all off campus organizations such as: Red
Cross, Fire, Police, Utility companies, media, and other emergency agencies.
The IC will:
1. Direct team operations
2. Work with emergency responders
3. Coordinate and authorize communication modes
4. Assign tasks as necessary
5. Make media releases as appropriate
Teacher responsibilities during the evacuation:
The teacher may render immediate first aid if necessary.
Students with major injuries and are unable to move are to remain in the classroom (search & rescue team members or first
responders will remove injured students/staff).
Students with minor injuries are to be moved out of the classroom with the class.
a) Teachers check primary evacuation route for blockage and dangers such as fallen trees or electrical wires.
b) If primary route is blocked, check alternate route. Do not walk under covered walkways unless
absolutely necessary.
c) If both routes are blocked do not risk injury to yourself or students. Wait for help to arrive!
d) When evacuating classroom, take your emergency backpack and folder with you.
e) Door is to be left open during an earthquake disaster.
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Always DUCK, COVER, and HOLD when an earthquake occurs. Assess the situation and remain calm. When alerted to
evacuate; or have made a decision to evacuate, look for the safest route, take your emergency backpack and ID card, and
escort your children to the assembly area. Check the adjacent classroom(s) and assist if necessary or evacuate the class(es).
Wedge the door open if possible. Take the attendance with the Emergency Attendance Form to the evacuation site and
display appropriate ‘alert card’ (Green Card = all students accounted for, Red Card = missing students and/or need
assistance) from the emergency back pack.
a) Anyone who is ‘injured but mobile’ should be escorted to the assembly area.
b) Anyone who is ‘severely injured and not mobile’ should be left for the search and rescue team or first
responders.
c) Leave all ‘dead’ where they are.
All classified and support staff are to escort their students to the assembly area and return to their teacher. They will then
await instruction from the IC. Office personnel are to take emergency cards, radios, and key sets with them and report to
the Incident Commander for instructions.
Search Team Coordinator
Will leave the assembly area to begin operations after being directed to do so by the IC.
Search & Rescue will:
1.
2.

Retrieve emergency supplies and bring to the assembly area. The team should shut off the gas, water, and
electrical mains. These should be marked with barrier tape or signs to indicate they are off.
S&R will return to the assembly area to be assigned further duties by the IC. These may include setting
up a waste facility, building shelter, assisting another team, or providing site security.

First Aid Team
Will move to their designated area, unpack supplies as they become available and set up triage, treatment stations, and a
morgue if necessary.
The First Aid Team will assess the extent and incidence of injuries and tag them accordingly. All persons sent to triage are
to be tagged. The triage categories are as follows:
MINOR:
DELAYED:
IMMEDIATE:
DECEASED:

Move to Walking Wounded
May be able to take direction to help one another.
Tag victim, note time and type of injury.
Should be removed as far away as possible

Treat injuries to the extent possible.
Inform outside emergency personnel via the IC as to the status of the injured.
Attend to morgue concerns if necessary:
1. Identify the body.
2. Probable cause of death.
3. Cover the body.
4. Leave the body undisturbed awaiting coroner.
Keep the IC apprised of your status

Student Supervision Team
Will form up and begin operations when directed to by the IC. They will manage students in the assembly area and check
students out as they are requested by the Student Release Team. See Section 4 for details.
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Student Release Team
Will set up a parent contact area with student emergency cards and appropriate paper work (sign out register, student call
slips) at the designation of the IC. Student Release will coordinate and document the release of student to parents or
authorized guardians. See ‘School Emergency Response Team’ for details.

Explosion or Risk of Explosion
This section addresses four possible scenarios involving an explosion or risk of explosion:
Scenario 1:
Explosion on school property
Scenario 2:
Risk of explosion on school property
Scenario 3:
Explosion or risk of explosion in a surrounding area
Scenario 4:
Nuclear blast or explosion involving radioactive materials
(a nuclear blast is characterized by a sequence of intense light and
heat, air pressure wave, expanding fireball, and subsequent
radioactive fallout).
It is important to first determine which scenario applies and then implement the appropriate response procedures. For
“Bomb Threats” refer to Pages 120-122.
Scenario 1: Explosion on School Property
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.

Call 911.
Initiate Duck, Cover and Hold procedures.
Consider the possibility of another imminent explosion and take appropriate action.
After the explosion, the IC will initiate the appropriate response signal, which may include a Lock Down or
Evacuation. Evacuation may be warranted in some buildings and other buildings may be used as shelter.
5. In the event of an evacuation, sound the fire alarm and everyone in the school should leave the building in a calm,
orderly manner with classes led by teachers.
6. Any students separated from their classes should be incorporated into any adult-led group.
7. Follow the evacuation routes established in the fire drill plan. Create a safety zone -- at least 300 feet from the
building.
8. Staff without classes should monitor crosswalks or other posts to locate children that may have been separated
from adult supervisors.
9. Teachers should have class rosters so that each student can be accounted for once the evacuation is completed.
Names of any students unaccounted for or students that have joined groups other than their own classes in the
evacuation process should immediately be given to the IC.
10. The IC should formulate a list of students that could still be in danger with the assistance of other administrators or
staff.
11. Limit the use of electronic and motorized devices – no open flames.
12. Attempt to suppress fires with extinguishers.
Note: Ensure the use of proper type of extinguishers, i.e. Class A, B or C for ordinary combustibles; Class B or C
for fires involving flammable liquids; or Class C only for fires involving electrical equipment.
13. Contact the Utility company with any damage to water lines, sewers, power lines

or other utilities.

14. Any areas affected by the explosion will not be reopened until the City/County HazMat or appropriate agency
provides clearance and authorization.
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Scenario 2: Risk of Explosion on School Property
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.

Call 911.
Determine the appropriate response signal: Lock Down – Response or Evacuation.
If an evacuation is warranted, follow standard evacuation procedures in ‘Evacuation Procedures’.
If an explosion occurs follow the procedures outlined in ‘Bomb Threats’.

Scenario 3: Explosion or Risk of Explosion in Surrounding Area
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.

The IC will initiate a Lock Down – Response.
Call 911.
Do not declare an All Clear until the appropriate authorities have given authorization to do so.

Scenario 4: Nuclear Blast or Explosion Involving Radioactive Materials
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The IC will initiate a Lock Down – Response.
Call 911.
Staff members should attempt to establish an adequate barrier or shielding (e.g. concrete walls, metal doors)
between themselves and the source of the blast or explosion. Move students away from exterior windows.
After the initial blast, remove students from rooms with broken windows, extinguish fires, provide first aid, and
relocate students from upper floors if possible.
Turn off the school’s main gas supply, local fans in the area, lock doors and windows, shut down all buildings’ air
handling systems, seal gaps under doors and windows with wet towels or duct tape, seal vents with aluminum foil
or plastic wrap, and turn off sources of ignition, such as pilot lights.
Monitor radio or television announcements and initiate further action as appropriate.
Do not declare an All Clear until the City/County HazMat or appropriate agency provides clearance.

Fire
Fires may occur at any time in almost any structure and usually are totally unexpected. The longer a fire is undetected the
more severe and dangerous it can become. A definite plan of action is needed for each occupied area to ensure that the
maximum effort is made to protect the occupants and the buildings involved.
The Principal of each school shall develop a route of egress and an alternate route to be used in case of fire. These route
signs shall be posted in each occupied area in a conspicuous place, preferably near the door to be used during the
evacuation (place at student’s eye level). Clearly identify the primary escape route.
Fire extinguishers should be used only after notifying the Fire Department and only if feasible. Fire extinguishers are
intended for small fires only. In addition, the user should make sure the fire extinguisher is of the proper type for the fire
before using it.
General Fire Safety
1.
2.

Ensure that all exits are clearly marked and free of clutter (this includes classroom exits).
Ensure the Location of all fire extinguishers and pull stations is indicated on the evacuation map posted in every
classroom and office.
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Passage and Aisle Widths
A minimum of 36 inch free and clear passage width shall be maintained in all doorways and aisles within each classroom
and office. Equipment, furniture, or materials which reduce these passageways to less than 36 inches must be relocated.
Turning off the Fire Alarm System
If for any reason it is determined that the fire alarm bell system must be silenced, a trained member of the staff must
maintain a watch at the systems panel to monitor for activations of the systems detection devices. This person should have
radio communications to other’s who can: sound an alert for evacuation if necessary; be dispatched to the area where the
device has been activated to verify a fire or emergency; and to ensure that they system is not silenced and forgotten.
Procedures
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Any person discovering a fire will activate the fire alarm, call 911, evacuate the area, close doors and windows to
confine the fire, or extinguish it if possible. Take your Emergency Backpack and ID card when evacuating.
Check with your buddy teacher during an evacuation to ensure everyone is evacuating and assist or evacuate the
class yourself if necessary. All staff are to report to the assembly area and display the appropriate ‘alert card’
(Green Card = all students accounted for, Red Card = missing students and/or need additional assistance) in the
emergency back pack.
The IC is to be notified immediately.
Members of the Search Team or IC designees will report to the evacuation site before any students arrive. Team
members will look for any suspicious objects or behavior (i.e. abandoned cars or objects in evacuation site) and
report findings to IC. In the event of a suspicious object, team member will redirect teachers and students to
alternate evacuation site.
The IC will form a Command Post at the evacuation site.
a. Direct that the necessary agency contacts be made
b. Teachers will immediately take roll and report any missing students to the Search Team Coordinator by
using the card system. If problems exist, hold up appropriate colored card:
Red Card
Missing Students/Need Assistance
Green Card
All Students Present

6.

The Search Team Coordinator will manage the reconciliation of all students and staff. The Search Team
Coordinator is responsible for bringing the Visitor’s Log and Early Dismissal Log (and any additional entry logs)
to the evacuation site and reconciling attendance with these documents.
7. First aid is rendered as necessary.
8. Use fire extinguisher if appropriate. While attempting to extinguish the fire, the user should keep a free exit path
to his/her back to prevent being trapped by the fire. If one extinguisher does not put out the fire, do not go
searching for additional extinguishers. Close off the area as best as possible, and exit the building immediately.
9. Access roads are kept open for emergency vehicles.
10. IC in consultation with first responders will determine if students and staff should be moved to another area and/or
begin the early release procedures.
11. Students and staff will not return to the school building until fire department officials declare the area safe.
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Additional School Emergency Response Team Responsibilities in a Fire, all other responsibilities to be carried out
by the School Emergency Response Team

See Appendix N for Floor Warden Plan
Fire Near School:
IC will determine whether the students and staff should leave the premises, or any further action should be implemented.
Burning Clothes:
If a student’s or staff member’s clothing catches fire, don’t allow them to run! Smother the fire with a blanket, coat, rug,
curtain, or other heavy fabric material. If wrapping material is not available, drop the victim to the ground and attempt to
smother the fire by rolling the victim to the ground. After the fire is out treat the victim for shock (lying down, feet raised,
neck supported) and cover the burned area with soaking wet cloth, sheet or blanket.
When appropriate and directed by the IC, SERT member may:
1.
Turn off the gas and electricity service.
2.
Direct emergency vehicles to the scene
3.
Make sure fire lanes are clear and gates are open.
IMPORTANT: ALL SEARCH AND RESCUE, FIRE FIGHTING, OR ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES WILL CEASE IF
TOXIC OR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ARE INVOLVED. ALL PERSONNEL ARE TO EVACUATE
IMMEDIATELY.
First Aid Team
Will move to their designated area, unpack supplies as they become available and set up triage, treatment stations, and a
morgue if necessary.
The First Aid Team will follow their pre-assigned responsibilities as outlined in Section 4.
The First Aid Team will assess the extent and incidence of injuries and tag them accordingly. All persons sent to triage are
to be tagged. The triage categories are as follows:
MINOR:
DELAYED:
IMMEDIATE:
DECEASED:

Move to walking wounded
May be able to take direction to help one another
Tag victim, note time and type of injury
Should be removed as far away as possible

Treat injuries to the extent possible. Inform outside emergency personnel via the IC as to the status of the injured.
Student Supervision Team
Will form up and begin operations when directed to by the IC. They will manage students in the assembly area and check
students out as they are requested by the Student Release Team.
The Student Supervision Team will follow their pre-assigned responsibilities as outlined in Section 4.
Student Release Team
Will set up a parent contact area with student emergency cards and appropriate paper work (sign out register, student call
slips) at the designation of the IC. Student Release will coordinate and document the release of student to parents or
authorized guardians.
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The Student Release Team will follow their pre-assigned responsibilities as outlined in Section 4.
Teachers follow standard evacuation procedures. See Section 7.
Fire Drills
California Education Code, Section 32001 states that every public, private, or parochial school shall cause the fire alarm
signal to be sounded not less than once every calendar month and shall conduct a fire drill at least once every calendar
month at the elementary level and at least four times every school year at the intermediate levels. For secondary schools fire
drills must be held at a minimum of twice a year. It further states, “all exit doors shall be maintained so that they can be
opened from the inside without a key during school hours.”
It is recommended that at least 30 minutes in each school month shall be used to instruct children in grades one through
eight on fire dangers and drills. On occasion, the building should be evacuated under the pretense that smoke and gases
have filled the hallways. Faculty and students should practice getting their faces as near the floor as possible (by bending
over or by crawling on their hands and knees) and proceed to the nearest exit.
Each school must establish a fire or emergency evacuation plan and hold regular drills to make this plan effective. Drills
must be documented and reports submitted to the Fire Marshall. The fire drill report must include: person conducting drill;
date and time of drill; notification method used; staff members on duty and participating; number of occupants evacuated;
special conditions simulated; problems encountered; corrective actions to be taken; weather conditions when occupants
were evacuated; and time required to accomplish complete evacuation and accountability.

Forced Entry/Theft of School Property
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

If evidence of forced entry or theft is seen, notify the main office first.
Call 911.
If the crime is in progress, do not confront the perpetrator and avoid being noticed. Instead, attempt to collect a
physical description and a license plate number of any vehicle the perpetrator may be using. Watch the direction
in which the criminal flees.
Secure the crime scene. Prevent others from entering, and do not disturb possible fingerprints, shoe, or tire
impressions.
Notify staff to increase security measures.
Prepare a list of missing items with serial numbers, make, model, and estimated cost.
Organize all witnesses for police interviews and be as helpful as possible to the authorities.
Obtain a copy of the police report.
Prepare a media statement and to ease the worries of parents, draft an informational flyer.

Hazardous Material Spill
Hazardous substances include chemicals, asbestos, mercury (from thermometer), gasoline or oil, and burned-out/leaking
ballast.
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Contact the main office and administration about the spill.
Call 911.
Do not turn any electrical switches on or off. Do not use any electrical equipment, eliminate any open flames.
Notify the custodial staff of the spill.
Evacuate and close off the area of the spill. (follow standardized evacuation procedures – See Evacuation
Procedures).
Assess the need for medical attention for anyone exposed to the hazardous fluids and call the school nurse and/or
responding officials to the location of the spill if necessary.
Record the names and personal information of any persons exposed to the spill.
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8.
9.

Notify the Charter Board.
Assess the need to inform parents about the spill and prepare a media statement if warranted.

Temporary Stay at School Status
If given instructions by the Incident Commander or First Responders that it is necessary to temporarily stay at school until
the evacuation vehicles arrive, use the following guidelines:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

IC advises Teachers and Staff of the situation through the intercom and alerts them to listen for further
instructions. Instruct Teachers to close all windows, doors and vents.
Direct all Students, Teachers and Staff to come inside and/or stay in the buildings. Students must be kept quiet
and still. In the event of a chemical accident, instruct students to keep their hands out of their mouths and eyes.
Instruct team members to shut off all heating systems and fans.
Instruct all teachers to place wet towels or wet clothing under the doors and around windows.
Conduct an emergency attendance to account for all students, staff and visitors.
Instruct Teachers and Staff to evacuate once vehicles have arrived on campus.

Evacuation Procedures
If given instructions by the Incident Commander or First Responders that it is necessary to evacuate the school, use the
following guidelines:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Determine an evacuation site that is crosswind from the movement of the fumes and a safe distance from a hazard
or chemical accident.
Determine the method of evacuation. If students are to remain on campus, determine which evacuation assembly
site is best. If students are to evacuate to another location, as in the event of a chemical accident, determine which
location is appropriate and by which means the Students, Teachers and Staff will be evacuated by school buses,
other transportation, or by foot.
If it is decided that the building should be evacuated:
a. Sound the fire alarm
b. Notify the following:
i. 911 (alerts police and fire departments)
ii. Teachers and Staff
The location of the evacuation site will be posted by the Parent Coordinator outside the school for parent
information.
The IC will instruct that the evacuation site be notified of the impending evacuation and arrival of staff and
students.
An Emergency Attendance will be taken at the evacuation site. The Search Team Coordinator will report
attendance status to IC.
The IC will provide a report to the Charter Board President office by phone or messenger as soon as possible after
the evacuation. The report will include: (a) the location of the evacuation site, (b) the status of students and staff,
and (c) the immediate needs of students, teachers and staff.
The Site Coordinator will give directions for loading students into buses or other evacuation vehicles or
proceeding on foot to the determined evacuation site.

Heat Emergencies
Temperatures that hover 10 degrees or more above the average high temperature for that area and last for several weeks is
considered “extreme heat” or a heat wave. Humid and muggy conditions can make these high temperatures even more
unbearable. Really dry and hot conditions can cause dust storms and low visibility. Droughts occur when a long period
passes without enough rainfall. A heat wave combined with a drought is a very dangerous situation.
Before Extreme Heat Hits
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Keep it Cool
1. Close all floor heat vents.
2. Seal gaps around window units with foam or duct tape.
3. Use a circulating or box fan to spread the cool air around.
4. Use aluminum foil covered cardboard in windows to reflect heat back outside.
5. Use weather-stripping on doors and windowsills.
6. Keep storm windows up all year to help keep cool in.
During Extreme Heat
Protect Windows – hang shades, drapes, sheets or awnings on windows to reduce heat from entering building.
Conserve Power – stay indoors as much as possible.
Conserve Water
1. Check plumbing for leaks.
2. Ensure all toilets and showers are set to “low flow”.
3. Don’t leave water running.

Hostage Situation
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Stay calm.
Don’t be a hero.
Follow instructors of captor.
Cooperate, be friendly if possible; don’t argue with or antagonize captor or other hostages.
Inform captor of medical or other needs.
Be prepared to wait; elapsed time is a good sign.
Don’t try to escape; don’t try to resolve the situation by force.
Be observant and remember everything you see and hear.
When rescue takes place, lie on the floor and await instructions from the rescuers.

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Direct 911 to be called.
Declare a Lock-Down – NO RESPONSE.
Isolate the area.
• If possible, begin a controlled evacuation – move all non-essential adults and students away from the
affected area. Begin with areas closest to the affected area.
Direct that all appropriate notifications be made.
Await the arrival of the police, and provide needed assistance.
Secure main office area and entrance to the school (if safe to do so).
If the decision is made to evacuate the unaffected portion of the school, accountability for all evacuated students
and staff becomes a critical issue.
Remember that the job of resolving the incident belongs to the police. The IC’s job is to facilitate their efforts.

Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If directly involved, follow the instructions of the intruder.
Attempt to summon help if it can be accomplished without placing yourself or others in further danger.
Await the arrival of the police.
Remember, time is on your side. Don’t threaten or attempt to intimidate or disarm the intruder.
If students are involved as victims, attempt to keep them calm and minimize their involvement with the intruder.
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6.
7.

8.
9.

If not directly involved, follow instructions quickly and without comment.
When notified of the Lock-Down – NO RESPONSE, follow established procedures.
a. Lock Doors
Door is not to be opened for anyone. All doors will remain locked until the “all clear” code or until
law enforcement or school officials gain access to classrooms and other areas using master keys.
b. Direct students to Duck, Cover and Hold in the safest place possible.
Be able to account for all students under your control.
Be prepared to evacuate if directed to do so by Police or IC. Follow evacuation procedures – be prepared for a
controlled evacuation.

Kidnapping or Missing Student
General Procedures
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Upon discovering that a child is missing or abducted, immediately inform school administration. Obtain a detailed
description of abductor, including physical appearance, type and color of clothing, and make, model, color and
license number of any vehicle used in the abduction. Also obtain a detailed description of clothing, and the time
and location when the child was last seen.
Treat custody dispute cases as possible kidnapping situations.
Consider generating an informational flyer to parents about the dangers of abduction, especially if the incident
took place en route to school.
Consider increasing security at school.
Notify the Charter Board.

IC Responsibilities
Abduction
1. Call 911 and advise of the abduction.
2. Provide the 911 operator with a description of vehicle with license plate number, if known.
3. Notify custodial parent.
4. Provide support services as needed.
5. If this abduction was witnessed by other students, notify their parents, as the children will be upset.
6. Brief SERT on the situation and arrange for counseling for the next day.
Missing Student
1. Conduct an immediate search of school and school grounds. The extent of the search will depend upon the age,
emotional stability, and past history of the student.
2. Call 911 and parents of missing student.
3. Check student’s locker and desk for any indication of why incident occurred.
4. Interview student’s friends for information.
5. Contact students’ teacher(s).
Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
Abduction
1. If abduction occurs while class is in session, attempt to persuade the abductor not to commit the act.
2. If unsuccessful in persuading the adult not to carry out the abduction, do not place yourself or other children in
harm’s way.
3. Immediately notify the office and provide as many details as possible.
4. Maintain control of remaining students.
Missing Student
1. Immediately notify the office when advised that a student is missing.
2. Assist IC with questioning of friends and fellow classmates as to why student is missing.
3. Maintain control of remaining students.
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Lockdown
Advanced Communication to Parents, Guardians, and Students
Parents and guardians shall be notified in advance through school newsletters and other communications of the following:
•
•

Staff will not open doors during a lockdown.
Visitors will be allowed access to students only if the incident commander determines that the site is secure.

Lockdown Procedures
1. Initiation
A lockdown must be a response to a clear and present danger to the safety of students or staff at a school site. A
lockdown may be initiated by one of the following:
•
•

Public safety officer
School principal or designee (Site administrators have authority to lock down their site only. Only a
public safety officer or the home office designee can direct other sites to lock down.)

When a lockdown is initiated, administrators are to activate the School Safety Plan. The principal or designee is
the Incident Commander for all personnel and visitors at the site and is responsible for alerting everyone on the
site of the situation, including visitors, childcare facility staff, maintenance and food service workers.
When a lockdown has been ordered, the Incident Commander or his or her designee shall make the following
announcement and repeat it several times in the following manner (insert the most effective communications
system(s) at the site, e.g. public address system or bullhorn.):
Attention. A lockdown of the campus has been ordered. Please remain calm. Teachers, please secure your
students in your classroom immediately and begin following lockdown procedures. All other personnel,
please secure any students in your area by bringing them to (insert a designated area, such as a
multipurpose room, cafeteria, gym, childs classroom.) All campus visitors report to (insert designated
area such as main office). All office staff remain in or report to your offices. All other staff report to
(insert designated area for staff who do not have an office or classroom.) Parents, do not try to locate
your children. Your children will be released to you after the lockdown has been lifted. Please report to
(insert designated area). Ignore any fire alarms.
2.

Notification
A staff member designated in advance by the principal shall notify the home office immediately that a lockdown
has been initiated and shall provide lockdown updates to the home office. The staff member assigned to
notification and communication should call the Los Angeles Police Department dispatch desk periodically to
obtain the most current information available regarding the situation. The Principal or designee also may notify
neighboring schools that the school is locked down, but any instruction for the second school to also lock down
should come from the district office or a public safety officer.

3.

Communication
The home office staff will activate the emergency staff notification protocol to include the following:
•
•
•

4.

Notify other district staff who need to be informed of the lockdown, including but not limited to, senior
administrators, principals and department directors.
Call other high school and junior high school administrations (including ROP and Adult School)
immediately if a high school is locked down.
Provide a brief description of the event to be distributed to key staff via e-mail.

During the Lockdown
• Lockdown – RESPONSE
• Teachers are to lock the classroom door(s) immediately.
• Take attendance, and slide roster under door. The search team will collect the emergency attendance
sheets from each classroom.
• If medical assistance is NOT needed, flip alert card to green side.
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•

•
•
5.

• Maintain order in the classroom.
• Do not call the office unless there is a problem in your classroom.
Lockdown – NO RESPONSE
• Teachers are to lock the classroom door(s) immediately.
• Barricade the doors, if necessary.
• Take attendance. Create a list of missing students, as well as anyone who enters the classroom after
the signal was given. Email the list if it is a drill; if it is not a drill, office staff will call each
classroom. If no additions or deductions were made, email or respond ALL ACCOUNTED FOR.
• If medical assistance is NOT needed, flip alert card to green side.
• All staff and students are to be in secured rooms, away from windows and visual contact from the
outside during the lockdown.
• Students will be permitted to go to the restroom only if the public safety incident commander permits
such activity and only if the student is accompanied by a designated school staff escort.
• Any special needs of students or access of parents to students will be addressed through the public
safety incident commander.
• The principal will provide frequent communications to the students and staff regarding the status of
the lockdown and the need for continued cooperation.
• Rules regarding cell phone use will be strictly enforced.
• Be prepared to move quickly if directed to do so by the police, fire department, or school official. If
directed to evacuate classroom, take the Emergency Procedures Binder and the emergency backpack
with you.
Students who are not under the direct supervision of an adult when the Lockdown – NO RESPONSE
signal is given should find the nearest adult and follow their directions.
Any visitor of the school will remain where they are, assuming they are either in a classroom or office. If
in neither location, go to the nearest classroom and follow the teacher’s instructions.

Lifting the Lockdown
• The incident commander will authorize the lifting of the lockdown and communicate that decision to the
home office.
•

Hold position until ‘All Clear’ signal is given.

•

The home office will notify the principals at all affected sites to lift the lockdown. If school site staff are
notified directly by public safety officers that a lockdown is no longer in effect, staff should still notify
the home office before lifting the lockdown.

•

The home office will contact other district staff who need to be informed regarding the lifted lockdown
status, including, but not limited to, senior administrators, principals and department directors.

6.

After-Event Parent Communications
Principals are to send a factual notice to parents regarding the day, time, duration and reason for the lockdown.
The notice should include other information as appropriate such as lunch changes, transportation adjustments, and
extra-curricular and co-curricular activity modifications. The notice also is to be posted on the school website.

7.

Delineation of Responsibilities
In an emergency situation at a school site, public safety officers and school administrators are expected to share
command responsibilities. The incident commander will be primarily responsible for decisions and directives
pertaining to the physical safety and security of the students, staff and facility. The Principal or Principal’s
designee will be primarily responsible for decisions regarding the welfare, comfort and morale of students and
staff and for establishing and maintaining communication with the home office.

8.

Application of Procedures
The procedures described above are intended to be applied primarily in lockdown situations, but they may be
equally applicable in other circumstances that involve threats to student or staff security but do not specifically
require that students be locked in rooms. Such situations may include but are not limited to lockouts and
evacuations where a threat to safety may require that students be kept out of the school.
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Motor Vehicle Crash
This procedure addresses situations involving a motor vehicle crash on or immediately adjacent to school property. If a
crash results in a fuel or chemical spill on school property, refer to Pages 104-110: Biochemical or Chemical Release.
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Based on the location and extent of the crash, the IC will declare a Lock Down – Response or evacuation.
If an evacuation is declared, students and staff will follow standard evacuation procedures. IC will determine
safest location for evacuation site.
Call 911.
The IC will direct members of the School Emergency Response Team (search & rescue) will secure the area
surrounding the crash to prevent unauthorized access, until the police arrive.
The IC will direct the search & rescue team to perform fire suppression activities, if necessary, until the fire
department arrives.
The IC will direct the first aid team to check for injuries and provide appropriate first aid.

Police Activity in the Neighborhood
Police activity in the neighborhood might be an incident or situation of criminal nature occurring in the vicinity of or on the
school site which constitutes a clear and present danger to the welfare of the students and staff. Such occurrences might
include police stake-outs, pursuit of suspected criminals, SWAT situations, gang disturbances, intruder or hostage
situations, civil unrest, etc.

General Procedures
1.
2.
3.

Stay calm.
Move away from the threat and notify the IC.
Account for all students in your charge.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Issue a Lock down-Response (or a Lock Down – No Response if your campus has open hallways)
Notify 911
Secure the building
Take attendance
Students and staff will remain indoors until the All Clear signal is given.
Be prepared to keep students at school until police have cleared the area.

IC

If a suspect is encountered (whether in possession of a weapon or not), move in a non-threatening manner and direct
students (if applicable) away from the direct view or contact by suspect.
If the assailant is in possession of a weapon, DROP, COVER and HOLD. If you have students with you, first direct the
students to do the same.
If the situation permits, make note of as many details as possible, such as:
VEHICLE
- License plate number
- Type of vehicle
- Color of vehicle
- Damage to vehicle

PERSON
- Height
- Weight
- Color of hair
- Clothing (type and color)
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- Occupants (number and ethnicity)
- Weapons (type and number)

- Weapons (type)
- Ethnicity

In the event gunfire is heard, everyone should be instructed to lie flat on the ground.

Severe Weather
In the event of a severe weather situation such as heavy rain, lightening, wind, or hail the IC will determine which action, if
any, should be implemented. When necessary, the staff will take immediate action for the safety of the students without
waiting for directions.

General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Provide care for students at the site.
Listen to weather updates and stay informed (www.nws.noaa.gov).
Keep away from windows and doors.
Evacuate the buildings and move to a safe location if necessary.
Evacuate the site to another facility if necessary.
Being student release procedures at the direction of the IC.
Upon official request, the site or portions thereof will be converted to a mass care shelter.

Flood/Mudslide/Flash Flood
Los Angeles County contains some of the steepest and most erosive mountains in the world, the San Gabriels, with
elevations reaching 10,000 feet above sea level. Below steeply walled canyons lie large coastal plains with a high
population density. When heavy rains come, there is a significant potential for floods and mudslides.
In 1914, when the population of the Los Angeles Bain was about 700,000, a four-day storm produced more than 19 inches
of rain in the San Gabriel Mountains, resulting in floods causing $10 million in damage.
Floods in 1938 caused $70 million in damage in Southern California, and in 1969, floods caused $400 million in damage
and 60 deaths.
In the 1990s, serious flooding happened in 1992, ’93, ’95 and ’08.
The predicted extent of the flood and the amount of time available before it arrives will determine the course of action to be
taken. The IC may initiate many of the emergency actions considered necessary. The greatest danger of flooding is from a
flash flood.
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.

Call 911.
The IC will keep a battery-powered radio turned to a local radio station for information.
Determine appropriate response signal (Lock Down – Response or Evacuation).

Lightning
Definition: lighting is produced in all thunderstorms. In general, if you are close enough to a storm to hear thunder, you are
close enough to be struck.
1.
2.
3.

Move inside as quickly as possible
If a building is not available, move into a car with windows rolled up
If outside – spread out, keep several yards apart from each other
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Severe Winds/Tornadoes
Definition: tornadoes are extremely violent localized windstorms. A tornado is characterized by a funnel cloud that reaches
to the ground with wind velocities inside the funnel as high as 200 miles per hour. Tornadoes are usually part of a severe
thunderstorm and may be accompanied by lightning, high winds, floods, and flash floods from extremely heavy rainfall.
Tornado Watch – indicates that conditions are right for a tornado to develop and that the sky should be watched.
Tornado Warning – indicates a tornado has been sighted or is spotted on radar.
Warning of hurricane/severe wind/tornado will come from local authorities. If high winds develop during normal hours of
operation, the following emergency actions should be taken:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If outside, proceed with caution to nearest building, if time permits. If time doesn’t permit, lie flat on ground,
preferably in a ditch or culvert if nearby.
Students and staff should be assembled inside buildings; avoid auditoriums, gymnasiums and other structures with
large roof spans.
Implement Duck, Cover and Hold if necessary.
Close windows and blinds.
Move away from windows and remain near an inside wall on lower floors if possible.
Relocate students from classrooms bearing full force winds.
Have maintenance staff shut off gas and electrical power.

Sex Offense
All sex offenses, whether committed by or against a minor, are extremely serious and must be dealt with by school staff in
an appropriate manner. The offenses may take the form of rape (consensual or not), indecent liberties, exposing, etc. When
any of these or similar offenses occur or are suspected, the following procedures must be followed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Regardless of when or where a sex offense occurred, the employee receiving the complaint must report to his or
her principal/supervisor immediately.
a. If the victim is a student, also notify the ICPS, and the local police department.
The school principal/supervisor will notify the student/victim’s parent or guardian, if appropriate, only after
consulting with police or ICPS.
The school principal/supervisor will consider contacting the Police Department and/or Integrated Child Protective
Services, as well as notifying the victim and/or the family of available services, including immediate counseling,
ongoing support, medical and legal advocacy, and a 24-hour crisis phone (858.560.2191).
If law enforcement is involved the crisis counseling can be done at the police station, the school site or the medical
facility. Counseling services will be provided while a medical exam is being conducted.
If, after thorough investigation, the alleged perpetrator is identified as a student, the principal/supervisor will
initiate appropriate corrective action and notify that student’s parent/guardian of the incident.

NOTE: All alleged sex offenses should be treated as a crime and reported to the authorities immediately. It is not the
school’s responsibility to determine if a crime took place – leave that to the authorities. The school should not conduct
internal investigations on alleged sexual offenses before determining if a call to the authorities is warranted.

Spilled Bodily Fluids
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Contact the main office and locate a custodian for clean-up.
Assess the need for medical help for the victim.
Wear disposable gloves and avoid getting spilled body fluids in your eyes, mouth, or open sores when assisting the
victim.
After providing assistance to the victim, be sure to wash hands and arms with soap and water when gloves are
removed.
If any students have been exposed to the victim’s bodily fluids, send them to the school nurse for examination and
care. Notify parent and request they bring clean clothes and make a medical follow up appointment.
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6.
7.

The custodial staff should take special care in cleaning the body fluid spill. Use a germicidal disinfectant.
Place contaminated fluids and clean-up materials in plastic bags, seal bags or tie and place in a plastic-lined
garbage container specially labeled for biohazard precautions.

Body Fluids Cleanup Kit
Kits for cleaning up body fluids should be provided for each classroom, office, school bus, and other locations as requested.
Use the disposable gloves and absorbent wipes to clean up the material, and then dispose of the wipes in the zip lock bag.
Disinfectant is also provided to spray on the contaminated area. Wash your hands thoroughly when the area has been
cleaned. In addition to the lightweight gloves provided in the kits, heavier disposable gloves are provided for first aid, and
reusable gloves are provided for custodians.
Blood borne Pathogen Cleanup Kit
Kits are provided for the protection of all staff and students of our school. The following is a list of supplies and
procedures for the use of our Bloodborne Pathogen Cleanup Kits:
Supply Items:
Instruction sheet for body fluid spill cleanup
1 quart Rubbermaid bowl and lid
2 pairs latex rubber gloves
2 large disposable towels
1 ½ gallon zip lock bag
1 8 oz. package of Sani-sorb bits
1 4 oz. Bottle of Virahol Disinfectant cleaner
1 large bandage
Cleanup Procedures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Open Rubbermaid bowl and put on latex gloves.
Open up package of Sani-sorb bits and sprinkle the drying material over contaminated area.
Using the zip lock bag and using the disposable towels, pick up the dried material and put it in the zip lock bag.
Open the 4 oz. bottle of disinfectant and pour over the contaminated spot. Allow up to ten (10) minutes for
disinfectant to work on sanitizing the area; then blot up the residue with the other disposable cloth and put the
fluids and cleanup materials into the zip lock bag.
Dispose of zip lock bag in our large outside trash container, not in room wastebaskets.
Replenish the kit.
Leave work orders for custodial staff to shampoo area of contamination.

Student With a Gun
General Procedures
NOTE: IF THE STUDENT IS DISPLAYING A GUN IN A MENACING MANNER, TREAT THE INCIDENT AS A
HOSTAGE/ARMED INTRUDER EVENT (Lock Down – No Response).
IN ALL OTHER SITUATIONS:
1.
2.
3.

Notify the IC.
Assess information
Keep calm until assistance arrives.
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4.
5.

Contact parents of the student(s) in possession of a weapon (or toy replica, including bb-guns, lighters in the form
of a gun).
Notify the Police and/or School Resource Officer

IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Call 911.
Respond to the scene and make an assessment of the situation. If the use of the weapon is not being threatened,
time is on the IC’s side.
Attempt to isolate the student. If this cannot be accomplished under existing conditions (i.e. student is in a place
surrounded by other students), keep student under surveillance until he or she can be safely isolated.
Wait for police officer(s) to conduct search.
Turn all weapons over to the police.

Teacher/Staff Considerations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Upon being made aware of the presence of a gun in school, notify the IC.
Under no conditions should a teacher or staff member attempt to confront or to disarm the student.
As long as the gun is not being displayed and no one is being threatened, time is on the teacher’s side.
If this event is occurring in a classroom, and time permits (at least ten minutes before classes change), send a
message to the teacher next door.
Meet the responding administrator at the door and advise him or her who the student is, where seated, and current
behavior of the student.
If there is less than ten minutes before classes change, wait until just before the bell is to ring and ask the student
to remain in class to assist you with carrying something to the office.
If #6 is not successful and the bell rings to change class, immediately tell the teacher next to your classroom of the
situation and follow the student to their next class.

Procedures for Dealing with Intelligence Regarding Weapons
Student has a Weapon, not on their Person, such as a locker or an empty classroom.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Isolate the area.
a. Remove all students and non-essential adults from the area to be searched.
b. Post individuals at the perimeter of the area – ensure no one enters the area while the search is being
conducted.
c. Shut off bell system. Alert staff that the class schedule may be adjusted and to wait for further
instructions.
Identify two individuals to conduct the search: one to perform the search and the other as a witness. One of these
individuals should be an administrator when possible.
If a hand-held scanner is available, run the scanner over the student’s possessions.
a. If the scanner is activated, carefully conduct a pat down search of the belongings.
b. Safely secure all weapons and contraband found.
c. Contact the Police and/or School Resource Officer and turn over ALL weapons.
If a hand-held scanner is not available proceed with a pat-down search and follow steps b and c.

Student has a Weapon on their person (intelligence – weapon has not been confirmed).
IC Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.

Call 911.
Attempt to isolate the student. If this cannot be accomplished under existing conditions (i.e. student is in a place
surrounded by other students), keep student under surveillance until he or she can be safely isolated.
Wait for police officer(s) to conduct search.
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4.

Turn all weapons over to the police.

Suicide or Suicide Threat or Attempt
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Always assume the victim is alive!
Administer emergency first aid.
Notify the IC.
Stay with the victim until help arrives.
Limit access to the immediate area until police arrive (treat as a crime scene).
Prepare an informational flyer for parents of the students in the victim’s class.
Notify the Charter Board.
Notify the Crisis Response Team and/or mental health service provider (Los Angeles County Department of
Mental Health or contracted service provider).

IC Responsibilities
Actual
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Assess the situation.
Direct that 911 be called.
Declare a Lock Down-Response.
Direct that appropriate notifications are made.
Isolate all witnesses; if they are students, notify their parents.
Direct that personal property of the victim is secured. This includes items in classroom and in locker.
If victim has siblings in your school, bring them to a secure area until their parents arrive at the school.
If victim has siblings in other area schools, notify their administrators.
Be prepared to deal with the media.
Arrange for counselors for students and staff.
Make contact with parents of deceased student.

Attempted
1. Assess situation.
2. Direct that appropriate notifications be made.
3. If required, call 911.
4. Deal with siblings as set forth above.
5. If Lock-Down was not called, hold an emergency staff meeting at close of school to brief staff.
6. Arrange for additional counselors if needed.
Teacher/Staff Responsibilities
Actual/Attempted
1. Immediately notify the IC.
2. Administer first aid/CPR (if knowledgeable).
3. Secure the area until an administrator arrives on the scene.
4. Once relieved, teacher responds to his or her classroom and maintains order.
Rumors
1. Treat all verbal and written threats as a serious matter.
2. Immediately notify the IC about the information.
3. Assist in the evaluation of the threat with other staff.
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Terrorist Acts
Definition: Terrorism is the unlawful use of force or violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a
government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives.
Terrorism targets often include government and military facilities, infrastructures, businesses with symbolic value, religious
institutions and public assemblies. Common terrorist attacks include, but are not limited to: bombs/explosives; malicious
destruction of property; sabotage; arson; shootings; and the use or threatened use of chemical, biological or radiological
agents.
In the event that any of the aforementioned occurs, immediately follow specific emergency response. Example: bomb or
suspicious device found – follow protocols for bombs and suspicious device.
Warning, Intelligence or Suspicion
In the event there is a general warning of the possibility of a terrorist act occurring within the confines of Los Angeles
County, in conjunction with Administrators, Los Angeles Police Department and Los Angeles Emergency Management
Agency, heighten security policies throughout the school, to include (but not limited to):
• Report suspicious personnel, vehicles or packages. Pay particular attention to school buses.
• Confirm the identity of all bus drivers. If you are unfamiliar with the driver – contact the bus company.
• Report all unscheduled buses on or near school property.
• Secure unused buildings or portions thereof
• Ensure positive identification and accountability for visitors
• Increase liaison with police – advise and update staff and students
• Increase patrols (perimeter and interior)
• Control and limit access to the building
• Cancel or suspend extra-curricular activities
• Inspect all buses used to transport students

Threat of Violence
This procedure should be followed if site personnel receive a threat may target an individual, a particular group or the entire
school community. Such threats may be received by written note, e-mail communication, web posting or phone call. The
School Administrator should ensure that all threats are properly assessed and addressed.
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

The School Administration will identify the type of threat and attempt to determine the individual(s) making the
threat.
The School Threat Assessment Team and/or Leadership Team will conduct the threat assessment utilizing the risk
analysis form. A police officer should be included in the assessment.
The assessment team will assess the warning signs, risk factors, stabilizing factors and potential precipitating
events to arrive at a categorical description of the risk for a particular point in time. There are five categories of
risk as described by the Los Angeles Police Department:
Category 1:
High violence potential; qualifies for arrest or hospitalization
Category 2:
High violence potential; does not qualify for arrest or hospitalization
Category 3:
Insufficient evidence for violence potential; sufficient evidence for the
repetitive/intentional infliction of emotional distress upon others.
Category 4:
Insufficient evidence for violence potential; sufficient evidence for the unintentional
infliction of emotional distress upon others.
Category 5:
Insufficient evidence for violence potential; insufficient evidence for emotional distress
upon others.
In categorizing the risk, the assessment team will attempt to answer two
questions: (1) Is the individual
moving on a path towards violent action? (2) Is
there evidence to suggest movement from thought to action?
The assessment team will assess the warning signs by evaluating the associated oral, written or electronic
threatening communications.
The assessment team will recommend appropriate action to the School Administrator.
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7.

As soon as the physical safety of those involved has been insured, attention will turn to meeting the emotional and
psychological needs of students and staff. Crisis intervention may be necessary and appropriate.

Trespasser in Building
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

If the unauthorized visitor remains on the school property, notify the police, or IC of the situation, and implement
Lock-Down procedures.
If the trespasser refuses to register in the office and flees the scene, obtain an accurate description and inform the
office.
Should a staff member observe a trespasser on school property; treat them as if they are simply a visitor who has
failed to register in the office and kindly invite them to do so. NOTE: If a staff member is uncomfortable
approaching trespasser, notify the office immediately of their presence.
Teachers should recall students in halls, lock doors, and remain with their classes at all times.
When the trespasser has registered in the office, has fled or been escorted from the scene, make a P.A.
announcement that the Lock-Down situation has ended, by announcing an ‘all clear’.
Notify the Charter Board.
Prepare for possible media coverage.
Consider formulating an informational flyer for parents.

Utility Loss or Failure
This procedure addresses situations involving a loss of water, power or other utility on school grounds. This procedure
should also be used in the event of the discovery of a gas leak, an exposed electrical line, or a break in sewer lines.
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Communicate with school administration when a power failure or loss of utilities in any part of the school building
occurs.
Call 911 and provide them with location and nature of the emergency.
Inform the custodial staff of the situation.
Check elevators affected by the outage for stranded occupants. If there are stranded elevator passengers, a staff
member should be assigned to stand outside on the nearest floor to facilitate communication with the person(s)
inside.
Locate flashlights with batteries to use until power comes back on. Do not use candles – this can cause a fire.
Turn off sensitive electric equipment such as computers, VCRs, and televisions.
Turn off major electric appliances that were on when the power went off. This will help to prevent power surges
when electricity is restored.
Check the status of the fire alarm system. The system should have a secondary back up power supply and should
be operating. This is important, as the cause of the electrical failure may be the result of an electrical fire
condition.
Assess need for further assistance. Contact the appropriate utility company.
Consider the need for evacuation or early dismissal of the school on the basis of the time it will take to restore
power to windowless areas, heat or air conditioning, meal preparation facilities, and water services.
Should the school be without electricity for an extended period, notify appropriate individuals/agencies (charter
board, media).
As needed, school emergency supplies will be utilized to compensate for the loss of a utility.
If the loss of utilities may generate a risk of explosion, such as a gas leak, refer to Pages 104-110: Explosion/Risk
of Explosion
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Wild Fires
General Procedures
1.
2.
3.

The IC will declare a Shelter-in-Place*.
Call 911
This signal activates the School Emergency Response Team. Team members are to follow their pre-assigned roles
as directed by the ID.
4. If inside, teachers will keep students in the classroom until further instructions are given.
5. If outside, students will proceed to their classrooms (if safe to do so). If not, teachers or staff will direct student
into nearby classrooms or school buildings (e.g., auditorium, library, cafeteria, gymnasium).
6. Upon notification from IC, teachers are to secure individual classrooms:
- Turn off local fans
- Close and lock doors and windows
- Seal gaps under doors and windows with wet towels or duct tape
- Seal vents with aluminum foil or plastic wrap, if available
7. Site Security Team will assist in completing the procedures as needed: shut down the classrooms/buildings HVAC
system; turn off local fans in the area; close and lock doors and windows; seal gaps under doors and windows with
wet towels or duct tape; seal vents with aluminum foil or plastic wrap, if available; and turn off sources of ignition,
such as pilot lights.
8. IC will direct the Search Team collect the attendance sheets and secure the campus.
9. Community members will be invited into the school buildings for shelter. All community members invited into
the school campus will be supervised by school personnel and will not be placed in the same room with students.
10. Account for all students and staff and maintain a roster of all additional adults and children who have entered the
campus.
11. Be prepared to evacuate if requested to do so by local authorities.
Wildfires in Los Angeles County
Los Angeles County is well known as one of the world’s great urban centers, but the county is also hoe to the 650,000-acre
Angeles National Forest and a large portion of the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreational Area. Thousands of
homes and located in foothill communities near these great natural areas, creating unique challenges for local fire agencies.
*The Shelter-in-Place signal is used to place and/or keep staff, students and members of the community (parents,
volunteers, neighbors, etc.) indoors in order to provide a greater level of protection from threats such as: airborne
contaminants and wild fires. Shelter-in-Place is implemented when there is a need to isolate students and staff from the
outdoor environment, and includes the shutdown of classroom and/or building HVAC systems. During Shelter-in-Place, no
one should be exposed to the outside air.
The different between Shelter-in-Place and Lock Down is that the former invites community members inside the school
building, away from the threat, and a Lock Down keeps all individuals, not in the building when the signal is declared,
outside of the school campus.
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N. Plan Maintenance, Training and Vital Record Retention
Emergency Preparedness
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL has emergency preparedness procedures readily
on hand, including a list of up to date emergency contact numbers. This information is discussed and disseminated before
school starts, ideally at an all school staff meeting just when the teachers return to duty.
School Emergency Response Plan Maintenance
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL School Emergency Response Plan is designed for
efficient update and additions. The responsibility of maintaining the document is assigned to the Principal.
The Principal will conduct a thorough review of the plan annually.
Updates shall be distributed every year as needed or when there are significant changes.
This Plan is a management tool. The Sections of the Plan can be easily updated with minor modifications when there are
changes to the ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL organization, systems and/or new
functional positions are added. It does not need updating every time site procedures change.
Individuals with emergency assignments are to review their procedures and related information after activation, either
simulated in drills or as an actual response. Individual Checklists are revised as needed. Additionally, individual users are
encouraged to add supplemental materials to their Sections for a complete “response ready” Plan.
The Checklists are designed to be used as worksheets. New and revised Checklists can be reprinted after activation. If
additional pages are added and ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL does not wish to
renumber the entire Section, new pages can include the letters A, B, C, etc., respectively after the last page of the Checklists
and inserted into an existing document.
It is not necessary to reprint the entire document each time it is updated. The footer date should always be kept current and
can include the word “Revised” to indicate the update.
Training Program
This Plan is consistent with the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and the Standardized Emergency
Management System (SEMS) guidelines. The guidelines provide standardized training modules with competency
requirements for each level of activation and responsibility. At a minimum, the following training program is
recommended.
Orientation
All ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL employees should attend a Plan review and
orientation training either as a facilitated class or as computer-based training through the School's website.
Training
The Principal and staff with emergency assignments in the Command Post should attend periodic special management
Table Top Training in order to become familiar with the applied theory of the Incident Command System and functional
management coordination.
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O. See Appendix O for school emergency site requirements
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P. Emergency Drill Procedures
Drills
The Principal and AP schedule emergency drills throughout the year and record the date and time of each drill. The Office
Manager may be asked to help out. Those drills are:
•

Fire Drill: At least twice a year, a fire drill should be conducted in which all pupils, teachers, and other
employees are required to vacate the building (CA Education Code Section 32001).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Whenever the fire alarm is given, all students, teachers and other employees shall immediately leave the
building in an orderly manner. Teachers shall ascertain that no student remains in the building.
Designated evacuation routes shall be posted in each room. Teachers shall be prepared to select alternate
exits and direct their classes to these exits in the event the designated evacuation route is blocked.
Evacuation areas will be established away from fire lanes.
Students are to remain with their teacher in the evacuation area. Teachers shall take their roll books, take
roll once in the evacuation area and be prepared to identify missing students to administrators and/or fire
marshals/designees.
The principal or designee shall keep a copy of each drill conducted on the Emergency Drill Report form
and file a copy with the Superintendent/designee.

Standards for a Successful Fire Drill:
1. All staff and students can hear the Fire Alarm.
2. Orderly evacuation begins immediately and is completed within 5 minutes of the initial alarm, with
minimal congestion at exit gates.
3. Teachers and students are staged in an orderly fashion away from fire lanes.
4. Teachers have taken roll once in the evacuation area. Any missing students are immediately reported to
the Principal/designee.
5. Upon sounding of the all clear students and staff return to their appropriate classroom and the teacher
takes roll once more. Missing students are reported to the attendance office.
•

Civil Defense Drill: A Civil Defense Drill should be conducted at least twice each school year, following the
school’s Incident Response Procedures of a given scenario.

•

Earthquake Duck & Cover Drill: This drill should be performed twice per school year (CA Education Code
Section 35297). Procedures are found in the Incident Response Procedures under ‘Earthquake’.
Standards for a Successful Earthquake Drill:
1. All staff and students can hear the Earthquake Alarm
2. Immediately after the earthquake alarm sounds, all students, teachers and other employees shall:
• DUCK, or DROP down on the floor.
• Take COVER under a sturdy desk, table or other furniture with backs to the windows.
• Protect head and neck with arms.
• HOLD onto the furniture and be prepared to move with it.
• Evacuations shall occur when directed over the loud speaker by the Principal/designee. When
evacuations are included as part of the drill, appropriate non-hazardous alternate routes, avoiding
building overhangs, electrical wires, large trees, covered walkways, etc., shall be utilized by staff
and students in order to reach the designated evacuation areas.
• Teachers have taken roll once in the evacuation area. Any missing students are immediately
reported to the Principal/designee so a search for missing students can be located. Upon
sounding of the all clear students and staff return to their appropriate classroom and the teacher
takes roll once more. Missing students are reported to the attendance office.

•

Major Disaster Drill: This drill should be performed twice per school year so personnel are oriented to the
school’s Incident Response Procedures.
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•

Lockdown Drill: Lockdown Drill initially involves more pre-planning and organization than conducting other
drills. Middle and high schools should conduct an annual drill, which should take no longer than 40 minutes and
impact class time by 20 minutes.
There are a number of steps that are recommended in order to successfully conduct your drill. They involve:
1. Conducting a staff meeting. Plan on a 20-minute timeframe to review expectations and standards in terms
of:
a) Locking doors
b) Covering windows
c) Turning off lights
d) Building barricades
e) Reviewing classroom and all clear procedures
f) Reviewing off site evacuation locations.
2. Sending a follow-up reminder memo to staff.
3. Organizing the assessment team. This also provides an excellent opportunity for the School Emergency
Response Team to work together with police participants in the drill.
4. Conducting the assessment.
5. Completing follow-up tasks.
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See Appendix P for school drill schedule
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Q. Terms and Acronyms
All Clear: Verbal Command that signals the end of evacuation when conditions are acceptable for reentry of buildings, or
that the crisis has ended.
Assembly Areas: Designated meeting areas for students, employees, and visitors during emergency evacuation of all
school buildings.
Drop Cover, and Hold: Shelter position under tables or desks or other protected places away from overhead fixtures,
windows, high cabinets, and bookcases, for immediate individual protection during an emergency.
Emergency Evacuation Plan: Official procedures for evacuation of all effected students, employees and visitors to the
school buildings upon order of the Principal and/or upon building alarm system activation, in the event of an emergency.
Fire Alarm: Intermittent audio alarm that signals evacuation of buildings.
Mitigation Phase: Phase of emergency management for site-specific action to minimize hazards and reduce the potential
for injury or damage in an emergency.
Preparation (Preparedness) Phase: Phase of emergency management for employee in-service training in emergency
responsibilities, such as prevention of injuries and property damage, first-aid and other response and rescue operations, and
for acquisition of adequate supplies and equipment required to respond to an emergency.
Recovery Phase: Phase of emergency management for the initiation of short-range and long-range recovery plans at each
effected site to return to normal operations following an emergency.
Response Phase: Phase of emergency management in which all employees take appropriate steps in an emergency situation
to put the emergency plan into action.
School Emergency Response Team: Employee group assigned to perform a specific emergency function, such as
Communications, Medical, Safety and Security, or Search and Rescue.
School Emergency Response Plan: Plan to protect the safety and welfare of student, employees and visitors in the offices,
schools, and programs operated by the school and to assure the continued operation of the essential services of the school
during a period of emergency.
Site Coordinator: One person per building who functions as liaison between the command site and work site during an
emergency
Acronyms
CP:
Command Post
DMH: Department of Mental Health (Los Angeles County)
DOH: Department of Health (Los Angeles County)
DSR: Damage Survey Report
EMA: Emergency Management Agency
EOC: Emergency Operations Center
IC:
Incident Commander
ICP:
Incident Command Post
ICS:
Incident Command System
MACS: Multi-Agency Coordination System
NIMS: National Incident Management System
OES: Office of Emergency Services (California)
PIO:
Public Information Officer
SEMS: Standardized Emergency Management System
SERP: School Emergency Response Plan
SERT: School Emergency Response Team
SOP:
Standard Operating Procedure
SRO: School Resource Officer
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Appendix A: Sample Parent Letters
Sample School – Parent Letter
(date)
Dear Parents:
Should an emergency or disaster situation ever arise in our area while school is in session, we want you to be aware that the
school has made preparations to respond effectively to such situations. In fact, public schools in the District of Columbia
are built to meet stringent construction standards and they may be safer than your own home in the event of a disaster.
Should we have a major disaster during school hours, your student(s) will be cared for at the school. Our school has a
detailed emergency plan which has been formulated to respond to a major catastrophe.
Your cooperation is necessary in any emergency.
1. Do not telephone the school. Telephone lines may be needed for emergency communication.
2. In the event of a serious emergency, students will be kept at school until they are picked up by an identified, responsible
adult who has been identified as such on the school emergency card which is required to be filled out by parents at the
beginning of every school year. Please be sure to consider the following criteria when you authorize another person to pick
up your child are school:
• He/she is 18 years of age or older.
• He/she is usually home during the day.
• He/She could walk to school if necessary.
• He/she is known to your child.
• He/she is both aware and able to assume this responsibility.
3. Turn your radio to (insert stations) for emergency announcements. If students are to be kept at school, radio stations will
be notified.
4. Impress upon your children the need for them to follow the directions of any school personnel in times of an emergency.
Students will be released only to parents or persons identified on the School Emergency Card. During an extreme
emergency, students will be released at designated reunion gates/entrances located on school campuses. Parents should
become familiar with the School Emergency Response Plan and be patient and understanding with the student release
process. Please instruct your student to remain at school until you or a designee arrives. Because local telephone service
may be disrupted, also including an out-of-state contact on the emergency card, as calls may still be made out of the area
while incoming calls are affected.
The decision to keep students at school will be based upon whether or not streets in the area are open. If this occurs, radio
stations will be notified. In the event that a natural disaster or crises at school, takes place during the time that students are
being transported, students will be kept on the bus and the driver will ask for assistance through radio contact with the
school. Any child who is home waiting for the bus will not be picked up (if roads are impassable) and remains the
responsibility of the parent or guardian. In the event a natural disaster occurs in the afternoon, the driver will make every
attempt to continue delivering the students to their homes. Should road conditions prevent the driver from delivering
students to home or to school in the morning, the students will be delivered to the nearest school site and that school will
communicate with the home school to inform them of the students’ whereabouts.
Insert information regarding lock-down
Please discuss these matters with your immediate family. Planning ahead will help alleviate concern during emergencies.
Sincerely,
Principal
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Sample Parent Letter – Earthquake Drill
Dear Parent or Guardian:
The ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL will be participating in a earthquake drill on
______________ at ______________.
This drill will simulate an earthquake in the Southern California area. Schools have been built to strict building standards
and they are considered the safest buildings in the community.
The students and staff will implement the School Emergency Response Plan during the drill. The goals of the drill are to
identify our ability to save lives, reduce injuries, and protect property. You are encouraged to participate in this drill. On
this day your child will be dismissed at the regular dismissal time.
Prior to the drill, please talk with your family about your own home preparedness plan. Several resources are available to
help you prepare at home. The American Red Cross has outstanding materials, and your own telephone directory has
valuable emergency information as well. Both resources cover CPR and home preparedness.
Should you have any questions regarding this drill, please contact me directly at ____________. We appreciate your
concern and will be pleased to answer your questions and address your concerns.
Sincerely,

Principal
School Telephone Number
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Sample Parent Letter – Fire Drill
Dear Parent or Guardian:
The ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL will be participating in a fire drill on
______________ at ______________.
This drill will simulate a at ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL. Schools have been
built to strict building standards and they are considered the safest buildings in the community.
The students and staff will implement the School Emergency Response Plan during the drill. The goals of the drill are to
identify our ability to save lives, reduce injuries, and protect property. You are encouraged to participate in this drill. On
this day your child will be dismissed at the regular dismissal time.
Prior to the drill, please talk with your family about your own home preparedness plan. Several resources are available to
help you prepare at home. The American Red Cross has outstanding materials, and your own telephone directory has
valuable emergency information as well. Both resources cover CPR and home preparedness.
Should you have any questions regarding this drill, please contact me directly at ____________. We appreciate your
concern and will be pleased to answer your questions and address your concerns.
Sincerely,

Principal
School Telephone Number
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Sample Parent Letter – Death or Serious Injury of a student
Date:
To:

Student and Staff

From:

Principal

Subject:

(Student/Staff Member Death of Serious Injury)

We have just learned of a tragedy involving a member(s) of our school. I regret to announce that ____________________
has died/been in a serious accident. As soon as we have more details, we will pass the information on to you.
I will be contacting the family to offer our support. You will be informed as to what the family may need/have planned and
how/what you might do to comfort them.
This is a very difficult time for all of us so it is important that everyone stays in their classes and adheres to their regular
schedules.
Our Crisis Assistance Team is on campus to help students, staff and parents who may need support in dealing with this
situation. Your teachers will advise you of the location and times available for this support. Our counseling is located in
Room _______ beginning ___(time) through ______(time).
Remember we will give you additional information as soon as it is available.
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Sample Staff Letter – Death or Serious Injury of a Staff Member

Date:
To:

Faculty and Staff

From:

Principal

Subject:

Death of a Staff Member

You may be aware that one of our teachers ___________________ died last night at 10:30 p.m. He/She collapsed at
his/her home. The paramedics were called and he/she was transported to ___________ hospital. He/she was unconscious
and did not recover. The doctors assume it was a heart attack but the final ‘cause of death’ ruling is pending.
This is such a sad situation. It is difficult to lose a friend, colleague, and teacher who has been at _____________ school
for over ________ years. Thank you for being supportive and caring with each other at this difficult time.
Please advise your student so they will hear the sad news from you and hopefully prevent the spread of rumors.
The Crisis Assistance Team is available to all adults in the _____________ and for students in the ______________.
Please send students needing assistance to the ___________________ with a pass.
If you would like a Crisis Assistance Team member to discuss the situation with your class, call the office and help will be
there immediately. If any faculty or staff member needs assistance during class time, arrangements will be made to cover
your class in your absence.
Information concerning services is pending and will be provided to you as soon as it is made available.
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Sample Parent Letter – Student Death

Date:
To:

Faculty and Staff

From:

Principal

Subject:

Student Death

On Tuesday, May 7th, one of our students, ___________________ was killed at an intersection near school. Apparently a
car drove through a stop sign and hit _______________ in the crosswalk. He/she was taken to _________________
hospital where he/she dies at 5:46 p.m.
The driver did not originally stop, but later returned to the scene and turned himself into the police.
Since the accident occurred near the school, a number of students witnessed the tragic event. The Crisis Assistance Team
will be on campus to provide support and counseling for all students affected. Crisis team members will meet with
students, in the library, to assess their needs.
Since a large number of students may be upset by this, enclosed are some special passes to be used to send students to the
library.
Information regarding funeral arrangements will be provided as soon as it is made available.
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Appendix B
IV.

Assessment of the Current Status of School Crime
Crime Reports of the Area
The following data is taken from www.crimemapping.com. The crimes committed are within a one-mile radius of the
address of ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL, 211 South Ave 20, Los Angeles CA
90031, from 2016.
Violent Crime Statistics
Hollenbeck Division (323) 342 - 4100
Category

Bi-Yearly Statistics

Homicide

0.9%

Rape

2.8%

Robbery

33.9%

Aggravated Assault

62.4%

LA Life Crime Index
(Violent Crime Overall)

109

Suspensions for (Previous School Year)
Zero

Conclusions the committee drew from the data.
Although the crime data surrounding our school is high, we believe that our safety procedures outlined in this
document result in significantly lower crime including suspensions, break in' s and theft.

Plan to review all school compliance procedures
The ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL administration aided by the home office
operations department will be responsible for annually updating the schools procedures, as needed, for complying with
existing and new laws related to school safety.
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Appendix C
ii.

School–wide Dress Code Prohibiting Gang-Related Apparel
Standard School Uniform
In accordance with the expectations of Alliance and the school governing board, students attending Alliance
schools must adhere to a strict uniform policy. One school uniform shall be provided to each student at no cost.
Although each Alliance school may modify school colors as needed for school safety, students must adhere to
the requirements below at all times.
Overall

•

Shirts

•
•
•

Sweaters, Sweatshirts
and Jackets

•

Pants and Shorts

•
•

•
•
•
•
Skirts

•

Footwear

•
•

Belts

•
•

Headwear

•

Jewelry
Backpacks

•
•

Any clothing item that may be construed as having gang affiliation is
strictly prohibited (e.g., colored shoelaces, initialed belt buckles, cut-out
belts, “sagging”/oversized clothing).
Uniforms shall meet all provisions as set forth by the school principal.
Only Alliance school shirts are to be worn.
Shirts must be tucked in at all times during school hours. When both
hands are raised, the shirt must be long enough to remain tucked.
Sweaters, sweatshirts, and jackets must be solid in color without logos
(other than the school official logo).
Only school-approved, solid-colored pants/shorts of an appropriately
fitted size are allowed.
Trousers must be at least ankle length but not touching the ground. The
trouser hem must not be frayed or ripped. It is not permissible to cut the
leg seam.
Sweatpants are not allowed.
Shorts must reach the top of the knee in length.
Pants/shorts must be worn at waist level and not at the hip.
Inappropriately tight and short clothing are not acceptable. This includes
“skinny jeans” style pants, low-rise pants and/or hip-hugger pants for
both girls and boys.
Skirts must be in the school-approved color, an appropriately fitted size,
and fall just above the student’s kneecaps.
Only closed-toe dress shoes or tennis shoes.
Shoes must be plain and solid-colored, and may not contain colored,
shoelaces stripes or logos.
If a belt is worn, only tan, brown, or black, a standard width, and properly
worn at waist level.
Belts and belt buckles must not have logos, studs, chains, writings, or
initials.
Hats, bandanas, hoods, beanies, wave caps, sweatbands and visors are
not allowed.
Dangling/excessive jewelry and piercings are not allowed.
Backpacks must be a plain solid color and kept clean. No markings
made with markers, paint, whiteout, will be allowed.

Any modifications and changes to the uniform policy and requirements are at the discretion of the school
principal.
Out-of-Uniform Consequences
Students are responsible for coming to school in uniform prepared to learn. All staff shall conduct routine
uniform checks to ensure compliance with this policy.
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Parents shall be contacted immediately when their child is not adhering to the uniform policy. If a student is outof-uniform, parents shall be asked to bring the student a change of clothes. Students shall wait in the school
main office until the appropriate clothing or shoes arrive. Schoolwork will be provided during this time.
Students that regularly violate the uniform policy may be counseled on an individual basis by the school
principal or designee.
Free-Dress Guidelines
On occasion, students may be given the privilege to attend campus or school-sponsored events out-of-uniform.
Even though these occasions are called “free-dress,” there are still strict dress code guidelines students must
follow.
Only on an occasion of “free-dress”:
1.
Students are permitted to wear casual pants, including clean and un-torn or un-frayed jeans.
2.
Students are permitted to wear T-shirts, sweatshirts or other casual shirts/blouses provided they are
modest and do not make references to drugs, alcohol, offensive activities or sexual content, etc.
Shirts with “double meanings” are not permitted.
3.
Bare midriffs and clothing that is sexually suggestive and/or fails to conceal, the back, abdomen or
cleavage will not be allowed. This includes, but is not limited to, halter tops, short shorts/skirts (more
than two inches above the knee), bathing suits, tank tops, low-cut tops/dresses or muscle shirts.
4.
Gang attire of any kind will not be allowed. This includes gang related clothing, solid colors of red or
blue clothing or accessories, including but not limited to bandannas or other symbols, emblems, or
insignia. Gang related web belts with or without punched out metal buckles are prohibited.
Dangerous clothing accessories are prohibited (i.e., spiked jewelry, studded collars, studded belts).
5.
Sandals are not permitted.
6.
Hats or caps are not permitted.
7.
Any student who has any doubt concerning a particularly clothing item should not wear it.
Additional dress code guidelines may apply to specific events (e.g., formal dances). “Free-dress” is not the
norm and if a student comes to school in “free-dress” without being given permission by the administration, then
out-of-uniform consequences will apply.
Any modifications and changes to the free-dress guidelines and requirements are at the discretion of the school
principal.
Physical Education Uniform
All students taking physical education courses are required to “dress” for physical education every day.
Separate changing areas for male and female students will be available.
The physical education uniform is to be worn for PE class only. Students are required to change back into the
required school uniform when the PE class ends each day.
REV: 10/16
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Appendix D
iii.

Procedures to Ensure a Safe and Orderly Environment
The plan will address two factors, The Social Climate and The Physical Environment to identify your schools strengths,
areas of desired change and future plans.
Component One: Health and Safety
Create and maintain a caring and connected school climate
•
•

Goal(s): A broad focus area that will help achieve the vision
Objective: Are time specific and measurable-a goal can have several objectives, each objective will have items
listed below
• Related Activities: Provide safety training to appropriate staff including: Mandated child abuse reporter
training, bloodborne pathogen training, Epi pen training.
• Resources needed: Training materials including Safeschools and related handouts, epi pens to be stocked
in the main office.
• Person(s) responsible for implementation: Principal, home office operations and HR team.
• Timeline for implementation: Within 6 weeks of beginning of school year
• Resources: Costs covered by home office
• Evaluation guidelines: Plan review, project timeline.
Component Two: Facilities
Create and maintain a caring and connected school climate

•
•

Goal(s): A broad focus area that will help achieve the vision
Objective: Are time specific and measurable-a goal can have several objectives, each objective will have items
listed below
• Related Activities: School Safety: window bars, locks on doors, security cameras, security guard.
• Resources needed: Funding, general fund, and safety grants.
• Person(s) responsible for implementation: Principal, home office facilities team.
• Timeline for implementation: Ongoing
• Resources: Funding, general funding, grants
• Evaluation guidelines: School crime and theft data.
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Appendix E
iv.

Emergency Management Approval From District Office
Emergency Management Resolution
Alliance College Ready Public Schools District Office
601 S. Figueroa St. 4th floor
Los Angeles, California, 90017

WHEREAS,

ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL has implemented a
School Emergency Response Plan for all sites and facilities. The objectives of the plan are to: 1) protect
the safety and welfare of students, employees and staff, 2) provide a safe and coordinated response to
emergencies, 3) protect the School’s facilities and property, and 4) Enable the School to restore normal
conditions with minimal confusion in the shortest time possible.

WHEREAS,

ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL participates with all
responding agencies within the State of California and in the National Incident Management System
(NIMS) and the Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS).
The Alliance district office does hereby approve and support ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON
TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL, response Plan.
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Appendix F
Incident Command Center Responsibilities
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL
2016-2017
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Appendix G

Buddy List
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Classroom A
Room 203
Room 205
Room 207
Room 209
Room 211
Room 213
Room 303
Room 305
Room 307
Room 309
Room 311
Room 313

Teacher A
Ms. Gotler
Mrs. Itani
Mr. Maldonado
Ms. Gardiner
Mr. Flores
Mr. Carr
Mrs. Scholz
Mr. Rocha
Mrs. Luna
Mrs. Jimenez
Ms. Garcia
Mr. Astor

Classroom B
Room 204
Room 206
Room 208
Room 210
Room 212
Room 214
Room 304
Room 306
Room 308
Room 310
Room 312
Room 314

Teacher B
Ms. Habrun
Ms. Lopez
Mr. Mendoza
Mr. Nunez
Ms. Ahumibe
Ms. Castellanos
Ms. Pulgarin
Ms. Morelos
Mr. Rocha
Ms. Torres
Mrs. Cross
Ms. Ross
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Appendix H
Evacuation Maps
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Appendix I
Primary Command Post
The primary Command Post is always the main office. The secondary Command Post will only be used if the primary
Command Post is taken out (hostage situation, explosion, etc.).
Secondary Command Post
The secondary Command Post must meet the following criteria:
1. Access to the secondary Command Post without passing the primary Command Post
4. Ability to house 8-10 adults
5. Communication system (telephone, fax line, etc.). Ideally the room will have access to the P.A. system.
6. An Emergency Response Kit should be kept in both Command Posts, as well as emergency contact information
for both students and staff.
Primary Evacuation Site
Amzac Avenue (between Santa Ana and 108th Street)
Secondary Evacuation Site
Watts Towers Courtyard/Park
Off-Site Command Post
Watts Tower Arts Center
Media and Parent Staging Area
Outside of School
Identify an area where parents and media can congregate during an emergency. Watts Towers Courtyard/Park
Inside of School
Identify an area within the school where parents and media can congregate during an emergency. This area must be away
from the affected area within the school. Parents and Media will only be allowed into the building with police approval.
Basketball Court
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Appendix J
Emergency Response Kit
This kit should be kept in the Primary and Secondary Command Posts, in a location that is known to the members of the
School Emergency Response Team. Contents of the kit should be kept in a heavy duty backpack, or other container that
holds all of the contents.
The Emergency Response Kits Should Contain:
Quantity
Contents
1
Copy of the School
Emergency Response Plan
1
Updated class lists and
emergency contact
information
12
Antiseptic Towelettes

Quantity
1

Contents
Instant Ice Pack

1

CPR Mouth barrier (kit)

2

Tongue Depressors (individually
wrapped)
Sanitary Pads
5x9 ABD Pad
2-inch sterile roller bandages
3-inch sterile roller bandages
Assorted sizes of safety pins
Antiseptic A&E cream
Tweezers
Whistle
Safety vest
Infectious waste bags & ties or large
zip lock baggies
FM Radio w/ Batteries
Caution tape
Pliers
Stick on name tags
Blank notebook
Disposable camera with flash
Bull horn

1 pair
2 pair
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Leather Pal Gloves
Latex Gloves
1 ½” Masking Tape
Flashlight w/ Batteries
Rope (100’)
Safety Goggles
Dust Mask
First Aid Guide
EMT Scissors 7 ½”
4x4 Gauze Dressing 2/s

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
10
1
2
5

Light stick (12 hr)
2” Duct tape
½ x 10 yard Adhesive Tape
Gauze forceps, Plastic
Band Aids
Emergency Blanket (Mylar)
Triangular Bandages
Cotton Q Tips

1
1 roll
1
1 packet
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
6
2
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a)

Emergency Envelopes should contain:
Quantity
Contents
40
Medical emergency release
forms
1 pack
Labels that can be used as
name tags
2
Pens
1
Pad of paper

b) Emergency Back Packs should contain:
Quantity
Contents
1
Heavy Duty Backpack
1 pair
Leather Pal Gloves
2 pair
Latex Gloves
1
1 ½” Masking Tape
1
Flashlights w/ Batteries (D)
1
Safety Goggles
1
Set of crayons
1
Gauze forceps, plastic
1
Emergency Blanket (Mylar)
5
Cotton Q Tips
1
First Aid Guide
1
CPR Mouth barrier (kit)
2
2
1
1
c)

Sanitary pads
2” sterile roller bandages
Assorted sizes of safety pins
Tweezers
Safety Vest

Classroom Buckets should contain:
Quantity
Contents
1
Bucket
1 roll
Toilet Paper
24
Calorie emergency bars

Contents
Emergency student release forms

1

School Emergency Response Plan

2
1

Pencils
Clipboard

Quantity
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
10
2
12
1
2

Contents
EMT Scissors 7 ½”
4x4 Gauze Dressing 2/s
2” Duct tape
Light stick (12 hr)
Rope (100’)
Dust Mask
½ x 5 yard Adhesive tape
Band Aids
Triangular Bandages
Antiseptic Towelettes
Instant ice pack
Tongue depressors (individually
wrapped)
5x9 ABD Pad
3” sterile roller bandages
Antiseptic A&E cream
Whistle
Infectious waste bags & ties or large
zip lock baggies

2
2
2
1
2

Quantity
1 pkg
2
24

Emergency Supplies for Barrels or Containers
Item
Quantity
Air Horn
1
Ax
Band-Aids
Barrel Container with wheels
Barrier Tape
Blankets (emergency)
Blankets (solar)
Bolt cutter
Bottled Iodine
Bucket (vinyl)
Can Opener (two-way)
Candles
Chisel

Quantity
40

1
25
1
1 roll
3
5
1
1
1
1
10
1

Contents
Kitty Litter
Trash Bags
Water pouches

Description/Usage
Signaling “all clear”, getting attention,
may give to S&R
Bandaging smaller wounds, placebo

Warmth, privacy

Cleansing wounds, antiseptic
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Clamps
Clorox Bottle
Crow Bar

12
1
2

Drinking Cups

1 box

Drinking Straws
Dust Mask
Duct Tape
Eye Wash
Face Mask
First Aid Book
Flashlight
Flashlight Bulb
Gauze Packs

1 box
12
1 roll
1 bottle
12
1
4
4
1

Gloves
Grease Marker
Hacksaw
Halogen Lantern
Hammer
Hard Hat
Hydraulic Jack (6-ton)
Light stick
Matches (weather proof)
Paintbrush

12
4
1
1
1
4
1
8
1 box
1

Plastic Trash Bags

1 box

Plier Set
Rope

1
2

Safety Goggles
Safety Pins
Safety Vest

4
1 box
4

Item
Sanitary Napkins

Quantity
1 box

Saw (30”)
Scissors

1
2

Screwdriver Set
Sewing Kit
Shovel

1
1
1

Sling Cloth
Splints
Table Cloth
Tarp
Toilet Paper

2
6
2
1
1 case

Holding
Sterilization in water
S&R equipment, open doors and/or
windows, remove debris from area
around injured person
Dispersing liquids, covering injured
eye

Sterilization
Reference source
Replacement
Bandaging wounds, attaching splints,
holding in place

S&R, general night lighting/back up
Protection for S&R team members
12-hour
Sterilize, light candles
Removing glass fragments from skin
surface
Place in toilet bowls, then remove and
bury; general trash containment;
“coats” for smaller children, place on
ground as tarp
Closing off pedestrian entrances to
campus, cordon off specific areas,
S&R, bracing
Eye Protection
Use with splints

Description/Usage
Bandaging wounds, compresses for
direct pressure of smaller wounds,
hygiene
Cutting tape and gauze, cutting clothes
away from injured areas
Mending, Triage
S&R equipment, digging latrines,
burying garbage and sanitary refuge
area
Holding in place
Splinting broken bones
Privacy, concealment
Hygiene
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Toilet Seat
Tongue Depressors
Tool bag
Tool set
Trash Can
Tweezer

2
1 box (individually
wrapped)
1
1
1
1

Utility Knife
Water
Whistle
Wrench (pip)
Wrench (adjustable)

1
3 day supply
4
1
1

Latrine
Finger splints, tourniquet stick

Transportation of items
Removing glass, metal or wood
splinters from skin

First Aid Team Supplies
Emergency First Aid Supplies are located: In each classroom, in containers and in the storage bin in the Community Garden
across the street.
Quantity
100
20
5
5
6
10
4
3
3
6
1
1
1
6
4
6
3
4
1
7
1
2
4
1
1 bar
100
100
1
1

Contents
Quantity
Contents
Adhesive Bandage 3/4x3”
4
Telfa pads 3x42
Adhesive Bandage sensitive
20
Alcohol pads
3/4x3s
Knuckle bandage
75
Antiseptic Towels
Band Aids large 2x3
3
4” Gauze roll
4x4 Gauze Pads 2/s
3
3” Elastic roll
2x2 Gauze Pads 2/s
3
Surgical tape
2” Gauze roll
8
First Aid Ointment 1/32
3” Gauze roll
4
5x9 Combine pad
Toothette
100 pair
Latex Gloves
Pk Face Tissue
5
Ammonia inhalant
Plastic Forceps
6
Safety pins
Plastic Splinter Tweezers
4
Infectious waste bag
EMT scissors
6
Eye pads
Eye wash
2
18” Arm splints
Cotton tip applicators 6”
5
Protector, Gauze pad & roll
Cotton tip applicators 3”
10
Tongue Depressor
Ice Pack
3
CPR mask kit
13” Arm splints
2
Emergency blankets
Carton cutter
1
Flashlight w/Batteries (D)
Antiseptic A&E Cream
1
Safety Vest
First Aid instructions
1
Dust Mask
Triangular Bandage
1
Isolation kit
Sanitary pads
1
Case
Portable ice chest
1
Hand sanitizer
Soap
1
Red Bag (body fluids)
Student Release Forms
100
Employee Injury/Illness Forms
Medical Release Forms
100
Triage Tags
Confidential list of student health problems, with extra copies for use as needed by First
Aid Team.
Student medications and documentation log
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Appendix K
v.

Emergency Contact Information and Communications
Communication Tools
Public Address System?

□ Yes

□ No

If yes, list any ‘dead’ communication areas: Teacher’s Lounge, areas of office and restrooms
List procedures for contacting all ‘dead’ communication areas:
Radios
Frequency: 3
Quantity: 1
Automatic Phone Tree?

□ Yes

□ No

If not, attach the manual phone tree for contacting parents and guardians.
Other communication Tools:
Cell Phones

□ Yes

□ No

Nextel two-way calling

□ Yes

□ No

Bull horn

□ Yes

□ No

Other: _______________

□ Yes

□ No

Other: _______________

□ Yes

□ No

Other: _______________

□ Yes

□ No
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Appendix L
Emergency Telephone Numbers – Print out and post in school’s main office

EMERGENCIES – 911
NON-EMERGENCIES – 877-275-5273
Local Police Precinct (Southeast Division)
Los Angeles Emergency Management Agency (24 hours)
Department of Mental Health (Access Help Line)
Department of Public Works (Water Emergencies)
American Red Cross,
Telephone Company
Electrical Company Emergencies
Poison Control Center
Gas Company Emergency Number
Water and Sewer Emergency
Los Angeles County Health Department
Los Angeles Animal Shelter and Animal Issues (24-hours)
Local Fire Department Non-Emergency
Department of Children’s Services
Child Abuse Hotline
Traffic Signals
Local Approved Clinic(s)
Animal Services Local Approved Clinic(s)
Radio Stations
Emergency Broadcasts 24 hours
NOAA Weather – 24 hours

911 and (213) 972-7828
(213) 978-0517
(213) 974-0515
(213) 739-5200
(310) 445-9900
(800)892-2253
(800) 342-5397
(800) 222-1222
(800) 427-2200
(800) 342-5397
(323) 846-4220
(888) 452-7381
(213) 485-6201
(323) 965-7060
(800) 540-4000
(213) 580-1177
(888) 452-7381
(888) 452-7381
(850 khz)
. (162.4-162.5)
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Appendix M
Emergency Contact Information
In the Office Binder and in the Emergency Bin in the Storage Room on the First Floor
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Appendix N

TEAM MEMBER
DUTY
Floor Warden
(one for every floor)

NAME/Floor
1st Floor
Yessenia Hernandez
(Office Manager)
2nd Floor
Chris Carr
(Principal)
3rd Floor
Kristi Eddy
(Assistant Principal)

CONTACT
INFORMATION

RESPONSIBILITY
-

-

-

Assistant Floor
Warden (one for
every floor)

1st Floor
LaToya Robinson
(Assistant Principal)

-

2nd Floor
Ed Castillo
(Assistant Principal)

-

3rd Floor
Avery Seretan
(SpEd Coordinator)

-

Implement in an orderly fashion,
the appropriate evacuation route,
upon notification from the building
fire alarm system.
Act as ‘supervisor’ of the area
under their direct control.
Receive and dispatch information
and instructions and oversee
evacuation of occupants from their
area.
Ensure every disabled person has
staff assigned to him or her who
stays with them.
Report the location of these
persons to the Fire Department
upon their arrival
Responsible to the Floor Warden to
see all students and staff leave their
area(s) and evacuate through the
appropriate exit.
Listen for any new information
and if questions arise, get
direction from Floor Warden
Take no action without checking
with the Floor Warden, except in
extreme circumstances.
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Appendix O
School Site Requirements
Emergency Drills
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL will conduct one (1) emergency lockdown drill annually. Sample scenarios and evaluation sheets can be found in the School Emergency Response
Plan.
Fire drills will be conducted (4 times for middle schools, 2 times for high schools)
Earthquake/Duck, Cover and Hold drills will be conducted two (2) times during each school year.
Emergency lockdown drills will be conducted one (1) time during each school year.
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Appendix P
ALLIANCE CINDY & BILL SIMON TECHNOLOGY HIGH SCHOOL
Type of Drill

Date
Held

Procedural
Changes

Time
Start

Comments

Recorded by

End

Documents can be found in
the main office
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